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The crowd gets riled up during the Homecoming Game on November 15. The football team
finished the season with a 41-7 victory over Occidental College, much to the crowd's delight.
Replete with noisy clickers that sounded each time the football team advanced, the crowd
engaged in spirit cheers as a way of showing their pride in their first-place team. As an added
bonus to the football team's winning season, they also regained possession of the coveted
"Shoes", the first time in nine years that Whittier brought them home. photo by Toni Panetta
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During his free time, Spanish professor Gustavo Geirola works on
painting a mask. Geirola was often working on art projects in his
office; other times he was busy
helping students brush up on their
Spanish skills. Geirola routinely
attended activities that occurred
on campus; he was one of the professors who students ran into outside of class because he always
involved himself in community
events, photo by T Panetta
During El Did de los Muertos, students perform for the crowd.
The celebration was adopted from
the Hispanic culture, who observed the day around the same
time as the United States's observation of Halloween. El Did de
los Muertos, or "Day of the Dead,"
was a time for people to remember and honor their friends and
loved ones who had died with
such things as personal altars and
elaborate costumes, photo by 7'.
Ramirez

seniors
Shielding herself from the rain,
Bonnie Lee anxiously awaits her
turn to ride in the gyroscope that
was brought in as part of the
Homecoming Carnival attractions. Although it rained during
Homecoming week, the weather
did not dampen the festivities or
the spirit of the students and
alumni who participated in the
events. Lee explained, "I think the
outdoor part was still fun and a lot
of people participated. Even
though it rained, I had a good
time.' photo by IT Panetta
Taking advantage of the new
George Allen Fitness Center, senior Melissa Lane finds some time
in her busy schedule to workout
and stay in shape. Many students
and faculty used the renovated
facilities, which provided muchneeded and much-appreciated
improvements over older fitness
equipment. The remodeled fitness
center was only one of several
renovations that greeted the community when they returned to
campus in September. photo by IT
Ramirez
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s we realized that the new millennium loomed on the horizon—only two and a half years away—events occurring
in our world emphasized the impermanence of life. The death of Diana, Princess of Wales, shocked the world:
that a member of royalty, a celebrity loved the world over, was susceptible to the same perils as "ordinary people"
reinforced our idea that life is fragile. Mother Teresa's death, at the age of 87, evoked a cathartic sense of comfort: we
recognized that the "living saint" had lived a complete life, and that her death occurred after she had helped humanity.
The summer conviction and death sentence handed down to Oklahoma City bombing suspect Timothy McVeigh
brought a sense of closure to what had been described as "the worst act of domestic terrorism." The nation was riveted to
survivors' testimonies in Denver; the conviction marked the time for families to move on with their lives, and for America to
re-evaluate its ideas of internal security.
As the stock market topped the 8,000 mark, analysts warned that indicators pointed to a crash similar to those of
1929 and 1987. The timing and predictions panned out when the Asian markets crashed in late October, triggering a similar
drop in American markets. However, within days the market regained its losses, and Americans continued to buy, sell, and
trade without any great losses. The relatively easy and quick recovery indicated how different and vibrant the American
economy is now: although there was a crash of over 700 points, the ramifications were not nearly as devastating as the events
of Black Tuesday in 1929, when a drop of 87 points marked an economy entering into a tailspin.
Although almost seven years had passed since the Gulf War, the threat of Saddam Hussein and his nuclear arsenal
continued. Tensions increased when Iraq expelled UN inspectors, particularly targeting American members of the team.
Reflecting a change in current international power dynamics, Russia's Boris Yeltsin directed negotiations to propose a resolution that continued UN weapons inspections but stepped up the timeline for completion.
Clearly the events in which we found ourselves indicated a change in attitude; the time had come to re-evaluate our
opinions of celebrity figures, to rely on our legal system to dispense justice, and to embrace the intercontinental nature of
economic and diplomatic relations. by Toni Panetta
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or most students, school was a combination of too much school work and too little freetime. After all
the essays, labs, and projects were done, there were club meetings, practices, and the
latest gossip to catch up on with friends, roommates, and hall companions. In the few precious moments that were available, students cruised into Uptown to check out the newest bar, 6740, or caught the latest 007
movie at the renovated Whittier Village Cinema.
Anticipating the return from summer vacation to the Whittier we all knew and loved, we instead returned
to a campus that had been overrun with various construction projects. Naylor Hall's renovations finally began.
There were improvements made in most of the residence halls, and the construction on the anxiously anticipated
radio station was started. Hoover 100, renamed Ball-Lautrup, was completely remodeled. It got brand new seats
and new AV equipment. Science 100, one of the few lecture halls, was renovated with a computer at every seat.
Another new addition was the birth of Dean of Students Susan Allen's baby on the first day of classes. Finally, the
Psychology Department got its own computer lab and the fitness center was completely remodeled, including the
addition of new equipment. The technological improvements to our campus prepared us for the 21st century.
Overall, the improvements that we found when we returned were a welcome change. They gave the
school an aesthetically pleasing yet familiar atmosphere, and welcomed us to a community that looked toward the
future. by Mary Beth Griffin

rèiàiIn
(change your lifestyle and rejuvenate yourself outside of classes)

cipated day of May
nally reared its head on
was here to greet it. No
C
l
sounded, no professors
al
lectured, and above all no exams were
administered. The reason for absence of
academia was that summer vacation had
finally commenced.
For a majority of the student body,
only the academic part had ceased. The
dreaded alarm clock told many of us that
it was time to get out of bed and go to
work. The array of occupations students
had pursued varied from Dan Jacobs'
spelunking the caverns of Colorado to Ian
Novotny's position as manager at
Laserport, a laser tag arena in Portland,
Oregon. This chance for part-time work
was not only a time to earn spending
money for the upcoming school year, but
also a time to get involved over the
summer vacation.
The remainder of students who
were privileged to get time off from work
or not even have to
work may have
spent time away
from home. For
Georgi Gospodinov,

his travels sent him here to the States for
the first time. Before he departed from
Sofia, Bulgaria, he visited his
grandmother in the countryside to say his
last good-byes. On his way to the United
States, he stopped over in Frankfurt,
Germany. During his brief layover he got
to see some of the country and said that,
"the architecture of a majority of the
buildings were ornate in a medieval style
with very steep roofs." Ultimately his
"vacation" began when he arrived here on
August 27.
The Environmental Justice Project
was another way many students spent ten
weeks of their summer vacation. The
project entailed surveying aerial
photographs of the land from as far back
as the 1930's 'til the present. The different
uses of the land were charted and entered
into a data bank to be checked for
estimates of land use where disasters may
occur. Robert Jenson summarized
environmental justice as being, "the price
everyone must pay
for one person's
infringement upon
nature's beauty."
by Nicholas Smal
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tin the United
enior Callie
Batts spent her summer
traveling to various
destinations around the
world. Here, alongside
her sister-in-law, she
takes part in the daily
activities of the village
Keur Momar Sarr in
Senegal, Africa. Batts
certainly gained many
world views, photo
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spring of '97
sqffWer came to a
close, senior Andrew
Trempe headed down
to Costa Rica for the
summer. Despite the
lush and exotic
surroundings, Trempe
was there for the
purpose of field
research. Here he takes
a moment to rest from
all the hard work. photo
courtesy of A. Trempe

ng a break from the
htlife, junior Ellen
Leek celebrates her
twenty-first birthday
this past summer in Las
Vegas, Nevada. Leek
spent an exciting
weekend with her
mother at the world
famous Caesar's Palace
in a first class suite with
car service via a
limousine, photo courtesy
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Disneyland. This was
his fourth summer
working at the happiest
place on Earth. For
many Whittier students
Disneyland has been an
ideal summer job. photo

E. Leek
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Keristofer Saryani, the
ASWC President,
wishes the new students
a successful and
fulfilling time at
Whittier. Students
started their education
in the amphitheater
with a welcome by
President James Ash,
then left Whittier from
the amphitheater during
graduation. photo by T
Panetta

After enjoying the
Presidents barbeque,
Dimas Diaz shares his
many memorable
experiences throughout
his years at Whittier.
Advice and stories like
those offered by Diaz
encouraged incoming
students to get involved
on campus and become
active members of the
school. photo by T Panetta

Carrissa Villalobos
shares with her
Orienation
Week
Leader, Greg Steele,
her outlined schedule
for the fall semester;
Villalobos was a
transfer to Whittier
College. The dinners on
the lower quad were a
great time to sit back
and relax while you met
others in your group.
photo by T Panetta

beginning
(learning to survive in a new surrounding)
Whittier College was an institution
recognized nationally for its emphasis
placed upon the intellectual quest, the use
of reason, and a respect for values. It was
for many of these ideals that the new
freshmen and transfers chose to attend and
pursue their college education at Whittier
College. One example was Brandy Woder,
who said she enrolled at Whittier College
because "of its unique relationships
between the professors and students. You
are not just a student; the professors
personalize their lectures to the class."
Before orientation had ended these
new arrivals to the campus had become
fully aware of the traditions and values of
the college. They also learned about the
professors and their expectations. These
professors, along with the Orientation
Week Leaders, helped the freshmen make
the transition from being a high school
student to being a college student.
Besides tackling this arduous task, the new
students toured the Los Angeles area,
participated in
and
Playfair,
trekked past Penn
Park through the
community to

emy Snyder explains
new friend Yosepp
rry some of his
football
vious
periences before
nsferring to Whittier.
th Snyder and Terry
nsferred this year to
hittier. Keoki Leong
tened in on the
aversation as Snyder
ibellished his feats on
football field. photo

Judith
Professor
Wagner, director of
Broadoaks Lab School,
shares wisdom she has
acquired about working
with children. One of
the advantages of the
faculty - mentor
program was that
students gained a firsthand knowledge of how
they could use the field
they were interested in.

T Panetta
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President James Ash's house where he
wished a successful year to everyone at
his barbecue. Ryan Anyoung enjoyed
participating in the Playfair activities. He
commented, "I thought the Playfair was a
needed break in the exhausting schedule."
The campus welcomed one of its
largest incoming classes in recent history.
As these freshmen progressed through
their years, the skills and experiences
which they learned and the companions
that they met in their first week became
increasingly more influential in their life
pursuits.
Perhaps one of the most difficult
transitions that freshmen made at college
was learning to balance their work load
and the freedom associated with being a
college student. Learning to balance the
two was one of the goals of Freshman
Orientation. Freshman Orientation Week
also welcomed new students to Whittier's
community of friends.
For many freshmen, this first year
will be the hardest
and most difficult
year in their
college career. by
Nicholas Smal

few a re
(students come early to jump-start the year for everyone else)
Some of the most hardworking people on
campus were the people who arrived to
school a couple of weeks early in order to
prepare for the upcoming year. Those
people were the Resident Advisors,
Orientation Week Leaders, the fall
athletes, and many administrative
personnel. These people didn't give away
their vacation time because they wanted
to get back to school so desperately; they
gave it away so everything would be ready
for the new students.
The Resident Advisors worked
especially hard during their training
sessions before the school year began.
They had to go to classes, seminars, take
group excursions into Los Angeles, and
go on staff hikes to build teamwork before
they could even begin planning for the
year. Some of the things the RAs had to
have done before the year started was
making sure they had name tags for their
residents, coming up with themes for their
floors, and pre-planning for their future
programs. After all
that was done, they
had to get things
prepared for the first
day of arrivals.
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They had to be ready to help their residents
get settled in their rooms, and answer any
questions they had.
The Orientation Week Leaders
(OWLs) had to go through similar training
as the Resident Advisors, but their jobs
ended a lot earlier. The OWLs were the
check-in points for the students after they
got settled in their residence halls. The
OWLs were the people the students
worked with the most over the rest of the
week, so it was important that the OWLs
learned how to interact with the different
types of students. The OWLs also had to
attend a bunch of classes, seminars, and
other teaching sessions that taught them
how to interact with the students they
would be dealing with.
The athletes that arrived early
didn't have to attend classes or seminars,
but they worked just as hard. Most of their
time was spent conditioning and getting
ready for the upcoming season. They had
"three-a-day" practices to condition; once
in the morning,
afternoon, and
evening. By Josef
Cross

Amiee Coughlin looks
for a pass. Both
women's and men's
soccer arrived to school
earlier than the rest of
the students so that they
could get a head start on
the season. The
practices were longer
and more difficult in the
summer because they
didn't have to work
around schedules. photo
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went to a ropes cow
during training to bu:
teamwork
a]
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that forms between t
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ph
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Nermin Kamel, Kate
Crist, and Jeff Wong
take a water break
during their hike up Mt.
Baldy. During one day
of training, each staff
went off separately for
a hike and an
opportunity to get to
know staff members
better. The hikes gave
each staff a chance to
build a strong team.
photo courtesy S. Benson

The football team Hay Cheam carefully
started practicing many makes his way across
weeks before school the log. This was a trust
even started. This exercise; the person
commitment to giving crossing the log had to
one hundred and ten believe that the person
percent in practice and who was holding the
especially in games harness would stop
partly contributed to them if they fell. These
their winning season; exercises made the
they were league entire RA staff depend
champions. They also on one another to work
won back 'the Shoes." together. photo courtesy of
photo by T Ramirez
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tsfest unites the
nt body by
allowing for friendly
competition between
the residence halls.
Each hall was
associated with a
Faculty Master house.
One of the competitions
was an obstacle course
held in the Upper Quad.
Many activities took
place in the Quad. photo
by T Ramirez

Kamlin jumps
to deliver a slam
dunk during the
basketball
event.
Kamlin was a member
of the women's offcampus
team.
Sportsfest was a great
way for non-residents
to become involved in
campus life, an
otherwise difficult task
for those "out of the
loop." photo by T Ramirez
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ssins
Matt
ubala and Mark
Neria show their
enthusiasm for the
competitions to begin
as they display Harris
men's team banner.
Many students got
together to represent
their residence halls,
hoping they would take
home top honors at the
end of the weekend.
photo by T Ramirez

h
(teammates unite and find friendship in sportsfest competition)
"Stauffeiwomen kick butt," shouted
freshman Carissa Phillips at this year's
Sportsfest. This year's "Hurt for the Shirt"
WwAgoirby the amazing Sassy Stauffer
women and the first floor Turner men,
splitting the title between Johnson House
and Garrett House. This was only the
second year in the history of Sportsfest
that a team from the lower residence halls
took first place.
Sportsfest was a time when
students were able to compete against each
other and make friends. It was something
that helped bring together many students
through various activities, from donating
blood to playing basketball. Everyone
was able to meet friends and partake in
the fun. Unity was clearly a key factor to
the overall success of this year's
Sportsfest.
Many students participated in
Sportsfest this year to break away from
routine of campus life or to meet new
people. Freshman Maya Tull participated
because, "It's fun
and it brings
students together."
Through this year's
Sportsfest many

students, such as Tull, were able to have a
good time playing the events and meeting
new people. Sportsfest's popularity is
rooted in its knack to bring every team
and every residence hall together to build
a strong community. "Sportsfest is the
time when we're able to get to know more
people and bring unity to everyone," said
junior Melissa Mammenga.
Sportsfest was a great opportunity
for students to get involved in the
competition. Although students who
played for Whittier's varsity teams could
not participate in the same sport during
Sportsfest, the level of competition was
high. There were also verterans who
particiapted in the same events each year.
Senior Amy Trewella returned for yet
another victory in checkers. This time she
won her fourth in as many years for the
women's off-campus team.
This year's challenge, "The Hurt
for the Shirt," helped strengthen students'
relationships with each other as well as
helping to build
and to begin new
friendships and
relationships. by
James Rosa

beth Leake serves
ecial part of
torm in the tennis
sfest was the
udent body coming competition. Leake
a went into Sportsfest
as
)gether
ommunity to help representing the Ball
thers. One of the Hall Bombshells, and
ctivities was to donate she took second place
lood for Red Cross for her team. Leake
nd local blood banks. was a valuable member
4any students signed for the Bombshells: she
p to donate blood, but participated in the
here were certain tennis event despite an
estrictionS to give injured rotator cuff.
lood. photo by T Ramirez photo by T Ramirez
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(activities in the club ranged fronidances to comedians)
lub served as the place where most
vents that were going on around
s were held. Activities at The Club
ith a comedy act during Freshman
Oiution Week, then opened the
academic year with a new student talent
show coffee house.
All incoming and transfer
students were invited to come to The Club
one evening after orientation and
showcase their talents for their fellow
students. There were a number of people
who got involved in the talent show. There
were people singing, acting, reading
poetry, or playing with their bands. There
was also some art work that was done by
some students displayed in one of the
corners in The Club. The talent show was
only the first of a large number of events
that would be held at The Club.
One of the main reasons The Club
was such a popular place to hold an event
was because of its location. Because The
Club was right next to The Spot, it was
easy for the students
to step out for a
little while and get a
drink or just some
fresh air. Also, it

made it easier for The Spot to cater the
events because they didn't have to travel
very far to set everything up.
There were a number of different
events that happened at The Club. Besides
the talent shows, some of the other events
included dances, speakers, comedians, and
a Casino Night in January. Two of the most
popular types of events that were held at
The Club were the talent shows and the
dances. A wide variety of organizations
sponsored dances, from SOMA to
societies. One of the most successful and
popular dances that was held at the club
was Erotic City, which was put on by the
Lancer Society for the tenth year.
There were a number of steps that
the organizations had to go through in
order to book The Club for an event.
However, after all the preliminary work
was taken care of with some ingenious
advertising and a little luck, The Club was
the place where many students spent a
good portion of an evening, either
watching others
perform, or getting
in on the action
themselves, by
Josef Cross

a

t swearing by the
dy Sportz team,
Anna Neese must pay
the price: wear a bag
over her head during
the performance until
the team decides that
she has been punished
enough. The Comedy
Sportz team was
successful in engaging
audience participation
during their skits. photo

a long wail
more Marshe
Copple finally gets hi
turn to go up on th
stage during one of th
talent shows that wer
held at The Club am
read a piece of poetr
that he has written. The
poetry was a piece tha
he wrote when he wa
a child, and he hoped i
wasn't too out dated

by T Panetta
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Club provides
tertainment for both
inside and outside acts.
A variety of comedians
came to perform; the
most popular among
them were the Comedy
Sportz team brought
early in September. The
teams of comedians
competed against and
out-performed each
other for the laughs.
photo by T Panetta

g the week of
man Orientation,
t - re were a number of
different activities that
were held at The Club
that the new students
could attend. Stanimir
Stoev sits with one of
his friends, and watches
the first of the two
comedians that were
brought for the
students' enjoyment.

a

photo by T Ramirez

T Ramirez

first of the talent
that were held at
the club, Jaime PriceMitchell is one of the
many brave students
who got up in front of a
group of her fellow
students and showed off
her talents. She amazed
the crowd with her
sensational voice and
ability to dance while
she was singing. photo by
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isn ' t that
(a small population and the little things make Whittier like home)
The Faculty Masters program, the Rock,
the high graduate school placement rate,
and the low student to faculty ratio made
Whittier special. Although all of these
factors contributed to making Whittier
special, it was the small details which truly
gave the campus its unique feel.
Often colleges take on an
institutional, impersonal feel, but Whittier
was different. Here students felt
comfortable, they felt at home, and they
felt like they were not just a number, but
a person.
Little things, like Laura Hunt, who
was more commonly known as "The
Sandwich Lady;" things like being able
to see your professors at parties; or seeing
young children flying kites on the Lower
Quad during the weekend all have given
Whittier its special feel.
If you noticed these things, they
were most likely taken for granted;
however, it was these little things which
truly represented the comfortable
of
atmosphere
Whittier College.
Seeing a
group of children
from Broadoaks
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playing tag on the Upper Quad could force
a smile onto the face of even the most
stressed student. Did we really think that
at other colleges it was common for
professors like Dallas Rhodes to bring his
dog to class, and then afterwards be seen
playing outside with him?
Although our campus may be
small, the diversity was great. Students
formed lasting friendships with all types
of students. Friendships formed early in
college often lasted all four years and for
a life time.
Without all of these little details,
Whittier would not have been the school
we knew. We grew so accustomed to these
aspects that we often became unaware of
them, but take anyone of them away and
the whole feel of the campus would have
been altered.
Many of these aspects helped to
make students feel at home. Who could
ask for more than kids, pets, friends, and
a handmade sandwhich on a very special
campus?
By
taking the time to
recognize them,
we saw more. by
Megan McClellan
One of the many
performers that came to
the Shannon Center
was the Iona Pear
Dance Theater. They
were a dance troupe
who emulate angels
using dance influenced
by the Japanese. This
woman is giving a little
taste of what's coming
actual
the
in
performance. photo by T

Junior David Gonz
and senior B
Hermosillo share
conversation on 1
steps in front
Wardman Gymnasi
class
between
Students
fore
treasured the spec
friendships which ti
formed during th
years here at Whiti
College. photo by

Panetta

Panetta

Although the student
population may be low
in numbers, the
students are very
supportive
and
involved.
Many
students turned out to
cheer on the football
team to its 41-7
Homecoming victory
over
Occidental
College, clenching a
first place finish, photo
by T Panetta

Children from various
elementary schools
around the area work
making masks to wear
in the parade during the
Dia de Los Muertos
celebration. There were
many activities on
campus which reached
out to and involved
members of the
community, such as
these children, photo by
B. Hermosillo.

Students
from
Broadoaks Elementary
school play on the
Upper Quad. The
children on campus
and the college
students interaction
with them made
Whittier a much more
enjoyable place for all.
Having an elementary
school on campus made
the children a common
sight. photo by J. Rosa
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Trying to get the crowd
pumped up and ready
for the big game,
Freshman Dan Jacobs
uses his megaphone in
order to get the crowd
to join him in the
singing of the Whittier
fight song. Being loud
and supportive was
something Jacobs came
to be known for at most
home football games.
photo by T Panetta
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Jamming to the music,
sophomore Damian
Ortiz tries to impress
his date by showing off
some of the moves he
has learned since last
year's Homecoming
dance. His date had no
problem keeping up
with him and even
showed off a few of her
own moves on the
dance floor as well.

Jenn Farrell, Melina
Gonzales and their
friends take a break
after dancing all night at
Homecoming
the
The
dance.
Homecoming weekend
festivities were unusual
in that the game was in
the middle of the
afternoon and the dance
was the night before the
game instead of after it.

photo by T Panetta

photo by T Panetta

bringing about
(Homecoming ends with a wonderful dance and an old pair of shoes)
Once again, the weekend of Homecoming
was a very active and busy one for many
students. The weekend was filled with
activities that started Thursday afternoon
and ended Saturday evening. Due to
weather conditions, Thursday's carnival,
which was supposed to be held in the
Upper Quad, was moved in to the Faculty
Center. Later that evening, the annual bonfire was canceled, and in its place there
was a pep rally in the gym where all the
fall sports teams and the Homecoming
princes and princesses were announced.
On Friday night and Saturday afternoon,
the two biggest events of the weekend
were held. Friday night was the evening
of the Homecoming dance, and Saturday
afternoon was the day of the football
game.
For the fourth consecutive year,
the dance was held at the Crystal Marquis
to make it easier for both on- and offcampus students to attend. The dance was
put on by the Program Board, and was a
major success.
There was good
music,
great
dancing, and lots of
fun for everyone

who took the time to make an appearance.
For those who could not make it
to the dance Friday night, they had a
chance to enjoy themselves the next day
at the football game. A large crowd of
Poet supporters came out to cheer the
football team to victory. Not only was this
the Homecoming game, but the team was
playing Occidental, their biggest rival.
The football team had a little extra
incentive to win this year than they have
had in previous years. If they won this
game, that would give them a good chance
of going into first place in their SCIAC
conference, and win they did. It was
obvious that the players came out to win,
because from the opening kickoff until the
final buzzer they played harder than they
had played all year. All the hard work and
practice that the players had to go through
to get prepared for this game paid off in
the end when the game ended and the
scoreboard read "Whittier 41 Occidental
7". The coveted "Shoes" finally returned
to where they
belonged, after
nine years at
Occidental, by
Josef Cross

pressing
their For the first time in nine
erwhelming joy for years, Whittier has won
team's victory back the "Shoes" from
ainst Occidental, its rival school,
inuel Rosales jumps Occidental. It was a
to Leon Smith's back long standing tradition
the rest of the team that the winner of the
;hes out on to the Whittier-Occidental
ld. The crowd football game went
thered around the home with the shoes
)tball team as Coach that were stolen from
b Owens received Whittier's star running
coveted bronzed back many years ago.
)es. photo by T Ramirez photo by T Panetta
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(Homecoming Weel(s concluded by announcing the rnuLcourt)
sional threats of rain and re- carnival was an overall success and a good
f events due to inclement time was had by all who attended. There
mecoming was an overall were small games, some put on by oncampus clubs, and others by an outside
lengthy process of narrowing company.
One of the more popular booths
nominations for the Homecoming court
began weeks before the Homecoming was the henna tattoo artist, who painted
game, and finally ended during halftime elaborate designs on different parts of
of the football game when Nicole Roman students' bodies. These students could be
and Will Simmons were crowned Queen seen for days proudly showing off their
and King. The senior princes were Marcus "tattoos."
After Saturday's football game,
Paredes and Mike Dobrzycki. The
princesses were Lisa Rollins and Jennifer there was a free festival for all to enjoy.
Games and attractions brought students,
Perkins.
The freshman prince and princess faculty, alumni, friends and family
were Ben Brodsky-Porges and Jaime together.
They wrestled in inflatable sumo
Price-Mitchell. For the sophomores the
prince and princess were Chuck McLeod suits, competed in an obstacle course, or
and Misty Sanford. The junior prince was sparred with oversized boxing gloves.
Joe Muller and the princess was Sadie Others rotated uncontrollably in the Super
Tron Gyro Scope. One of the other main
Workman.
Thursday's carnival was forced to attractions was the velcro wall where
be moved inside from the Upper Quad to people tried to stick themselves to the wall
the Faculty Center because of the rain. in odd positions. Overall the attractions
gave the students a
This caused a few
chance
to relax and
problems, as not all
have some wellof the events could
deserved fun. by
fit into the reduced
Megan McClellan
space. Still, the
Despite
lo

freshman prince,
Brodsky-Porges,
ech is sent spinil
shman Chand
escorts
freshman in circles on the Sup
princess Jaime Price- Tron Gyroscope. TF
Mitchell out of one of was one of the me
the Ford Mustangs. popular attractions
The cars were donated the Homecomii
by Board Ford to be Carnival. It was whe
used during the students could be foui
halftime coronation having fun and testii
ceremonies. Many the resilience of the
times, local merchants stomachs in harrowii
donated products for positions. photo by
press. photo by T Ramirez Ramirez

t
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f

je~r princess Jennifer
ik-Vins shows her
excitement while she
dances with fellow
senior royalty nominee
Ty Bardo after the
princes and princesses
were announced at the
'bonfire,' which had to
be moved into the gym
due to heavy rain and
cold winds, photo by 7'
Ramirez

anticipation was
shman Chris Nagao
over when
ws off his
icole Roman and Will i pressive jumping
Simmons opened boxes and sticking skills on
to reveal gold balloons, the velcro wall, which
indicating they were was not as simple to
Homecoming Queen master as it might
and King. Behind appear. The velcro wall
them, the underclass was one of the most
princes and princesses popular attractions at
waited to see who had the carnival which
won, thus completing followed Saturday's
the court. photo by 7'. football game. photo by

flLally

Panetta

7' Ramirez
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meant, to be
(students took advantage of nearby I a for entertainment)
laces, so little time. Everyone
in their life has either heard or
small but meaningful phrase.
re so many places to visit,
whether it was right here on campus, in
the Whittier community, in the L.A. area
or in Southern California.
Right here on campus there were
always events to keep you busy, whether
it was coffee in The Spot, dancing in The
Club, watching a play or a concert in the
Shannon Center, or going to support your
fellow students at a sporting event.
According to junior Jessica Mendoza,
"The Spot gives me someplace besides the
library or the computer center to hang out
and relax before my next class."
If you wanted a little adventure in
your life and dared to leave campus,
Uptown Whittier had someplace that
students could go to and enjoy as a break
away from the campus. You could walk
to the movies or catch a dinner at Rocky
Cola's or Uptown Mexican Cafe. If you
were of legal age
you could go to
John Greenleafs or
6740 to relax and
catch up with
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friends. According to freshman Sidharth
Haksar, "Uptown Whittier brings back the
charm of an old city. It is a friendly town
and has its own distinct identity."
If you were feeling adventurous
you could leave Whittier and visit places
like Disneyland, the beach, L.A., Santa
Monica, Old Town Pasadena, or Universal
Citywalk. Sophomore Damian Ortiz said,
"L.A. is very diverse; there are so many
different types of people and also many
different things to do."
When you entered Whittier as a
freshman there were so many things that
you wanted to do and try, but as time flew
by and before you knew it, you could be a
senior with a list of a million things still
to do before you graduate. Between Los
Angeles' numerous museums, including
the newly opened Getty Center, and each
of the beaches, the possible destinations
were endless. Senior Jennifer Farrell
sumed it up quite well, "There is always
something to do whether it be on campus,
in Whittier or the
surrounding cities.
You are never
bored." by Jennifer
Bailey
summer
g
ion, a group of
ers went to John
Greenleafs in Uptown
Whittier to celebrate a
sisters twenty-first
John
birthday.
Greenleafs was one of
a few local pubs where
students and professors
went to hang out, either
to work, relax, or talk
with friends, photo by S.

*niors Stephan
tier and Kathle
g enjoy a weekei
free from homewo
and studying by gob
to the movies at ti
enhanced Whitti
Village Cinemas
Uptown. They did n
know which movie
see, so they checked t
preview posters o
side the complex. ph

Butler

by J. Bailey

3rs Jennifer Farrell
• Jennifer Bailey
decided to have a night
out in the Los Angeles
area, so they went to
Universal City Walk.
Whittier's central
location made such
jaunts possible. They
regressed to their early
childhood and played in
the water until they
were soaked. photo
courtesy J. Bailey

- nts Annette Diaz,
n Aibro, Gilbert
Dixon, and Henry
Priest sit in The Spot
relaxing while doing a
little homework and
waiting for their next
class to start. The Spot
was a good place for
students to come and
socialize with one
another or do their
homework if they
wished. photo by J. Bailey

benches outside
t buildings are used
by students to either
soak in the sun reading
or they are used to sit
and catch up with
between
friends
classes. Daniel Pira and
Frank Martinez were
sitting in front of
Hoover talking about a
project that needed to
be completed for a
class, photo by J. Bailey

t
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Dr. Stephen Overturf
lectures to his class in
the newly remodeled
Science 100 classroom.
There was a computer
at every desk so that the
professors could use all
the available modern
technology during their
lectures. This lecture
room was one of the
many changes that
occured. photo by T.
Panetta
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Stauffer residents relax
in the newly painted
and recarpeted lounge.
Ball and Stauffer got
new carpets over the
summer and Johnson
doors were refinished
and fitted with new
numbers. Plans were in
the works for improvements in the other
residence halls around
campus. photo by T.

The remodeling of
Naylor Hall continued
through the fall and into
the winter. Despite
occasional disruptions
due to noise, everyone
is happy to have the
new space to be used to
house the Modern
Languages department
and classrooms; the
building was expected
to open in January.

Ramirez

photo by T Ramirez

time for
(whether big or small, numerous changes took place on campus)
Although many of the subtle changes
around campus may not have been as
noticeable as others, all of these changes
resulted in a new and improved look on
campus. Some of the changes were small,
superficial details, whereas others were
much needed safety concerns or new and
improved classroom space.
Although the most obvious and
most talked about change was the
renovation of Naylor Hall, it was far from
the only change which took place on
campus. Less obvious were small details
such as new trash cans around campus,
and for an added measure of security, the
placement of peepholes in the doors in all
dorms.
Stauffer Hall received a much
needed renovation during the summer. The
freshmen may not have noticed it, but
returning students were well aware of the
improvements, which included new paint,
new carpet and re-finished doors. All of
these changes combined to help give
Stauffer a new and
improved look.
It took some
time, but ten years
after the Whittier

rents lifted weights
the new fitness
er. The opening of
newly refurbished
rge Allen Fitness
ter in the fall was a
anticipated
h
iige on campus; the
facility was useful
important to
etes and health;cious students and
ilty. photo by T.
rez

Narrows quake, the renovation of Naylor
Hall was begun. Due to be completed in
January of 1998, the extra space created
housed the Modern Languages
Department.
Another large change was the new
George Allen Fitness Center, which was
opened and dedicated early in the fall. Its
opening was a much needed addition to
the Athletic Center, which created a
facility for all students to use. Also
different at the Athletic Center was a fresh
coat of paint around the pool, drastically
improving its apperance.
Other improvements to the
classroom facilities around campus were
the renovation of Hoover-Lautrup and the
conversion of Science 100 to a computer
lab classroom with computers at every
desk.
Besides the renovation of Naylor,
there was one other long anticipated
change, the return of Whitter's radio
station, KWTR. Construction of the new
radio station in the
Student Union
began in late
September. by
Megan McClellan

Alex Hamlin prepares
his
to
start
Microeconomics class.
This class was held in
the redesigned lecture
hall. Students who had
class in Science 100
were privileged to have
the most techonological
teaching aids available
to them, specifically the
new computers at
every workstation.
photo by T Panetta
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(living on campus meant living in a caring community of peers)
diverse student body
ii
each residence hail took
s
on
of its own. The creme de
la
'0
esidence halls were Turner
and Harris. It was in these halls where
upperciass students enjoyed their status.
The hallways of Turner were very
quiet throughout the day. It was not until
the late evening when residents began to
emerge from their rooms. The enclosed
study rooms along with the lounge areas
were filled with groups of students
studying and cramming for tests.
On the other hand, Harris, with
only a few students sharing every floor,
created a tight bond. Coming together to
watch sporting events in the lounge or
having an afternoon barbecue was a
common weekend activity in the Harris
Halls. The other "hail on the hill" was
Wanberg. The residents made the best of
it and seemed to bond on the simple basis
that they shared the same living
environment. Freshman Jennifer Zapien,
a resident of
Wanberg Hall, spent
most of her off time
with friends in
Stauffer Hall, which
.,

she stated "is where I would prefer to
live."
Wardman Hall housed the
smallest number of students, mostly
Whittier Scholars, which made it the most
quiet on campus. Junior Andi Baker, a
resident of Wardman, stated, "it enables
you to make new friends because every
year you get a new neighbor."
On the bottom of the hill were
Ball, Stauffer and Johnson Halls. Ball
Hall had a very down to earth atmosphere.
Ball Hall resident Brooke Bernstein
remarked, "It is louder than Johnson Hall,
but more quiet than Stauffer Hall." A
perfect balance seemed to have been
created at Ball.
Johnson Hall was the best place
to live if sleeping in was a priority. It was
the hall where just about every class was
only five minutes away. Freshmen who
lived in Stauffer traditionally brought an
excitement and energy that was unique.
Stauffer provided the opportunity to meet
people and create
memories that
w e r e
unforgettable. by
Bede Hermosillo

t

shmen Elizabeth
Nguyen, Cht
ake,
Andrea
rol,
Kaw
llows, and Brooke Sc wab,JoseMaga
Bernstein take time out and Chris Dagne cc
from their hectic together to watch
schedules to share a movie, Volcano,
moment of friendship. Tuner Hall. Turner'
They all agreed that the most popu
Ball was a fun and residence hail to iiv
exciting place to live. When asked of
Most freshmen lived in advantages of living
the "valley" halls, only campus Jose answei
a couple lived on the "I like the girls." p
hill. photo by B. Hermosillo
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by B. Hermosillo

omore Amy
algAWary feels that,
"living on campus is a
blast!" She takes
advantage of a study
room in Turner to get
some work done.
residents
Turner
enjoyed the access to
many study rooms and
a 24-hour computer lab;
it gave them less
to
excuses
procrastinate, photo by B.
Hermosillo

tball players Angel
as and Jeremiah
nson discuss the
highlights of the
football game while in
Harris C lounge. Rivas
found that living oncampus "is a great way
to meet people." Once
people established their
community ties, they
worked hard to live
together in later years.
photo by B. Hermosillo

JU Wanberg lounge
dden Alexander
joys an afternoon
watching TV. When
asked about living on
campus Alexander
replied, "Different
people have different
experiences depending
on where they live.
Those who live in the
best residence halls
have the best residential
photo by B.
life."
Hermosillo
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r Jashcha Kaykas:H makes a hot cup

of tea in the comfort of
his own kitchen.
Kay k s - Wolff
explained that "offcampus living is better
than on-campus as long
as the whole freakin'
campus does not use
your bathroom." He
referred to a draw back
of hosting parties. photo
by B. Hermosillo

Senior Roy Diaz and Danielle Rossi and
girlfriend Yesenia Julie Lawendowski
Benitez enjoy a celebrate Halloween
moment of laughter and by carving a pumpkin.
fun in the privacy of Living off-campus,
Diaz's home. For Diaz, they enjoyed the chance
"Commuting to school to put a candle in their
makes it difficult to get jack-o-lantern without
involved with campus being written up.
activities, but it is worth Regarding off-campus
it because I am saving life, Lawendowski said,
a tremendous amount "It's nice not to have to
of money." photo by B. deal with dorm life."
Hermosillo
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photo by A. Fuente

n Farrell tries to
lug the toilet in her
rtment. Along with
advantages to
ing your own
hroom came the
ilenges of becoming
andy person and
ng things when they
ke. Students who
d off campus were
D responsible for
viding their own

us, photo by T Panetta

en j o y in g y our
(a personal bath and clean kitchen were perks of off-campus life)
Finally, having waited through freshman,
sophomore, and junior years, the
opportunity to live off campus for most
of the seniors was anxiously anticipated.
The experience of residential life would
always be a cherished memory, but most
agreed that living off-campus was
definitely a luxurious experience. Shakir
Husain stated, "it is great living offcampus because it made school affordable
and also it was fun because residential life
was not around." Seniors chose to live
off-campus for a variety of reasons, but
the vast majority agreed that the perks
and all the freedoms which came with
living independently clinched the
decision.
The sense of a more homelike
environment was stated repeatedly as one
of the positive factors of living offcampus. Having a private bathroom,
kitchen, and living room more than
compensated for the commute back and
forth to school. Senior Dan Pira stated,
"It is more like
home than a dorm.
Even though you
lose track with
campus activities,

you are more apt to study because of less
distractions." Senior Tucker Macomber
also felt that the feeling of being in a home
environment was important. Macomber
thought that having your own kitchen gave
more flexibility and improved eating
habits. "It is nice to cook on my own;
nice to choose what I eat," said Macomber
who so enjoyed the domestic side of living
off-campus.
Privacy was also one of the perks
which made off-campus living just "Posh"
according to senior Dan Williams. Not
having to deal with a roommate gave more
control and freedom over personal lives.
Senior Diana Woldt said, "living offcampus put life on your own terms. You
invite people over you want to see." The
issue of privacy was put in a different light
by senior Allison Chavez who stated that
living off-campus was great because you
got to "walk around naked." That was
certainly something that was difficult to
do in the dorms without getting written
up. Off-campus
living was indeed
enjoyed by the
privileged few. by
Bede Hermosillo

ampus students
relaxed at the
Spot. Lucy Lin enjoys
a sandwhich at The
Spot between classes.
Lin explained that for
her, "Commuting to
and from school every
morning is tough, but it
is good to get away
from campus at the end
of a long day full of
classes." photo by B.

0
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ma Martinez
anxiously waits

Mike Bonocora

for Campus Safety to let

talk at the President's

her and her colleagues

BBQ. The professors

back into Platner after

were often seen at sport-

the bomb scare in No-

ing events or other stu-

vember. It was a false

dent functions support-

alarm, but Johnson Hall,

ing their students.

Platner, and The Bonnie

by T Panetta

Bell Wardman Library
were evacuated.
L Panetta
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(Z,

r. John Neu and

photo by

photo
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fter all the discussion surrounding the possibility of drastically changing the curriculum last year, the
Revisioning Committee finally submitted a revised curriculum to the community, which left January
Interim intact. It changed the math, science, and pairs requirements. In light of the changes to the

Liberal Education program, the Whittier Scholars Program also began an extensive reexamining process. Departments looked at the structure within their individual majors; history outlined new requirements for a major.
The college welcomed many new faces in our faculty and staff, from administrators to professors. The

faculty became heavily involved in student affairs when they signed a letter that commented on the inappropriateness of harassment and lack of respect in the classroom, and they made a pledge that those types of behaviors
would not be tolerated in their classrooms. Religious Studies professor Joe Price said good-bye as he left the
Faculty Master position at Garrett House after many years of service.
The Environmental Justice internship continued its research; other students found an extensive variety of
opportunities for research with professors. Work study students had the opportunity to dissect frogs with biology
professor Stephen Goldberg or test the strength of crystals using lasers with physics professor Vann Priest. The
students found that this close interaction gave them a chance to really learn about a specific subject and it also gave
them an opportunity to get to know their professors better. by Mary Beth Griffin
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Collecting data about frogs,
Hay Cheam looks for
parasites under the
mircoscope for professor
Stephen Goldberg. Each
characteristic had to be
painstakingly recorded so
that the frogs could be
classified, photo by N. Sinai

Cleaning her dissecting plate
and instruments before
attempting to find the next
parasites on Professor
Goldberg's frogs, Cynthia
Walser was able to work in
the biology department
through a departamental
fellowship, photo by N. Sinai
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Working in the Cryogenic
Nuclear
Magnetic
Resonance Lab, Greg Miller
adds pulses of electricity to
different
substances
containing various atoms.
The experiment was to test
the properties of these
materials, photo by N. Sinai

Carefully preparing a
solution, Chivas Dabbs and
chemistry professor Chuck
Reeg carefully measure the
correct proportions of
calcium carbonate and water.
Accurate measurements
were important in
experiments, photo by N. Sinai

"Good undergraduate
research can take many forms, but
essentially it should involve
extended problem solving beyond
the textbook." That is what
Howard Lukefahr believed work
study should entail.
Undergraduate research
had been limited to only students
receiving work study. Even then
only a select handful were able to
conduct experiments and further
one's knowledge, understanding,
and eagerness to learn more.
This year a new program
was initiated that allotted
additional areas for research and
hands on experiences with
professors. One such student who
earned a newly established
departmental fellowship was
Dennis Soto.
Soto's position was in the
math lab under the guidance of
Dean Richard Millman. Soto
constructed geometric programs
using Maple as well as maintained
the efficiency of the lab. He said
that the fellowship was
"stimulating, learning about new
concepts of mathematics and
additional uses of math that I had
never intended or thought to use
math for."
These fellowships were
not only restricted to the fields of
science, but practically all forms

by helping
professors
students
learn
valuable
research
tools while
getting to
know their
professors
better

of studies offered similar
experiences.
Other types of fellowships
were in the Political Science
Department to help plan and
participate in hosting the Model
United Nations meeting in San
Fransisco. Another fellowship
was maintaining and designinng
web pages for various
departments through the
Computer Center.
With the addition of the
fellowships, more research
positions opened up. More
students were allowed to receive
a hands-on education and possibly
deciding their major and
ultimately an occupation.
These jobs benefited the
students in several ways. For
many of those who went to
graduate school, the experience of
already going through the
research process would be of
incredible value. For those
students who had not yet
graduated from Whittier or did not
plan to attend graduate school,
having these skills would be
appealing to employers and allow
these students a wider selection of
occupations. The skills acquired
were indispensable, as the
opporunities for employment
became even more critical as time
passed. by Nicholas Smal
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New professor David
Bourgaize and professor
Fred Bergerson enjoy a lunch
together in The Spot.
Professor Bourgaize is new
to the Biology department.
He teaches genetics and
molecular biology classes.

Professor Liz Albro is talking
to a student over the phone
in her office about an
assignment that is due shortly
in one of her classes.
Professor Aibro is new to the
Child Developmant and
Education Departments. photo

photo by J. Bailey

by J. Bailey

New professor, Feng-ying
Phoenix Ming, Modern
Languages Chair Doreen
O'Connor, and a visitor
discuss upcoming events.
Professor Ming was new to
the Modern Language
Department and taught
Chinese. photo by J. Bailey
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Professor Johan Deprez is
hard at work grading test in
his office during a break.
Professor Deprez is new to
the Economics Department
and he can be seen in
economics classes such as
Intermediate
MicroEconomics. photo by J. Bailey

Ll
If you had not noticed
there were many new faces
throughout the campus, either
walking around or in classes
teaching. Many of the
departments experienced the
presence of new faculty members,
including Biology, Economics,
English, Child Development and
Education, and History. The new
faculty members have not just
come from the United States but
from all over the world.
Many of the new
professors came to Whittier for
the same reasons that students
decided to attend here. David
Paddy, from the English
Department, said, "Whittier was
very much my ideal school. I
always wanted to teach at a small
interdisciplinary liberal arts
school. I feel very lucky to be
here. Whittier is fulifilling all my
expectations. I also love the city
of Whittier because it feels like a
small retreat, but you are able to
step out and go to a large city if
you wish."Our small liberal arts
college has some unique features
like small classes and a lot of
student-faculty interaction.
Other faculty members
came to Whittier for different
reasons, such as being close to
family members who live in the
area, like many of the students

the same
things
students
looked for
in a college
also interested new
faculty like
small and
intimate
classes

who are local to Whittier. Jose
Orosco, from the History
department, said, "I got hired here
at Whittier. The main reason that
I chose Whittier was because my
family's from Los Angeles and I
wanted to stay here."
Another faculty member
chose to come teach at this school
because she was able to partcipate
in reasearch programs such as
Broadoaks. Liz Albro, from the
Child Development Department,
said, "I always wanted to teach at
a small teaching college and I
wanted to work with students oneon-one. I also wanted to be able
to do research at Broadoaks.
"I also wanted to play a
larger role in a new or revised
program here at the college
because this is a very exciting time
for all concerned. Everyone at
Whittier is very friendly and
polite. I also love living in
Uptown because I am able to walk
to school and the weather is nice
and warm; [it is ideal] not only for
myself but also for my son."
The college's community
of friends allowed for interaction
between faculty and students, new
and old. Faculty and students got
to know one another and to build
close relationships, a very unique
aspect of Whittier. by Jennifer
Bailey
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hobbi' h ave
fam i 1\
Everyday we saw these
great figures in a classroom.
Professors helped guide and shape
our lives. In and out of the
classroom they have shared their
knowledge with us and given us
the tools to succeed in life.
However there was more to these
professors than what was just
portrayed in the classroom. Who
were these people? Who were
they when they were not teachers
and what kind of lives did they
lead aside from teaching? Outside
of teaching they led lives much
like our own.
"I guess you could say that
I'm a cross-culture junkie. I like
to visit new places and experience
other cultures," explained
Psychology professor Chuck Hill.
For him and many other
professors, traveling and seeing
new sights was an ideal way to
enjoy leisure time. It was a perfect
way to relax and forget about the
pressures of their everyday
lifestyles and stresses. Some
students never had the opportuntiy
to travel.
While some professors
looked to traveling for excitement,
others found just spending quality
time with family to be ideal. "I
like to spend my free time with
my family, playing my violin or
doing Tae kwon do," said
38

outside of
class professors
were like
you or me,
spending
their free
time doing
something
that they
enjoy

professor Lori Comparo of the
Psychology Department.
Child
Development
professor Liz Aibro agreed. "For
me, my leisure time is spent with
my family, my husband and my
son, and trying to be a good
parent." For these professors,
family and the chance to enjoy
time with family and relax was the
most valuable way to spend their
limited free time.
Other professors were
actively involved in the
surrounding community. Gerald
Adams, whom students
recognized as the man responsible
for determining if they graduated
on time, a.k.a. The Registrar,
volunteered his Saturdays at
Habitat for Humanity. Adams had
worked for several years, helping
to build several houses for lowincome families to move into.
Professor of English Anne
Kiley also offered her time to the
Habitat for Humanity effort.
Besides offering physical support,
she coordinated the sign-in and
refreshment distribution.
No matter what it was
professors appeared to be like
inside the classroom, they were
just like the average person
outside, seeking family, friends,
and fun in their lives, by James
Rosa

Professor Liz Aibro enjoys
spending her weekend with
her son Jonus. Being able to
watch and be a part of her
son's growing life was what
she looked forward to. They
found new things to do as
Albro tried to keep Jonus
out of trouble. photo by J. Rosa

Most people wouldn't think
that their teachers would
take martial arts, but
Professor Lori Comparo
enjoyed practicing Tae kwon
do with her husband on her
free time; she has moved up
the belt system to a brown
belt. photo courtesy L. Comparo

Professor Chuck Hill and his
wife take time out to visit
another country and relax in
the desert atmosphere of
Giza, Egypt. They toured the
desert atop a camel and
enjoyed the sights of the
nearby pyramids. photo
courtesy C. Hill

Elephants are considered to
be symbols of luck, but most
people aren't lucky enough to
be blessed by an elephant.
Professor Maurine Behrens
was she was blessed by one
of the temple elephants when
she went to Madurai, South
India. photo courtesy M. Behrens
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Completing the filing of
records for the January
interim, Beth Munday and
Jennie Allen double check
the computer records with
the filing records. The
Registrar Office helped
eliminate overcrowding and
confusion. photo by N. Smal

Relying on her computer,
Leslie Maynor of the
Registrar's Office helps with
the registration process.
Maynor entered the course
codes to confirm that all was
up to par. This ensured there
were no prerequisite hassles
for students. photo by N. Smal

Preparing solutions for an Checking her busy agenda,
upcoming lab in General Nicki Butterly tries to fit in a
Chemistry, Nathan Ho quick break for a snapshot.
measures the correct amount Ms. Butterly was the
the
for
of an unknown substance. secretary
Students who worked in the Anthropology Department.
chemistry supply room freed From her smile, it appeared
up time for the professors to as though she enjoyed her
do research. photo by N. Smal job. photo by N. Smal
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Whittier's commitment to
tradition and values separated it
from many other institutions. One
such value was the professor's
commitment to lecturing and
providing individual attention to
students in and out of the
classroom. However, if it were not
for the assistance of many
secretaries, aides, and various
other forms of help, the attention
and devotion we received as
students would have been
sacrificed.
Cheryl Wong Po Foo
helped ease the busy day of
French professor Lori CrawfordDixon by correcting and grading
exams. Wong Po Foo said,
"Usually Professor CrawfordDixon is very busy doing her own
research [with] other important
things and we are there to relieve
[the professors] from the stresses
of their workload."
Many of the members of
the support staff had their offices
in Platner Hall, Mendenhall, or the
Redwood Building. Within these
buildings, the backbone of the
college was hard at work, making
sure that the school ran smoothly
while professors were lecuring to
interested students. Philadelphia
House was another essential
location on campus. It aided
numerous students in tutoring,

professors
and their
support
staff of
secretaries
and
assistants,
you can't
have one
without the
other

finding employment, applying for
graduate schools; it also hosted
many programs to ease the
transition from college into the
working world.
Not all of the professors
worked directly with their aides.
One significant aide to professors
was the Wardman Library. This
was especially the case for many
English and linguist professors.
One instance of this was that
professors would assign literature
found in the library and ask the
library to hold on to the book or
to set it aside for the class. Another
companion in the library was, of
course, the library staff who were
valuable resources for many
students. They helped students
correctly configure their term
papers and bibliographies.
Without the collaborative
help of the above aides throughout
campus, all of the small tasks
would have rapidly overwhelmed
the time of the professors. The
result would have been a decline
in the personal and unique values
and tradtions that the school
embraced and promoted.
Essentially, the comforts and
luxuries that we took for granted
were made possible by the endless
dedication of the "behind-thescenes" workers around campus.

by Nicholas Smal
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At Whittier, the faculty
were not just faculty. Instead, they
were real people, people the
students got to know well, both
inside as well as out.
Much of this interaction
started the first day students
arrived, with the mentor program
during Freshman Orientation
Week. During this week, students
were assigned to a faculty mentor
who taught in a department that
the students indicated an interest
it. Through their initial interactions with their mentors,
students got a chance to see their
mentors as real people, often
visiting their homes before they
even set foot in a classroom.
But Freshman Orientation
was definitely not the end of the
personal levels of student-faculty
interaction. The relationships that
students developed with their
professors continued to grow in
the four years they spent here.
They learned what hobbies they
shared with their professors, like
hiking through the Whittier Hills,
running in charity races, or
volunteering time at local shelters
or other social-welfare programs.
However, students also
formed friendships with professors and other members of staff
who they did not have as lecturers.
Many got to know the faculty
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faculty and
students on
our campus
formed
bonds that
are rarely
formed on
larger
schools
and
universities

through the simple phenomena of
assoication. Even just walking by
the same people everyday across
the quad, students and faculty
developed relationships that
tended to last beyond the four
years the student spent at Whittier.
Although the formal
environment where the
relationship began is no longer
available after students graduate,
the relationships usually
continued to grow. That is
primarily
because
the
relationships between students
and facutly were not based on
levels of knowledge or what one
can teach the other. Rather, the
friendships were genuine: both the
faculty and the students learned
more about themselves as the
friendships grew. Perhaps that is
one of the most rewarding aspects
to the unique relationships that
developed within the Whittier
community: the sense of equality
and a willingness to share as
people, not as "professors" or
"students"
When professors urged
students to call them by their first
names, or to use the home phone
numbers listed at the top of the
syllabi, they were not speaking out
of practice; rather, they genuinely
welcomed students' interaction
and enthusiasm. by Toni Panetta

Brook Bernstein and Ayako
Jinno meet with Professor
Pheniox Ming to go over a
presentation for their
Chinese class. To meet
personally with professors is
a great benefit to the students'
educational experience, photo

President Ash talks with two
freshmen at the annual
barbecue he hosts during
Freshmen Orientation. Being
able to converse freely with
the president of the college
allows students to know that
they really do matter. photo

by T Panetta

by T Panetta

Helping students learn to use
the technology available on
campus was an important
part of the relationships that
students and faculty
developed. By sharing areas
of special knowledge, faculty
passed on yet another tool for
success. photo by J. Bailey

At the Kwanza dinner
celebration in December,
professor Danilo Lozano
shares in the festivities.
Faculty participated in many—
student-sponsored events,
demonstrating their genuine
interest in students and their
interests, photo by T Ramirez
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Some of the major
distinctions between Whittier and
other institutions came in the
school's promotion of cultural
diversity and awareness,
especially by broadening the
students' experience beyond their
major. Extending this concept into
the community aspect of the
school, the college adopted the
Faculty Master Program to allow
students to have learning
experiences outside of the
classroom. The program, through
its seven years of existence, has
brought in various speakers and
organized several excursions.
Our appetites were
satisfied by the chocolate tasting
at Johnson House, and the dinners
served before speakers, such as
when author Jim Dodge
presented his work.
Ryan Bradley was a
frequent attendee to many of these
authors. Bradley believed that the
"Faculty Master dinners have
allowed me to meet several
wonderful writers each year. After
I leave Whittier, I think my
autographed books will be my
favorite momentos." A couple of
other authors who intrigued
Bradley to participate in the
program and learn more about
these guests were Clyde Edgerton
and author of "Ashes in the Rain,"
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Faculty
Masters
offered
programs
which
promoted
community
and
learning
outside the
classroom

Al Martinez. Beside authors,
Faculty Masters invited other
educators, lecturers, and famous
people. Johnson House invited
anthropologist Dr. Jill Brody and
Garrett House hosted Tom
Sutherland, one of the longest
held captives in the Middle East.
Not all of the programs
involved guest speakers. One
program that had become a
tradition for all the Faculty Master
houses was a beginning-of-theyear pizza dinner that each
Faculty Master held for every
residence hall in their area. Garrett
House played host to many of the
holiday festivities. One evening
Dr. Joe Price hosted a talk on the
beliefs and practices of the three
principle December programs.
Dr. David Hunt of the
Hartly House offered tickets to
"Phatom of the Opera." Judging
by how quickly the tickets sold
out, it was one of the more popular
programs of the year.
Above all the houses were
just that: houses. The Faculty
Masters' houses were open
anytime, eitherjust to stop by and
say hi or to receive some help with
homework. These homes of the
professors were yet another
integral part of what made
Whittier a community-based
college. by Nicholas Smal

Biology professor David
Bourgaize's son tries to sneak
in a little taste of the cookies
he and Bonnie Price are
making for the many hungry
decorators. Besides cookies,
hot cocoa and apple cider
were served and the Prices'
holiday party. photo by N. Smal

Students prepare to hear one
of the many talks that are
given in the Faculty Master
homes. Each Faculty Master
had their own favorite type
of program, Dr. Chabran held
Spanish programs while Dr.
Hunt planned off-campus
excursions. photo by T Ramirez

Wendy Furman, professor of
English, discussed "The
Nativity of Christ in
Literature" at Garrett House.
Furman shared ideas with the
audience about the Christmas
imagery and beliefs that are
present in art and literature.

Stretching as far as she can
before toppling over onto the
Christmas tree, Brandy
Quinn places a strand of
lights on its branches. This
was the very first time Quinn
had ever strung a Christmas
tree with lights, photo by T

photo by T Ramirez

Ramirez
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Dr. Joesph Price, professor of Dr. Susanne Weil prepares
religious studies, also was for her sabbatical during the
one of the Faculty Masters. spring semester. Weil
Price spent his last year in the expected to spend much of
position, as he planned to her time in the southern
take a sabbatical in the 1998- California wilderness; the
99 school year. His final time away allowed her to
plans were pending grant journal and reflect on her
approval, photo by T Ramirez
research. photo by T Panetta

Dr. Rafael Chabrán visits Dr. Stephen Overturf,
with colleagues during La Ferguson Professor of
Tardeada. Chabrán spent his International Economics,
last semester as Faculty holds a copy of his recently
Master of Johnson House; published book, Money and
his plans to travel and the European Union.
continue research were Overturf used his sabbatical
confirmed for the following time to complete the book.
photo by T Panetta
year. photo by T Panetta

it seemed
as though
Hours of research; favorite
documenting sources; outlining,
organizing, writing, and rewriting professors
drafts; giving up sleep to finish the
project before the deadline. All disappeared
aspects of a college student's life,
right? Yes.. .and no. Students from
weren't the only ones busy poring
through books and searching the campus,
internet for the latest information
on various subjects. Our only to
professors were as well.
Dr. Susanne Weil, return later,
professor of English, who was on
sabbatical during the spring
strangely
semester, continued her research
on Mark Twain, who—as most of
rejuvenated
her students knew—was Weil's
favorite author. The research was
and armed
an extension of her dissertation.
Weil contended, "My hypothesis
has been that what changed with new
Twain's writing was not the deaths
of his relatives but his information
bankruptcy." She wanted to focus
on the psychological effects of to share in
Twain's bankruptcy and the
changes in attitude that were class
reflected in his writing.
However, Twain research
was not the only goal during
Weil's sabbatical. She also
wanted to develop a January-term
course with a Thoreau-esque
twist: students would be
responsible for learning about a
particular author, but would

reflect on the writer not within the
confines of the classroom but
through time spent in the
wilderness. Ideally, Weil wanted
to have students camp in Joshua
Tree and other locations and keep
a journal about the experience.
Unlike Weil, whose
sabbatical was just beginning, Dr.
Stephen Overturf, endowed chair
of the Ferguson Professor of
International Economics, had a
completed book to show for his
recent sabbatical work.
Overturf's book, Money and the
European Union, was the result of
over five years of interest,
research, and work. According to
Overturf, the book "started...
years ago while I was in
Copenhagen, on sabbatical. I was
really interested in the euro (the
common European monetary
unit)." He continued the work
when he was a scholar-inresidence in Brittany, France.
Overturf was fortunate enough to
have his book published by his top
publishing choice, St. Martin's
Press, which is a "good economic
press," in the United States.
Like Weil, who planned to
use her current Twain research in
her early American literature
courses, Overturf adopted his text
in his European Integration
courses. by Toni Panetta
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Late last year twelve
students, from eight different
majors, were chosen to take place
in the Environmental Justice
Internship over the summer. These
students varied from sophomores
to seniors. The diversity of the
students and their majors brought
several different perspectives to
the study.
The purpose of the project
was to study the changes in land
and the loss of recreational areas,
such as parks. The participants
then related the losses to different
ethnic and income brackets,
because the study was concerned
with how and why minorities tend
to live in undesirable areas.
There were three main
goals of the project. The first goal
was to train undergraduates to use
a Geographic Information System
(GIS) as an interdisciplinary
research tool. The benefits for
learning to use the GIS were
many. Besides helping to
complete the environmental
justice project, students also
acquired a valuable skill they
could use to their benefit after
graduating. Knowledge of a GIS
system would make them more
marketable when they applied for
jobs in related fields.
A second goal was to
construct a database for the
48

the third
year of the
environmental
justice program yielded a wealth
of data for
the interns
to process
and
interpret

study
of
longitudinal
environmental justice. They
added to the data that had been
compiled in the preceeding years
by other interns. Hopefully, their
data would be used by future city
planners when trying to decide
how best to allocate undeveloped
land.
The third goal was to
analyze that database from many
perspectives. The project relied
on the insights of many
disciplines, including economics,
biology, physical education and
recreation, sociology, the foreign
languages, geology, and political
science. This demonstrated the
way that fields "in the real world"
are interdisciplinary in their
approach to analyzing problems.
The program gave
students the ability to work
outside of the classroom. As
sophomore Joanna Cucchi
commented, "We all worked
together, students and professors,
to complete a project with real
world implications." The project
also gave Whittier the opportunity
to showcase its abilities to the
greater Los Angeles community.
Everyone who worked on
the project agreed it was a
valuable task that was worth the
time. by Toni Panetta, Tracy
Morse, and Megan McClellan

Jaime Wemett and Natalie
Roman work together to
interview a park visitor.
Gathering information about
the patterns, habits, and
changes in park visits helped
shed light on the data from
other areas of research. photo

Junior Robert Jenson
interviews people to find out
why they visit the park. The
grunt work involved going
into Los Angeles and
collecting data by talking to
the people that they met in
the parks and city streets.

courtesy off. Henderson

photo courtesy off. Henderson

Besides the obvious benefit Professor of Sociology
of being able to participate in Leslie Howard talks with
a major research project, people in the field. The
students involved in the internship brought students
Environmental Justice and professors from many
Program got to explore the different disciplines together,
Los Angeles basin, learning yet they all performed similar
about its people and history. tasks of gathering data. photo
photo courtesy off. Henderson

courtesy off. Henderson
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fter a day of classes came to an end, there was a plethora of possible club meetings to attend. They
catered to a variety of different interests; whether one was looking to gain leadership opportunities,
to raise social consciousness, or to have some fun, there was something for everyone. We saw the

construction and reopening of KWTR. The Photography Club was able to process their beautiful photos in their
new dark room, and the Irvine Grant made us reexamine the amount of diversity on our campus and work on
making it even more prevalent. There were many different options; if students couldn't find what they were

looking for, they could always create their own club. A wide array of organizations chose to sponsor dances in The
Club, which provided something fun for students to do on the weekends, and an opportunity for organizations to
get some extra publicity. Not only did societies sponsor dances in The Club, there was such a large increase in the
number of clubs sponsoring dances that students could go almost every week if they wanted to. Another popular
event was to have a week long program of events, with a variety of speakers, sessions, and activities. SOMA
sponsored Diversldentity Month and ECHO hosted Pride Week. The Counseling and Career Centers also sponsored Alcohol Awareness Week, Career Awareness Week, and Health and Safety Week. Regardless of what one
was interested in, the wide assortment of clubs and organizations provided a chance to get involved and have some
fun. by Mary Beth Griffin
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areer Services
sponsored a Ca-

K

orey Hendricks
sets up a door to

reer Awareness Week

come out of on "National

where the opening event

Coming Out Day."

was a game called

ECHO sponsored this

GOCADYCE. Students

event in the Lower Quad

rolled a pair of oversized

that invited students to

dice to advance. By

come out by walking

moving to different

through areal door. photo

spaces, they were en-

by T Panetta

couraged to explore different post-graduate options.

photo by T Panetta
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honor societies

I guess it's one of Whittier's... perks"
Rachel Milne

honor societies affiliated with each
department offered students a chance to
enjoy subjects beyond the classroom

tJ guess it's one of Whittier's ety), shared, "O.D.K. is a society for
little perks--where else do students get people doing a broad variety of
the opportunity to have a cozy, fire- things."
Upon being one of the few
side chat with professors from the
philosophy department, while drink- students initiated into Sigma Tau
ing coffee and eating chocolate-cov- Delta (the national English honorary
ered espresso beans," mused Phi society), junior English major Andrea
Sigma Tau member
Rachel Milne, a senior.
Dr. David Hunt, "O.D.K. is a society for people doing a broad
chair of the Philosophy
of things."
Department, who has
Mike Dobrzycki
been at Whittier since
1981, shared, "Phi
Sigma Tao was around when I ar- Barber said, "I felt very honored and
rived." Hunt elaborated, "The school proud to be asked to join. Our meetapplies for a chapter of Phi Sigma ings are at Anne Kiley's and they are
Tau; you can have your chapter re- fun--we hang out with all the profesvoked if you don't report in to the sors and their cats."
Sigma Tau Delta's activities
national office often enough."
Senior art and history major included an annual holiday book exMike Dobrzycki, member of Phi Al- change, readings of classical literapha Beta (the national history honor- ture, and the publication of the Literary society) and Omicron Delta ary Review, the campus's literary
Kappa (the honorary leadership soci- magazine, by Sheila Ali
Rachel Mime, a senior international studies major, was
also a member of Phi Sigma
Tau, the school's chapter of
the national philosophy
honor society. The group
met frequently to discuss
various topics over coffee
and desserts. photo by S. Ali
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Senior Mike Dobrzycki
carefully adds the finishing
touches to one of his
paintings for class.
Dobrzycki was an art and
history major, and a member
of several honor societies,
including Phi Alpha Beta and
O.D.K. photo by S. Au

Dr. David Hunt contemplates
a reading of How Free Are
You? Such texts were the
basis of the philosophical
discussions and debates that
members of Phi Sigma Tau
engaged in at their meetings,
held at Hunt's Faculty Master
house. photo by S. Au

Omicron Delta Kappa
members Bryan Atwater,
Liza Gershman, Dimas Diaz,
and Jaime Stone unwind at
the C. 1. after a meeting. The
group, comprised of seniors,
met to discuss ways to
promote leadership on
campus. photo by S. Au

Seniors Damien Marienthal
and Brandy Quinn discuss
the technicalities of
producing the Literary
Review at a Sigma Tau Delta
meeting. The group also
organized poetry readings,
trips to the theater, and
installations, photo by T Panetta
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Kathleen Pompey, one of the
assistant directors of
Broadoaks, also spent time
working with members of
OMEP while they planned
their trip to Denmark. The
group looked forward to its
chance to represent Whittier.
photo by T Panetta

Joe Vo, one of several
members of OMEP, also
works at Broadoaks. Vo has
helped the children at
Broadoaks since he was a
freshman. Now a junior, Vo
is one of the OMEP members
planning to travel to
Denmark. photo by T Panetta

Judith Wagner, director of
Broadoaks, was also
involved in OMEP. She,
along with colleague
Kathleen Pompey, helped the
group organize the trip to
Denmark. The group
presented about children's
rights issues. photo by T Panetta

Junior Stephanie Butler
looks
through
the
information about studying
in Copenhagen. Butler
planned to extend her stay in
Copenhagen beyond the time
she would be there for the
international OMEP conference. photo by T Panetta
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OMEP

"we are the only collegiate chapter"
members of OMEP presented at

Stephanie Butler

conferences, including one in Denmark
over the summer, on children's issues
"Apparently we are going to
be honored in Denmark because we
are the only collegiate chapter," president Stephanie Butler offered as one
of the group's reasons for attending
an international conference in Denmark over the summer.

"Right

commented, "Other schools have
considered founding chapters and
have talked to us at conferences, but
to our knowledge, there have not been
other OMEP chapters founded."
Members of OMEP participated in several conferences at the regional, statewide, and
national levels, includnow we're working.. .on the conference that ing the NAEYC (Nawe want to go to in Denmark" tional Association for
the Education of Young
Stephanie Butler
Children) conference in
Anaheim in November.
OMEP (Organization Mon- According to Butler, "Right now
diale pour L' Education Prescolaire) we're working on a regional conferwas an international organization that ence and working on the conference
worked to further the education of that we want to go to in Denmark."
young children and awareness of isOMEP's contributions to sosues related to the field. According ciety included heightening awareness
to Butler, Whittier's chapter of the or- about children's issues, as well as
ganization was the first collegiate helping to provide basic needs to
chapter to be founded—worldwide— emotionally or financially impoverand thus far was the only collegiate ished children and their families, by
chapter in the United States. Butler Toni Panetta
Kathleen King, a junior,
works on a proposal to raise
money for OMEPs trip
abroad. The group searched
for sponsors who would
donate enough money,
enabling many of the groups
members could attend the
conference. photo by T Panetta
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soma and echo

"We need to keep pushing"
mike mckennedy

soma and echo fight to increase
awareness of multicultural issues on
campus

"Say it loud and say it proud!" promoted awareness was ECHO, also
summed up Free Speech Friday, an known as Eliminating Campus
activity held every other Friday near Homophobia. ECHO sponsored an
the C.I. A microphone and small event earlier in the year called
amplifire were used to help with the "Coming Out Day." This event
expression of thoughts and feelings helped some students who were
confused or frightened about
to everyone in hearing distance.
Students
The
for
Organized!
Multicultural "ECHO's purpose is to eliminate homophobia on
Awareness, also known
campus through social and education programs."
as SOMA, sponsored
Korey Hendricks
Free Speech Fridays.
SOMA helped raise
student awareness about issues on revealing their sexual identity to their
campus that they might have friends or relatives to feel more
otherwise ignored. Junior michael comfortable about "coming out."
Both organizations helped
mckennedy stated, "There is never
students
to excerise their freedom of
enough awareness around campus.
We always try to promote and hope speech as well as providing a forum
that our message gets across. We need to express their frustrations to the
to keep pushing." SOMA met every public. They taught students to be
week to discuss different issues that tolerant of each other; yet both
welcomed differences as educational.
the public needed to hear.
Another organization that by Terese Ramirez
SOMA has many members;
on-lookers took notes at the
meeting, listened, and paid
attention to issues regarding
personal safety on campus
during the meeting.
SOMA's main objective is to
educate and activate, photo
by T Ramirez
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mike mckennedy expresses
his freedom of speech while
showing Johnson House resident Paco Chabran how its
done. Free Speech Friday
was a time when students
could express their thoughts
to the campus by using a microphone, photo by T Ramirez

ECHO president, Korey
Hendricks, member Jessica
Neeves and their faculty
advisor prepare for National
Coming Out Day. This was
an annual event to raise
consciousness
sexual
throughout our campus and
the country. photo by T Ramirez

Dave Staples expresses his
views through the mic as
Carlos Estrada listens on.
Not everything said over the
mic had to concern political
or social issues, some talked
about the school while others
were just personal ramblings.
photo by T Ramirez

Jaime Wemett brought up
new topics at the SOMA
meeting such as addressing
recent incidents that occured.
These incidents mobilized
SOMA to raise more
awareness through meetings,
functions, and other public
forums. photo by T Ramirez
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Chief Malone and his Sioux
brother demonstrate the art of
Native American dancing for
interested students in Ball.
Malone was always excited
about presenting a program
about his Native American
culture and heritage, photo by

Catie Profeta decorates the
sidewalk in the Upper Quad.
Profeta and Leigha Lucas
sponsored a 'Fun in the
Quad" program in October.
One of the responsibilities of
the RAs was to coordinate
such programs. photo by T

M.B. Griffin

Panetta

In general, RAs were
involved in many aspects of
campus life. Misty Sanford,
an RA in Stauffer, celebrates
after being named
Homecoming princess. RAs
were involved in everything
from sports to societies. photo
by T Ramirez
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Katie Dunne tries to get out
of Lisa Ayre-Smith's tight
grip. Self-defense against
sexual assault was one of the
most important programs
that Campus Safety
volunteered to present to
students in the residence
halls. photo courtesy of N. Kainel

resident advisors and IRHA

"Their lives weren't all fun.
the balancing act of responsibility to

Megan McClellan

other students and to studies kept RA's
very busy and involved
cial, often giving residents a chance
to get to know the people they live
with better.
The residential life staff consisted of Resident Advisors (RAs) and
Area Coordinators (ACs). Their lives
were not all fun and games. Not only
were they there to inform the students and
"the RA position is great because of all the entertain them; they
were also called upon
interesting and exciting people that you meet
for moral support and to
Mary Beth Griffin
help resolve conflicts
between residents. RAs
by a discussion on safe sex) to as help- were forced to be in the difficult poful and informative as a self defense sition of being students, but also
program in conjunction with Campus maintaining order in residence halls.
Much of their time was spent
Safety.
Not only were the programs on duty and going on rounds to help
for students, but many programs keep the residence halls safe and comreached out to the community such fortable for all students. To prepare
as the haunted house and trick-or- for being an RA students took a class
treating which was sponsored by in the spring and then were selected
IRHA. Overall, the programs spon- to be RAs the following year. by
sored were both educational and so- Megan McClellan
The Residential Life Staff in
cooperation with the Inter-Residence
Hall Association (IRHA) worked to
help make on campus living enjoyable and interesting to all students.
They sponsored programs as interesting as a fake orgasm contest (followed

11

Lindsey Badillo relaxes
during a stress management
and relaxation program. This
program was right before
finals to get the students
ready. RAs tried to create
programs that would be the
most interesting for their
residents. photo by T Ramirez
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COR & ISC

"I believe in COR."
Karl Robinson

a behind-the-scenes look at the student
committees that decided what events to
sponsor for the ASWC

Every Monday night at 7:00 dent interest reflected in the small
a group of students met and made number of students wanting to run for
decisions on behalf of the entire office and the low voter turn out destudent body. This group was known picted the lack of support the student
as COR. COWs representation of body had for COR.
students was visible through various
Inter Society Council also
councils and committees.
took a fresh approach to yearly
One of the most
important functions
"the mission of COR is to represent the students"
COR performed was the
distribution of student
funds to campus orgaKeristofer Saryani
nizations. The Budget
Committee made tough
decisions to ensure that each organi- events. In addition to the annual sozation received the funds needed.
ciety fair, ISC sponsored a society
Program Board was inventive forum at The Club. The forum aland joined forces with the Alumni lowed students interested in joining
Board to make Homecoming a dy- a society to ask questions of the ISC
namic event. The collaboration en- panel. Also, during New Member
abled Program Board to cut costs Education, ISC brought the new
while sponsoring a successful day. members together to promote and
Innovation and unique ap- teach leadership skills and to increase
proaches marked the character of intersociety relations, by Bede
COR. Unfortunately, the lack of stu- Hermosillo
Freshmen class president and
COR representative Joey
Cross listens attentively at
the weekly Monday night
meeting as fellow COR
members discuss the recent
safety forum sponsored by
COR.
photo by B.
Hermosillo

Inter Society Council president Renae Westman with
Athenian representative
Sonya Hernandez, and
Franklin representaive Dan
Williams, sit at the Athenian table and discuss future
ISC business at the Society
Fair. photo by B. Hermosillo

James Dominguez, a
member of the William Penn
Society listens attentively to
the Inter Society Council
panel as they answer tough
questions about New
Member Education at the
Society Forum held in The
Club. photo by B. Hermosillo

COR members Nicole
Jackson, Vicky Yang,
Keristofer Saryani, Karl
Robinson and Lee Ann
Metivier relax after a very
long day of planning the
semester's events at the COR
retreat in Huntington Beach.
photo by B. Hermosillo

Freshmen Karla Sierra and
Gloria Curiel were among
the few studets who attended
the Inter Society Council
sponsored Society Forum at
The Club. Interested in
joining, the girls chatted
casually about the societies.
photo by B. Hermosillo
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program board, interclub council, freshman class council

"...we still did a good job."
Joey Cross

Program Board, Interclub Council and
Freshmen Class Council work to
provide fun functions for students

Some of the most popular many different organizations on camevents held on campus were spon- pus were represented at the Activities
sored by Program Board, InterClub Fair. The Activities Fair gives the recCouncil, or the Freshmen Class Coun- ognized clubs an opportunity to recil. InterCiub Council and Program cruit new members.
Board held a slight advantage over the
The group that did the most
Freshman Class Council in planning work, was Program Board. They were
their events. They already had their mem"We worked hard together, and that is why
bers when the year began, and they had set
succeeded."
events they had to begin
Joey Cross
planning for.
Even though
they were at a slight disadvantage, the responsible for planning events like
Freshman Class Council still man- Homecoming, Luminarias, Spring
aged to hold some good events. Even Sing. Thy also helped to bring some
though they weren't as knowledgeable major speakers to campus to address
about how to plan a successful event poignant issues.
as the other groups were, they still did
Each group had the same goal
a good job. They worked hard and to- in mind: to get the students involved.
gether, and that was why they suc- Through all the events, these organiceeded. The Activities Fair was the zations provided many opportunities
biggest event for the Inter-Club Coun- for the entire student body to get incil. Inter-Club Council made sure the volved. by Josef Cross
Bon Appètit catering sets up
for the Activities Fair. Many
facets of campus come
together during the fair, but
Interciub was the main
organizer of the event. The
fair is a chance for students
to learn about all the clubs on
campus. photo by T Panetta
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Joey Cross solicits names for
the Freshmen Class Council
date auction. They coordinated an auction where you
bid on various people. Whoever won their bid went to the
Valentines Day dance with
the person they bid for. photo
by T Panetta

After the Homecoming
game, Program Board sponsored a carnival with food
and entertainment. Freshman
Kevin Roszkowski takes advantage of the free entertainment and launches himself
upside down onto the giant
velcro wall. photo by T Panetta

And the winner is... Vicky
Yang announces the winner
for the junior class Homecoming princess, Sadie
Workman. Program Board
was responsible for all of the
fun and exciting Homecoming festivities including the
royalty. photo by T Ramirez

Circle K members set up
their canopy before the Activities Fair. The group sponsored many service projects
and fun events, from helping
out at the Quad Shopping
Centers Halloween celebration to auctioning work as a
fundraiser. photo by T Panetta
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Making sure he went to every table, Bryan Gittings
makes his last stop at the
Whittier Police Departments
table. The Police Department
keeps the community safe;
Gittings wanted to thank
them for their protection.

Representing the Lancer Society, Dimas Diaz, Mark
Neria, and Jascha KaykasWolff show the friendly side
of their society. The Lancers
are one of the most popular
and outgoing, male or female
societies, on campus. photo by

photo by T Panetta

T Panetta

Wanting to learn more about
the clubs on campus, freshman Daisy Pinedo and one of
her friends, stop at one of the
many tables, at the Activities
Fair, and sign up to receive
more information about the
club, future activities, events,
and members. photo T Panetta

Representatives of the Whittier College Christian Fellowship, Pam Lentz, Erika
Kellam, and Matt Wang sit at
their club's table at the Activities Fair, and were prepared to answer the questions
if the students wanted more
information, photo by T Panetta
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Activities Fair

"It came easier for me this year.
InterCiub Council puts on another
successful Activities Fair for new and

Billy Pierro

old students alike
clubs and organizations weren't
enough to persuade people to look
around, there were sipper cups being
passed out by InterCiub Council, and
a barbecue for anyone who wanted to
eat. Several offices were also looking for some good work-study students to be assistants for
them.
already had the necessary contracts to make it
The Activities Fair
was
sponsored by Intersuccessful."
Club Council. "This was
Billy Pierro
my second year planfling the Activities Fair,
fer. Representatives from most so it came easier for me this year.
groups on campus were at the Activi- Maintenance, the clubs, and the adties Fair. The new wrestling club, as ministration all already knew me, so
well as members from societies, I already had the necessary contracts
yearbook and student government and to make it successful," commented
other clubs on campus tried to recruit junior Billy Pierro.
The InterCiub Council made
new members.
Each group provided inter- sure that there was a little of everyested students with information about thing Whittier had to offer was repretheir organization, and a sign-up sheet sented and presented to all students
for those who wanted to join. If the who were interested, by Josef Cross
One of the most important
days out of the year for incoming
freshmen, was the day of the Activities Fair. The Activities Fair was
when the freshmen and transfer students got their first look at the clubs
and organizations Whittier had to of-

Representatives of Alpha Psi
Omega, Sadie Workman and
Dimas Diaz, stare across the
quad as they see a large group
of new students heading out
of the Campus Inn. Clubs
were at the Activities Fair
trying to recruit new members. photo by T Panetta
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Meetings for WCCF were a
time to rejoice. Meetings
were not always about
business, but also a time for
singing. As a few members
reviewed their music they
began the meeting by
strumming on the guitar and
singing. photo by T Ramirez

Margaret Bacon and Joy
Masbarger have an in depth
discussion during the meeting. The most spiritual and
interesting conversations
were usually those that didn't
exactly follow the intended
topic for the evening's meet-

Members handed out song
sheets to begin the meeting
with a song. The singing and
playing of instruments is significant because it is another
form of prayer for the group.
Once they are done with
singing, they began their

Dani Pere, Chrissy Tanoura,
Kat Roberts, and Janelle
Maeda enjoy their midsemester retreat in Wrightwood. This retreat was held
in October to celebrate their
faith. During the retreat,they
meditated and reflected with

meeting. photo by T Ramirez

friends.Photo courtesy E. Keilman
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ing. photo by T Ramirez

religious groups

"It's a home away from home."
religious groups provide support and

Annalee BretthaUer

friendship to those who share their faith
and seek guidance
Leaving home may take its
toll on a new student. Even for people
who live off-campus, starting at a new
school may lead to different feelings
and emotions. Many temptations may
arise such as drinking and drug abuse.
Also being alone for a long period of

"It helps to know that these people are
Nicole Roman
time without the support of family or
friends to be around may add pressures to a student's life. The Whittier
College Christian Fellowship, the
Newman Club and the Jewish Student
Union offered different ways to meet
new people and participate in various
activities while providing spiritual
growth. Nicole Roman, of the
Newman Club, stated, "I am centered
around people that believe the same

morals that I do." The Newman Club
held an on campus mass every other
week to bring faith closer to students;
they also had weekly meetings to discuss issues that concerned young
Catholics in today's world. The
WCCF encouraged spiritual growth
through prayer and retreats. The organization
here for held meetings weekly
you." and shared Bible stories
and sang songs. As
Annalee Bretthauer
stated " The people [of
WCCF] are great and [the meetings]
are a secure place to go, kind of like a
home away from home."
The Jewish Student Union
also planned many different social
events throughout the year. These
clubs offered the chance to become
spiritually secure. Joining these clubs
offered security and a chance to meet
people who may become life long
friends, by Terese Ramirez

The Newman Club held
weekly meetings to discuss
their masses and fundraisers.
On-campus masses were
held this year in order to promote spiritual growth. They
also discussed controversial
issues within the Church.
photo by T Ramirez
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everyday life

"I see the same people everyday"
Ryan Harrington

the daily occurances that make Whittier
what it is, our school,our home, our
alma mater

There really was no such your car from Service Vehicles and
thing as a typical Whittier student. finding your fifth parking ticket on the
Each of us was a complete individual windshield; getting fined for missing
striving to become something great your floor meeting; seeking help from
in the chaos of our world. Each with a Cliff Lab employee; finding even
different goals and aspirations. Each more handouts in your box; getting
from different backgrounds ready to written up for something your
plunge into different futures. However, we all
"The dreaded solo entry into the Cl is what
shared one definitive
commonality--the
always remember."
struggle of getting
Jaime Stone
through a day in the life
at Whittier: waking up
late for class, missing breakfast for roomate did; checking e-mail at least
the twentieth time; standing in lines six times in a day; crawling up the
as long as the Nile for lunch; having hill; locking yourself out and not hava run-in with the card swipe woman; ing a dollar because you just got out
eating Lucky Charms--again; search- of the shower; having the friendly
ing for quarters for laundry only to mailroom staff know your name; and
find that all of the dryers were full you wondered if it was all really worth
and all of the clothes in them were it. And now you know it was. Our
dry; finding new leaks in the Harris, four years at Whittier were definitely
Ball or Stauffer ceilings; fighting over the best years of our lives, by Liza
prime parking; forgetting to move Gershman
While off the soccer field,
freshman Aimee Coughlin
studies and waits for the
Campus Inn to open for
lunch. Many students found
places on campus where they
can both enjoy the view and
study. photo by L Gershrnan
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I will

Fred Hawthorne, Chuck Shannon Weeks enjoys a
McLeod, Mike Haywood, leisurely breakfast while
and Jaison Battle, stroll after catching up on her reading
class across the Hoover quad for class. Most students took
on their way to the Campus advantage of the generally
Inn. Friends tried to arrange more subdue breakfast hour
their schedules so that they to study one last time before
could to meet for lunch. photo they had to go to class, photo
by L. Gershman

by L. Gershman

Juniors Julie Pennington and
recently married Melissa
Inman-Coors sit in the lower
quad enjoying sunsine
durring a break in the storm,
El Nino. The two have been
friends since their freshman
year. Photo by L. Gershman

Students relax in the Lower
Quad and discuss everything
from Dante to Dr. Seuss.
When not discussing academics, visions of weekend
plans danced in their heads
and floated off their tounges.
photo by L. Gershman
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Wendy Furman speaks to students at Garrett House. Her
topic was Christmas in art
and literarture. Professors
often took the opportunity to
explain their research to students; the easiest way was
fireside chats. photo by T

Students are held captive by
Carol Queen, a sexologist
who was brought on campus
by SOMA. Queen spoke of
her own sexual experiences
and attitudes, including
bisexualism, prostitution,
and other sex work. photo by

Ramirez

A. Fuente

Misty Sanford listens Katherine Spillar, from the
intently to a presentation at Feminist Majority, and her
The Club. The Club was a colleagues came on campus
popular place to host to speak about the
speakers because of its harrassment problems that
central location and its large we dealt with at the begincapacity. Club Speakers ning of the year. Their main
varied from comedians to topic was how to organize effeminists, photo by T Ramirez
fectively. photo by T Ramirez
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speakers

"I think it is awesome.
speakers gave the community a chance
to learn outside the classroom about

Javier Valdez

topics that affected our community
One of the most appreciated
rights on campus was the right to free
speech. Some of the most enjoyable
and most educational events that were
held on campus were going and
watching some of the many speakers
that were brought to the school. A

tions either on their special emphasis
in their discipline or on their current
research.
In addition to the speakers that
clubs or Faculty Masters brought on
campus, many departments brought
speakers that were doing interesting
projects within that discipline. The Chemistry
"...it's good that we have the opportunity to say department sponsored
what we have to say." many speakers including one who spoke on
Javier Valdez
whether fuel cells were
in our future.
plethora of presenters were invited on
Another opportunity the stucampus by Faculty Masters, clubs, or dents had to express any concerns
professors. They included profes- they may have had was at any one of
sionals with many different occupa- the many student forums.
tions, from authors to composers to
When asked what he thought
social activitists.
of all the opportunities to speak his
Outside speakers weren't the mind, freshman Javier Valdez said, "I
only people who had an influence on think it is awesome. Students have
what the students were hearing. There questions about things that are hapwere also members of the faculty and pening, so its good that we have the
administration who gave presenta- opportunity to say what we have to
Carol Queen autographs her say." by Josef Cross
books for Jamie Wemett.
Queen, a self-proclaimed
sexologist, has written
several books about sex, with
an emphasis in sex work.
Queen came to campus to
give a presentation about her
work, photo by A. Fuente
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spring speakers

"I enjoy talking to the guests"
Jonathan Ratcliff

the speakers, musicians and writers that
shared their lives with us, contributed to
making this year a unique experience.

What or who inspired you to short stories? And if words were not
make a difference in our world? Isn't necessary for your self-expression or
it true that one person can make a dif- as a source of inspiration, it could
have been India's Chitravina
ference?
The voices that we listened to Ravikiran's kinetic music that
this year made us laugh, cry, grimace touched you.
Whatever or whoever had an
and groan. We were challenged and
inspired by some, as
well as engaged and en"Barnstone's experiences and dignity with
tertained by others.
Maybe it was
presented himself impressed me."
Elane Norych Geller's
Eileen Ybarra
account of surviving the
Holocaust that moved
you to speak out for the abolition of impact on your year, one thing was
anti-Semitism. Or Amy Mass' child- for sure: the speakers, writers, and
hood experiences in a Japanese- musicians who shared their voices
American concentration camp that and talents with us contributed to
persuaded you to fight racism and big- making the time shared together a
unique experience. They may have
otry.
Perhaps it was the writings also moved or persuaded someone to
and works of Willis Barnstone, Ian take more time to move and persuade
Maxtone-Graham and Garth Wolkoff others. Who knows. . .maybe because
that provoked you to desire to express of one of them, one of us will make a
yourself through poems, television, or difference. By Leslie Ratcliff
Ian Maxtone-Graham, writer
for the animated series The
Simpsons, speaks to students
at Johnson House. Graham
shared that writing for The
Simpsons was a collaborative
process; indi-vidual success
was owed to colleagues, photo
by L. Reynolds
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which he

Elane Norych Geller shares The mellow sounds of India's
her experience as a Chitravina Ravikiran's twoHolocaust survivor. Jewish headed drum and carnatic
and a native of Poland, many violin captured the attention
of her family members, of a filled room at the
including her mother, sister Hartley House. Students
and grandparents were were treated to melodies in
executed by Hitler's soliders. an intimate atmosphere.
photo by L. Ratcliff

photo by L. Ratcliff

Poet Willis Barnstone shares
a vulnerable moment as he
reads from "This Night
Plane," a newly written
poem in memory of his
father's 1946 suicide. James
Holmes and Rebecca
Kellogg listen attentively.

Whittier's very own
professor of Social Work,
Amy Mass, shared and
moved listeners with her
memories of childhood
experiences in a JapaneseAmerican internment camp
during World War II. photo

photo by L. Ratcliff

by L Ratcliff
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campus media

"it's al l worth it"
Adam Pava

behind the scenes: the common stresses
and triumphs of the QC, Acropolis,
Literary Review, SCAM, and KWTR

"[What I like most about of expression not otherwise offered.
working on the QC] is the friends you
The big news of the year in
make. We're just a big group of relation to the campus media was the
friends working together to produce reopening of the radio station,
a product," shared junior Adam Pava, KWTR, in the spring. The station had
editor-in-chief of the Quaker Cam- been off the air for more than four
pus, the school's newspaper.
years, and was relocated to a new staThe QC, the
Acropolis, the Literary
"Even though it's a large commitment, it really
Review, SCAM, and
KWTR all served as the
forces me to... get in touch with students' views."
media through which
Erin Brooks
students' opinions and
interests were represented and served.
tion in the Students' Union. Manager
The Acropolis, the school's Valerie Termini sucessfully initiated
yearbook, covered events ranging the station's return to the airwaves.
from sports to classes to the nuances
The success of the media all
of student life. The Literary Review depended on the fortitude of the varioffered students the chance to pub- ous staff members. Erin Brooks, of
lish their poetry, art, and papers. the QC, summarized, "Even though
SCAM, which was published by it's a large commitment it really forces
SOMA, was a magazine that allowed me to get out and mingle and get in
students to express their feelings on touch with students' views." by Toni
numerous issues, providing a source Panetta & Mary Beth Griffin
Adam Pava edits one of his
staff writer's contributions
for the week's edition. The
QC published weekly issues
of the newspaper, working
late on Wednesday nights to
finish the paper in time for
the Thursday distribution
deadline. photo by T Panetta
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Chris Ziegler, Mike Acropolis co-editor Mary
Garabedian, and Adam Pava Beth Griffin, a sophomore,
all offer input on a story that jots down story ideas during
will be printed in the next a Monday night class
issue of the QC. Joint staff meeting. The yearbook
contributions enabled writers offered a one-unit seminar
and editors to liven up copy class to teach staff members
with ideas that appealed to all the basics of publishing a
yearbook. photo by T Panetta
students. photo by T Panetta

Elizabeth Valsamis and
Carlos Estrada work to
complete their copy. The
newspaper worked together
as a team to complete their
assignments,
weekly
coordinating photography,
writing, and computer layout
efforts. photo by T Panetta

Leslie Ratcliff and Sheila Au
decide which spreads to
cover for their yearbook
assignments. Staff members
split up responsibility for
coverage of the 176 page
book, allowing everyone to
cover a preferred area of
interest, photo by T Panetta
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Students get pointers from
Professor Donna Place in
"Analysis of Dance" at the
end of the term. Students
rushed to sign up for the
class, a favorite course
during January. It filled up
quickly during preregistration. photo by T Panetta

After completing their
semester assignments,
students who took art classes
in January displayed their
finished pieces in Wardman
Gym. Wardman Gym was
used to showcase students'
artwork throughout the year.

While on a field trip south of
the border, Chris Gonzales
chows down on some local
food. Students who traveled
to Mexico during January got
to immerse themselves in the
culture including enjoying
foreign delicacies, photo

While on a field trip to
Mexico, students get on stage
to show off their singing and
dancing skills at a karaoke
bar. Jan. term wasn't limited
to strict lessons in the
classroom; it also included
sociocultural explorations.

courtesy C. Trip

photo courtesy C. Trip
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photo by T Panetta

January Interim

"Jan. term surpassed my expectations"
trips, films, and extended hours
combined to offer students an atypical

Jamie Brichta

semester of learning in January
Other classes offered students
the opportunity to travel while learning. Destinations included Mexico
and Sacramento, where students experienced the subjects discussed in
class first-hand.
"It was a great opportunity to
go to Mexico during Jan.
term and be immersed in
"I also received an internship at Lieutentant another culture. We were
Governor Grey Davis' office in Los Angeles." able to witness first-hand
how they lived and
Jamie Brichta
worked," shared Nermin
Kamel.
Jamie
Brichta stated, "Being
on subjects that weren't normally
taught during the fall and spring se- a freshman in a mostly upperclassmen
mesters. Options ranged from "Bi- course ("Politics Beyond the Classzarre Beliefs" to "Death, Dying, and room") gave me more opportunities
Bereavement" to "Psychology of Hu- and connections to get ahead in the
political game. My Jan. term experiman Sexuality."
Edith Braswell explained, ence surpassed my expectations.... I
"The Chicano Child' was a class also received an internship at
where everyone not only left under- Lieutentant Governor Grey Davis'
standing the Chicano child but living office in downtown Los Angeles." by
Mary Beth Griffin
the life of a Chicano child."
Even though the Revisioning
Committee considered getting rid of
it, most students looked forward to
January Interim because it offered a
gradual transition into the spring semester. The beauty of Jan. term was
that it offered a wide variety of classes

Senior Jeff Caine snips off an
errant bit of material from his
plaster statue. Students in the
art class took turns plastering
each other in various
positions; the statues were
then placed strategically
around campus, including
Mendenhall. photo by T Panetta
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drama

" it's great to watch it all fall into place"
Erin Link

every individual nvolved in putting on a
production, contributed to make each
production a success

From dark, seventeenth cen- dition for these productions; although,
tury plague-ridden Europe to a house- most people involved were theater
hold setting in the eighties to a musi- students. This group was relatively
cal Carnival atmosphere, the theater small which was positive in many
department transformed the Shannon respects. It allowed for closer relaCenter into new worlds for theater tionships between the individuals
goers. Every individual involved in which helped to focus on improvethe many aspects of putting on a production,
"It's an unbelievable feeling when you can
contributed to make
each production a sucthe stage into a different world."
cess.
Carrie Wiener
The directors,
theater manager, actors,
actresses, technical crew, stage hands, ment, and allowed for individuals inset crew, and ushers all worked hard volved in different aspects of the theto create the final products which ater to learn from each other. The
pleased audiences. Despite the hard group was very accepting which
work and because of the unbelievable made it easy for people to get ineffort by all involved, the productions volved in theater.
E v were rewarding for the cast and crew. eryone had fun in the process of put"It's great to watch it all fall into ting on a production. Of course, they
place," claimed Erin Link.
also did a lot of work and learned esTheater majors, minors, even sential skills and gained invaluable
non-theater students were able to au- experience for the future, by Leslie

AQNMheatre major Carrie Wiener takes a break from
practice and watches fellow
cast members prepare for the
musical production of Carnival. The performance of
Carnival was produced in
February and March. photo by
A. Hamrick
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transform

Brandon Sharkey and Marina Butler rehearse for the
spring production of Carnival. The lively setting of the
annual musical took place
during early twentieth century Europe and presented
the tale of a traveling carnival, photo by A. Hamrick

Stephanie Trosen and Dimas
Diaz, in a scene from the
dark drama One Flea Spare,
which was presented in the
fall. Their characters were
quarantined in a house in
London. The play depicted
the plague-ridden seventeenth century. photo by N. Smal

Tisha Jenkins and Jared Junior Stephanie Trosen,
Wycoff pose a week before playing the character
the production of Carnival "Morse," and junior Erin
for publicity shots. The light- Link, playing "Darcy," are
hearted musical provided a caught in an emotional moperfect opportunity for ment for the production of
clowning around while also One Flea Spare. The play
perfecting the performance. was well attended in the fall.
photo by A. Hamrick

photo by N. Smal
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Bonnie Lee takes a break Students gather together in
from playing a difficult piece the wind ensemble. Pieces
on her viola. The string were vigorously practiced to
ensemble attracted many bring them to life when the
new students interested in ensemble per-formed in
performing and worked concerts.
Prac-ticing
especially hard to share ther together was part of the fun
music with the community. for this community of
photo by J. Rosa
students. photo by J. Rosa

Christopher Palas directs a
group of students with
excitement. Under Palas'
instruction the ensemble
focused on improving their
skills. By the success of their
concerts it was evident that
their hard work paid off.
photo by T Ramirez
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Andi Baker practices her
bongo drum playing during
the jazz ensemble practice.
Baker helped the group focus
on the feeling of the music
while she brought rhythmn
to the piece. The ensemble
made good use of her drum
talent. photo by T Ramirez

ensembles

"music is a way to break out of...I ife"
jazz and wind ensembles give students a

Jeff Nelson

chance to relieve stress and vent
frustrations through music
The amazing power of music
is what brought students to ensembles. Expression through music
and a love for it was what drove jazz
ensemble members through the year.
Each member brought to the group
uniqueness and creative ability that

"Music makes me happy and playing this
a good way to relieve
Chivas Dabbs
simply allowed the music to flow
freely. They felt the music and emotion in each note and brought it out
rather than just playing what was on
the music sheets.
Classical pieces played by
Poets in the string ensemble were
heard confidently at concerts and
practices. These young students
brought to life pieces of work that
were considered timeless. Their love

and appreciation for such works was
clearly shown in their performances.
Every member seemed completely
engaged in the music, like it was a
part of the soul. "Music makes me
happy and playing this music is a
good way to relieve tension," said
violinist Chivas Dabbs.
"Wind ensemble and
music is playing music is a way
tension." to break out of the boring routine of life and
lets us relax," said
trumpet
freshman
player Jeff Nelson. Each member
of the wind ensemble seemed happy
and relaxed as they performed. The
members got to escape from the pressures of college and life and express
their feelings by playing together.
These musical ensembles
were great ways for students to have
fun; they also helped them learn and
grow together as a community. by
James Rosa

Jeff Nelson uses the music as
an escape from the pressures
of daily life. Most musicians
enjoyed playing because it
relaxed them and helped to
reduce their stress levels.
One could also vent
frustration through the
music. photo by J. Rosa
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vocal groups

"I love to si ng u
Tim Kazules

a love of singing is what draws people
into choral performances on campus
and throughout the community

"Choir will definitely be one cally. When asked what he enjoyed
of the most memorable activities that most about choir, Junior Tim Kazules
I took part in here at Whittier. Music responded with, "I love to sing."
is something that I can't do without Choir also allowed many students to
and choir gave me everything that I experience new things like this year's
love about it. I especially loved the Madrigal Feaste and the choir tour
tours. They took me places that I had to Hawaii. Madrigal Feaste was a big
never been before, or
never thought that I
"Music is something that I can't do without and
would have had the opchoir gave me everything that I love about it."
portunity to get to go. I
LOVE TO SING," said
Kathleen Chavez
Senior
Kathleen
Chavez. Choir was a
vital part of the Whittier community. event on the campus. It allowed evThe choir put on many perfor- eryone to experience a great evening
mances for the college and the sur- of dinner and singing by the college
rounding community throughout the choir. During spring break, the choir
year such as the Madrigal Feaste, toured Oahu, singing to the commuHome Concert, Cabaret, Choir Tour, nity as well as sightseeing and sunSing-a-thon, Convocation, Baccalau- bathing. Choir members were able
reate and Homecoming Sunday.
to spend spring break on a tropical isChoir gave many people an land while doing something that they
outlet to express themselves musi- loved, by Jennifer Bailey
Professor Stephan Gothold
plays the piano at one of the
rehearsals of Chorale Bel
Canto. Gothold, who
directed the college choir,
also directed this group,
made up of members of the
community and the faculty.
photo by T Ramirez
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The Royal Family, played by
David Hanson, Nathan
Malone, Adam Pava, and
Marina Butler, while singing
"Good King Kong Looked
Out." It was one of their nontraditional songs that added
a little bit of comical relief.
photo by T Panetta

Harpist Tisha Jenkins started
out the evening with a piece
called Seasonal Music for
Harps. It was the first act
of Madrigal Feaste. The
Feaste was a sold-out event
that the coir performed for
the college and the
surrounding community.
photo by T Panetta

Keli Fulton, Bonnie Lee,
Emily Rate, and Alissa Van
Keuren comprise the group
who sing "Ding Dong Merrily on High" for Madrigal
Feaste. The choir performed
many traditional songs that
everyone enjoyed. photo by T
Panetta

Members of Chorale Be!
Canto are passing out music
for one of their rehearsals so
that they can learn it for their
concert. They perfom many
times during the school year
in the Shannon Center. They
also perfomed both on and
off campus. photo by T Ramirez
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child involvement

"It helped prepare me to teach.
Geoff Kleine

working at Broadoaks gave students
valuable experience with children that
helped them in the future

Students were given the op- seemed to enjoy being around the
portunity to get involved with the pro- children. Students such as Geoff
gram at Broadoaks school. There stu- Kleine got involved because "it
dents were able to learn how to teach helped prepare me to teach. I love
young children and take care of them. kids and that is what I want to do."
"It's great to be around the
This chance was valuable for the students that participated for many rea- kids because they all have their own
sons, no matter what
major. They were able
"It's great to be around the kids because they
to gain valuable experience dealing with chilhave their own little personalities."
dren that would benefit
Omar Uribe
them whether they became parents or school
teachers. Somehow students were at- little personalities, and it's fun to intracted to work there; but what was it teract with them," said freshman
that made students happily willing to Omar Uribe. On the playgrounds and
dedicate their time?
in the classrooms students and
"Many students are rarely childeren shared laughter and fun
able to interact with childeren, and times that each would remember.
working at Broadoaks gave me that
Broadoaks was a place where
chance," said freshman Rachelle students can interact with and learn
Andrade. This was a very common from the children while enjoying the
reason why students chose to work at opportunity to get to know them betthe school. Every student involved ter. by James Rosa
Geoff Kleine watches over
the children as they eat their
lunches. Whittier students
had jobs at Broadoaks that
varied from office work to
cleaning up after the
children. All jobs taught
students how to work with
children. photo by J. Rosa
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all

Students were engaged in
many activities at Broadoaks
that allowed them to get
closer to the children.
Freshman Brenda Wong read
a story to an interested child.
Together they finished the
story and began another.
photo by J. Rosa

Anthony Tave spends time
with some children from
Broadoaks. Being able to
watch over the children and
provide them with laughter is
something that students
treasured. Their job was one
of the most rewarding on
campus. photo by J. Rosa

Stephanie Butler just
finished playing with the
children on campus and
watches them carefully as
they crossed the street.The
children often visited the
campus to play and always
were accompanied by
students. photo by J. Rosa

Freshman Omar Uribe shares
lunch time with Broadoaks
children. Talking to them
and telling them jokes, he
looked after the children and
kept them amused, ensuring
that they had a fun and
exciting lunchtime. photo by
J. Rosa
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Andrea Barber experiences a
traditional German meal
while she travels through
Munich, Germany during
Oktoberfest. According to
Barber, locals and travelers
alike rushed to Munich to
celebrate the annual festival.
photo courtesy A. Barber

Amy Prine, Jennifer Stark,
and Greg McCandless check
the map to orient themselves
while
traveling
in
Amsterdam. Navigating
through foreign cities made
map-reading skills a must for
students traveling abroad.
photo courtesy A. Barber
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J.R. Luker, Natalie Roman,
Jennifer Stark, Andrea
Barber, and Jay Brown stop
in front of St. Basil's
Cathedral--a.k.a.
Red
Square--in Moscow, Russia.
Students took advantage of
chances to travel through
Europe. photo courtesyA. Barber

Dr. Phil O'Brien, J.R. Luker,
Greg McCandless, Natalie
Roman, Ms. Ann Topjon,
Andrea Barber, Kelly
Kinnard, Erika Strode, Jay
Brown, Cynthia Johnson,
Jennifer Stark, and Amy
Prine--travelers in Copenhagen. photo courtesy A. Barber

studying abroad

"it's a heck of a lot of fun"
life-changing events, midnight trains

Megan Abair

through Europe, and foreign foods
highlighted study-abroad experiences
"It's an experience that'll
change your life. It's great to get out
of Whittier and experience a whole
new culture and society. It'll help
shape who you are. Not to mention
it's a heck of a lot of fun," shared senior international studies major

Studying abroad offerend students the chance to learn about other
cultures, either by immersing themselves in a foreign language or simply by being in a foreign city.
Whittier's main international
program sent students to Copenhagen,
where they stayed with
host families while at"Spain became a part of me, so I wanted to go tending classes. The
back." program also arranged
excursions through EuMegan Abair
rope and to Russia, two
highlights of the expeMegan Abair. Abair studied in rience.
Abair, who traveled through
Seville, Spain during the fall semesthe University of Miami, Whittier's
ter.
This was Abair's second trip sister school in the program, shared
to Spain. When asked why she chose that her favorite place outside of
to return to Spain, as opposed to Seville was Salzburg, Austria. She
studying anywhere else, Abair re- explained, "You're in the Alps; my hosponded, "The first time I went was tel room overlooked the whole valsuch a life-altering experience. Spain ley in the Alps and it was the most
became a part of me, so I wanted to beautiful view I've seen."
by Toni Panetta
go back."
Outside of the Louvre in
Paris, Erica Strode and Kelly
Kinnard take a break from
their sightseeing. Paris, 'The
City of Lights,' attracted
tourists from around the
world. It was a favorite
destination for travelers.
photo courtesy K. Kinnard
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ASA, HIC, HSA, BSU

"I met others from Hawaii."
Lori Anne Shiv

ASA, HIC, BSU, HSA provide
opportunities for cultural development
and awareness

Asian Students Association, concert, or watching the play La
Black Students Union, Hawaiian Is- Noche de Quauhtemoc with HSA.
In addition to joining an orlanders Club, and the Hispanic Stuganization
for cultural awareness,
dents Association sponsored campuswide events throughout the year. The many members also benefited in other
events enlightened students and the ways. Lori Anne Shiu joined HIC becommunity to the rich diversity cause "I wanted to meet others from
around them.
Some of the
"Clubs provide an opporunity to identify and
more popular activities
generated by these clubs
oneself in culture."
were Asian Night, BSU
Veronica Trujillo
Gospel Night, Hawaiian
Islanders Club Luau,
and La Tardeada. However, before Hawaii. I also thought that it would
these celebrations of multicultural be fun to teach others about the Haawareness became reality the clubs waiian culture. Being in HIC made
met weekly to rehearse and plan the me feel closer to Hawaii while I am
at college."
events.
Members also were drawn to
Other topics on the table at
such meetings were outings the the clubs because of the social aspect.
groups could go on. The outings in- Within these settings the barriers of
cluded Laugh Factory with ASA, the culture were elimated and everyone
taping of a television sitcom with learned from the differences. by
BSU, going to a Hawaiian musical Nicholas Smal
Many topics are discussed at
the ASA's weekly meeting.
Trying to scramble for ideas
for what their group may do
for Asian Night, Anna Kee
jokingly gives a high five to
Demian Marienthal for
blurting out a comical idea.
photo courtesyof ASA
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express

ASA sponsored a welcome
BBQ at Penn Park. Nicole
Roman, Thomas Harper, and
Ian Novotny celebrate after
coming in first in the obstacle
course. These events
allowed everyone in the club
to get to know one another.
photo courtesy of ASA

El Did De Los Muertos,
hosted by HSA was an
evening full of festivities.
The main attractions were
preformed in front of the
science building. This
holiday celebrates the
passage of deceased
relatives, photo by T Ramirez

Taking part in the holiday
spirit of December, BSU
held a Kwanzaa celebration
in The Club. George
Willacey and Lizette
Carmona try not to fill their
plates too full with only one
delicacy, as there were many
to choose from. photo courtesy
of BSU

Many entertainers performed
on stage during La Tardeada.
Spectators from the college
and the community gathered
to enjoy the food, shows, and
activities. La Tardeada is an
annual event sponsored by
Hispanic Student Association. photo by T Ramirez
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Students are decoratively
transformed by the colorful
mask into creatures only the
imagination can conjure.
Students interpret rythmic
music into dance and chant
themselves into a controlled
frenzy to wake the dead. photo

Students from the Art Department pose with students
from elementry schools in
the Whittier area. The kids,
displaying their masks, got
lots of advice from art students on style and color usage for their masks. photo by

by T Ramirez

B. De St. Croix

Jeffrey Caine and Wendy
Guandique from the
Printmaking Class demonstrate the finesse needed to
produce quality prints. The
prints were sold to art connoisseurs to raise funds for
the department. photo by T

In the colorful and classic
traditional Jalisco dress,
seniors Rolando Gorbea and
Gigi Terminel display the
movement and dance of
Mexico at La Tardeada. The
students practiced for months
prior to make it seem easy.

Ramirez

photo by T Ramirez
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cultural celebrations

"Candles illuminated the quad"
La Tardeada, El Diâ De Los Muertos,

Bede Hermosillo

and other cultural festivities enlivened
the campus with celebrations
The Upper Quad was transformed twice as two cultural events
were celebrated with great style. La
Tardeada, an afternoon party, was
sponsored by The Center for Mexican American Affairs in association
with Alianzia De Los Amigos. The

HSA made the event very successful.
Candles illuminated the quad
as huge paper mache skeletons and
masked children paraded along. The
dead were awakened and celebrated
at El Did De Los Muertos, The Day
of the Dead, sponsored by the Art
Department.
Months prior to the
"Altars lined with traditional breads, liquor, and event, art students built
candy were offered to the dead." skeletons out of cardboard and papier mache.
Bede Hermosillo
Some of the skeletons
were ten feet in height.
event brought the community and The figures were certainly impressive
school together as various restaurants on parade. Altars lined with tradifrom the area provided delicious eth- tional breads, liquor, and candy were
nic foods.
offered to the dead. A beautiful altar
The entertainment was spec- was built celebrating the life and
tacular as students from the Hispanic memory of Seth Farley, a student who
Student Association gracefully died over the summer. Printmaking
danced the traditional Folkiorico students designed original prints and
dances of Mexico. The collaborated flyers in order to publicize the event
effort from the Alumni from Alianzia on campus and in the Whittier comDe Los Amigos and the students from munity. by Bede Hermosillo
As part of the dinner celebrating the African festival
of Kwanzaa, students
sampled food traditionally
served during the holiday.
Tantalizing meals were often
one of the biggest highlights
of multicultural celebrations.
/)hOtO

by T Ramirez
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students' services

"services existed to help students"
Toni Panetta

writing center, career services, and
learning support were some of the
services that enhanced learning

"The Writing Center is about general, the goal of LSS was to proteaching students how to use the writ- vide each student with the opportuing process successfully: writing, re- nity to learn at an equal level as his/
vising, rewriting, editing, and perfect- her peers. Many students found the
ing. It's a place where students can services useful. Exam study sessions,
go to get help with any stage of the study skills, and tutoring were the
process, from brainstorming ideas for most frequently used services.
paper topics to verifying
cohesiveness of the final
"The Writing Center is about teaching students
product," commented
Toni Panetta, a tutor at
to use the writing process successfully."
the Writing Center.
Toni Panetta
The Writing
Center was only one of
The Career Services Center
several on-campus services that existed to help students maximize their helped students find jobs and internlearning experience while at Whittier. ships. Also located in Philadelphia
The Writing Center particularly ca- House, it was helpful for those stutered to the school's dictum of "writ- dents who did not receive financial
ing across the curriculum" which aid but still needed help financing
acted as a cornerstone of the school's their education. Seniors also found
the center helpful when the time came
educational ideology.
Additional services included to apply for jobs. Job placement and
the Learning Support Services, resumé writing workshops were defihoused in Philadelphia House. In nitely utilized, by Toni Panetta
Lynn Pearson, director of
Career Services, updates one
of the files she received on
job openings. Career
Services had a list of jobs that
were available in the area,
which students used to find
employment during the
school year. photo by T Panetta
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how

During the fall, Career
Services sponsored Career
Awareness Week, in which
students learned about jobs in
their major. One of the
activities was GOGADYCE,
where students rolled dice
and discovered various
careers. photo by T Panetta

Dr. Karen Kilk, director of
Learning Support Services,
finishes a quickmail to all of
the faculty on campus. Kilk
kept professors abreast of
developments in LSS that
would benefit students who
were looking for extra help.

Alisha Guzmán stuffs
envelopes with flyers that
will be distributed on
campus. Guzmán worked in
the Career Services Center.
The Center publicized
upcoming job fairs, campus
interviews, and visiting
companies. photo by T Panetta

Salvador Plascencia catches
up on some reading while
waiting for students to come
in to the Writing Center.
Plascencia was one of the
tutors who worked at the
center, and offered advice on
writing to those who sought
help. photo by T Panetta

photo by T Panetta
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"It's really easy to get burnt
out when you're this close to
graduating; you have to keep
your mind focused on the
people, and things that really
matter," said Nicole Jackson.
Jackson lived off campus
with friends Ejan Kamlin and
Jamie Long. photo by S. Au

William Simmons and Sheila
Ali slept well into a weekday
afternoon, after a really long
night which had been fun, but
with guaranteed painful
repercussions in the morning.
So they allowed themselves
to miss their classes for the
day! photo by N. Vaccaro

Chastity Phillians and Nina
Vaccaro spent a Thursday
night at the local bar, Slam
Dunk. Slam Dunk was the
place to be--you saw your
friends, those who used to be
your friends, and those you
swear were never your
friends! photo by W. Simmons

PER major George Stults,
Art and History major Mike
Dobrzycki, Philosophy and
Political Science major Vic
Ruble and Political Science
major Geoff Stults spent their
weeknights at their offcampus residence watching
Jerry Springer. photo by S. Ali
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senior memories

"and these were my college years"
they created memories, they learned
lessons, they made decisions, and they

Ejan Kamlin

anxiously made their exits
them? "When you start off your
freshman year at Whittier, you are
homesick--by the end of your senior
year, Whittier becomes your home,"
said PER major, Nicole Jackson.
"The most exciting and most
challenging aspect of Whittier College, is getting back
what you've put in. I've
can't seem to understand where the past four been involved--so inyears have gone" volved, that I can't seem
to understand where the
Liza Gershman
past four years have
gone.. .but I wouldn't
'96 superbowl kickoff, getting pushed trade that for anything," said Whitoff my bunkbed by Jose Cuervo, tier Scholars Communications major,
Colarado with the volleyball team and Liza Gershman. Upon reflections of
the Loaf-n-jug ...these were my col- her years at Whittier, PER major Nina
lege years." Kamlin graduated with Vaccaro said, "Whittier, to me is like
one of those things in life that annoys
a bachelors in Bio-chemistry.
So where did the time go? you, yet you can't live without it."
How did the class of 1998 feel about When asked if they'd choose Whittheir Whittier experience? Aside from tier if they had it do to all over again,
academia, what else did the year's with a sheepish grin, these seniors,
graduating class take away with said "Yeah." bySheilaAli
"I remember my freshman
year," said Ejan Kamlin. "I remember stepping in puke in the Stauffer
stairwell, the late nights in the lounge,
the rendezvous in the study room, picnics in the amphitheatre nights that (I
swear) never happened, missing the

"I

"Through living on campus,
I have learned about people;
Harris C will always remain
a small structural part of the
world in my mind," said
French major, Kumiko
Haruyama as she set out to
explore other structures of
life, photo by S. Ali
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hue working at
theMediaCen-

C

ter, Steve Siegmund
looks out the window to

ments of rest between
classes and meetings,

find out what's happen-

Kris Saryani and Brandy

ing on the Upper Quad.
Working in the Media
Center
afforded

Quinn discuss their plans
niors used most of their

Siegmund the opportunity to learn about me-

spare moments preparing for life after May

dia technology,

22nd.

T Panetta
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atching a few

Y L)

photo by

precious mo-

after they graduate. Se-

photo by T Panetta

raduation; graduate school; finding a job; paying off student loans; moving into an apartment; being

g

an adult. Those thoughts and many others hovered somewhere in seniors' minds as they finished

their last year of college. Seniors worked to complete their last requirements to graduate, which

ranged from those pesky pairs to senior projects or papers in the major. While finishing the school work, seniors
also managed to apply to graduate school, take graduate exams, send out resumés, and secure employment. But
those were the last of a long list of accomplishments.
For four years, they had attended class, written papers, crammed for finals, and found ways to socialize
and learn to appreciate life while meeting their other obligations. For four years, they had contributed to the
community of friends that President Ash welcomed them to at the amphitheater. Four years were spent building

friendships and exploring interests. Many students had entered college not knowing which major they would
pursue, or what organizations they would join. They left with answers to those queries, and answers to questions
that had not yet been posed. Most importantly, seniors left with the tools to think for themselves in a world that
demanded self-sufficiency.
Wrapping up their time at Whittier meant saying goodbye to formalized learning and saying hello to being
tested everyday to prove themselves able to succeed. by Toni Panetta
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Megan Abair
Chetan Abrol
Julio Acevedo
Sheila Ali
Edith Alvarez
Toni Amende

Jessie Andersen
Rebecca Anino
Tania Arevalo
Bryan Atwater
Sahzeah Babylon
Margaret Bacon

Lindsey Badillo
Jennifer Bailey
Cynthia Bardin
James Ty Bardo
Deanna Barrantes
Kimberly Bard

Callie Batts
Paulyne Becerra
Alicia Becker
Ann Belknap
Gisela Benitez
Mohsin Bhojani

Amy Biesemeyer
Jena Binder
Lenji Blanchard
Jennifer Bohlmann
Eric Boteilho
Ailsa Boyer
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Students got to degin thaft education
When seniors entered as fresh- a Whittier Scholars major was because I
men, they had a choice in deciding wanted to do a senior project. My senior
which road they wanted to start on, project is that I am going to create web
whether it be towards a liberal educa- pages with the children at Broadoaks. I
am doing this so chiltion degree or the
dren all over the world
Whittier Scholars Pro"The
reason
I
became
a
can learn the basic congram. Many students
chose the liberal edu- Scholars major was because cepts of art."
Jennifer
cation program, but a it allows me to study what I
select few chose the want and it also allows me to Farrell, a Spanish maScholars program.
take the classes that I feel are jor with minors in Latin
The Whittier important to my areas of American studies and
political science, said,
Scholars program en- study."
JennLte'i affall
"The reason I became a
abled students to seScholars major was belect a major that was
cause
it
allows
me
to study what I want
not offered at this college or it enabled
students to select classes that would be and it also allows me to take the classes
that I feel are important to my areas of
useful in their careers.
The Whitter Scholars major re- study. My senior project will be a comquired such classes as "What are Hu- pare-and-contrast paper dealing with
man Beings?" and "Designing your American feminism and Argentine femiEducation." Scholars also had to com- nism because I was very interactive with
plete a senior project, the senior project it when I went down to Argentina in the
spring of 1997."
being anything related to the topic.
The Scholars program allowed
Toni Amende, an art major
people
to
choose a major that they had a
through the Scholars program, said,
"The reason why I decided to become deep passion for. by Jennifer Bailey
Senior
Andrew
Trempe captures little
animals for his Whittier Scholars project.
He has been all over
the Southland trying to
gather animals so that
he might complete his
project. photo by J. Bailey
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\iVhat did we want to do after Whittier?
When we entered as freshmen, Lopez on the other hand said, "I am
many of us had no clue what we wanted planning to quit my current job and then
to be when we grew up. Just like when begin my new career as a high school
we were little kids wanting to be cheer- teacher."
We have exleaders, cowboys,
perienced so many
firefighters, teachers,
things here at Whittier
football players, and
"I
am
planning
to
quit
my
it was time to move up
doctors. Through our
years at Whittier Col- currentjob and then begin my into the world and get
lege, some of our ma- new career as a high school on with our lives. According to Teresa
jors have changed teacher."
1esu9
I2opez
Balcarcel, her future
countless times, or
plans were, "to attend
maybe you were one
graduate school and
of the lucky ones that
pursue a CPA accredididn't get to experitation." Shakir Husain said that all he
ence that change.
Everyone had different plans plans to do is, "ChChing I It's all
after college. Some of us were going about the Benjamin's."
Whether we will become what
to continue our education either working towards a master's or a doctoral we wanted to become when we were
degree, while some of us were going to younger or we changed our minds durbegin our careers. Steve Siegmend said ing college, we all pursued something
that his future plans were, "to pursue a that we felt strongly about. We left
graduate degree in public administra- Whittier comfortable with our education and International Relations. I hope tion and entered a world of challenges.
one day to serve my country utilizing Good luck to all in their endeavors, by
those educational achievements." Jesus Jennifer Bailey
Jesus Lopez, a
history major who
wants to be a high
school
history
teacher, is giving a
presentation to one
of his classes about
what teaching holds
for people involved
with
bilingual
education. photo by J.
Bailey
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Natalie Bramon
Randi Elizabeth Brass
Julie Bremer
Albert Calderon
Marcia Cardenas
Chris Cardott

Lore Casaus
Jennifer Casey
Alison Chavez
Kathleen Chavez
Auntiga Chunharat
Farrah Clemens

Liesel Collins
Ryan Culton
Diane Danoff
Susan DeFrancesco
Robert Delaney
Annette Diaz

Dimas Diaz
Roy Diaz
Geoffrey Dicker
Michael Dobrzycki
Elizabeth Dolan
James Dominguez

Tara Dreier
Paul Duran
Megan Ekstrom
Erica Eyring
Jennifer Farrell
Danielle Ferraro
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Frances Fierst
Rosemary Figueroa
Proinsias Fitzpatrick
Laura Fleagle
Rachel Forgnone

Denisse Frenes
Elizabeth Frudenthal
Guillermo Galindo
Sherri-Lynn Ganzon
Leticia Garcia

William Gates
Liza Gershman
Dawoud Ghafarshad
Bryan Glassman
Nidia Gonzalez

Rolando Gorbea
Norma Graciano
Eric Grobe
Jaime Gutierrez
Rocio Gutierrez

Kumiko Haruyama
Viridiana Hermosillo
Sonya Hernandez
Zaira Hernandez
Sonia Hernandez-Beam
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Rhodes, Marshall Chola7,ohip nominees
After the death of Cecil Rhodes costs. The recipients of the prestigious
in 1902 a scholarship in his name has award must have proven strong capabeen bringing students from nineteen bilities intellectually and academically.
countries to study at Oxford University A minimum GPA of 3.7 after the freshin England. The scholman year is required.
arship at Oxford funds
The candidates must
two years of post- "The administrators seek out demonstrate an ability
bachelor studies. The qualities of excellence in to set goals for the fuaward covers all tu- young people which would ture, including a realition fees and ex- contribute to ' the world's istic academic propenses for vacations, fight."
gram.
The adminisWhittier had two
trators of the Rhodes
nominees
for the
Aliclioag Sn'ia
Scholarships seek out
Marshall scholarship
qualities of excellence
and one for the
in young people which would contrib- Rhodes scholarship. Mike Garabedian
ute to "the world's fight." Applicants and John Maki were nominated for the
must also show integrity of character, Marshall scholarship while Katherine
interest in and concern for their fellow Payne was nominated for the Rhodes
beings, the ability to lead, and the en- scholarship. Garabedian and Maki
ergy to use their talents to the fullest.
were both on the QC staff, while Payne
Much like the Rhodes Schol- was involved in Model UN. Based on
arship, the Marshall Scholar also re- each ones' considerable leadership and
ceives two years of post-bachelor stud- scholastic achievements, all three were
ies at any college in the United King- extremely well qualified for the award.
dom. The award covers all educational by Nicholas Smal
costs, personal expenses, and travel
Mike Garabedian, a
Marshall Scholar
Nominee, was involved in several activities on campus, including Sigma Tau
Delta, the school's
chapter of the National English Honorary Society. photo by
T Panetta
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International views owadened Our minds
International students made up work, she consistenly had a welcomonly a small percentage of the senior ing smile and was willing to offer her
class, but they certainly made a signifi- unique perspective when critiquing the
cant contribution. The international artwork of others.
Lin not only
students from various
contributed
to the
regions of the world
"I
hope
to
bring
my
diversity
Whittier College comadded cutural flavor
and a unique perspec- into my field to work with munity, but also
tive to the community. artists from different played an active role
in the art scene in the
One interna- backgrounds.!
Los Angeles area.
tional student who
During the summer of
Ah
/.2UCL(
brought her cultural
her sophmore and jundiversity to Whittier
ior years she held powas Lucy Lin. She
sitions with The J.
was born in Taiwan,
Paul
Getty
Museum
as an intern. She
but raised on the United States Territory of Guam, a small island located was able to introduce fellow art majors
in the South Pacific. Guam is a mix to galleries and art institutes she was
of Asian and American cultures connected with.
Lin wanted to "pursue a career
blended with a tropical tinge.
As an art major, these influ- in art administration. I hope to bring
ences were evident not only in the sub- my diversity into my field to work with
ject matter of Lin's art work, but in artists from different backgrounds."
the meticulous manner in which they She was part of the new J. Paul Getty
were constructed. Lin could be found Center, which opened in Brentwood in
at all hours of the night working in the December, as a production intern, by
"art gym." Always immersed in her Bede Hermosillo
A perfectionist by
nature, Lucy Lin spent
hours
countless
working on her art
work. Lin worked with
various types of
materials in order to
produce dynamic
pieces of art. photo by
B. Hermosillo
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Jody Himrod
Lananh Hoang
James Holmes
Todd Hopkins
Steve Huizar
Shakir Husain

Aisha Hussain
Claudio Ingrassia
Ruby Iribarren
Nicole Jackson
Marcy Johnson
Patricia Juarez

Ej an Kamlin
Jonathan Kaufman
Jascha Kaykas-Wolff
Erica Kellam
Laura Kelly
Lana Kim

Joseph Kozel
Sanjay Lal
Melissa Lane
Julie Lawendowski
Chi Man Leung
Lucy Lin

Jamie Long
Antoinette Lopez
Francisco Lopez
Sarah Love
Lucille Lozano
Lisa Lucas
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Paul Magallanes
Nathan Malone
Demian Marienthal
Myrna Martin
Valery Martinez

Annabel Matos
Brandy Mc Dougall
Jennifer McDonough
Eva Medina
Rachel Milne

Paul Minassian
Axel Morales
Maria de Lourdes Munoz
Claudia Murillo
Hiromi Nahana

Melani Nakasone
Beth Newman
Elizabeth Nguyen
Delma Nieves
Kelly Nix

Ryan Obregon
Craig Ouzounian
Rachel Overton
Toni Panetta
Marcus Paredes
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Yollow the 671-Ick iia1k
Class gift 6e5bio t'iadLtion of giving
Having been founded in 1887, traFounders Walkway was the path in
dition has long been a part of life on front of Naylor which was taken by all secampus. Following tradition, every niors on graduation day. Each senior had
year the senior class presented a gift to the opportunity to purchase a brick which
was engraved with their
the school. There
name. The Class of 1998
were no norms or
guidelines dictating "Students get a degree, but started the walkway at the
the type of gift; it was there is still little to come top of the hill. The comcompletely up to the back to. Regardless of mittee hoped to continue
senior class. The changes to the school, alumni the tradition by having
Class of 1998, in an will always be able to come future classes add to it.
The walkway unieffort to bring tradition back to see their personal
back to Whittier, pre- brick I! Ke'zitoe'z Sm'ani fied the senior class and
will continue to bring fusented the school with
ture classes together as
a brick walkway for
they also contribute to the walkway.
Founders Walkway.
To represent the seniors, the Se- Alumni were also given the opportunity
nior Class Gift Committee worked to support the walkway by purchasing a
hard, doing all the research to make the gift. The senior class was proud to have
walkway a reality. The committee begun the tradition.
members were Keristofer Saryani,
The class of 1998 made a tremenBryan Atwater, Betsy Dolan, Jaime dous effort not only for themselves, but
Stone, Chris Mueller, Proinsias for the improvement of the college. They
Fitzpatrick and Jennifer Bailey, under made a statement to all students and adthe direction of Lyn Dobrzycki. The ministration that they were proud of their
members of the committee were se- accomplishment of receiving their degree
and proud to be Poets. by Bede Hermosillo
lected by COR.
Seniors Bryan Atwater,
Keristofer Saryani, and
Betsy Dolan play with
the "Big Purple Foam
Hands." The hands
were sold prior to the
Homecoming game to
raise funds for the
senior class gift. photo by
T Panetta
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Juggling the many dttieg of seniors
Involvement in school pro- sense of self by being thrown in a forgrams was pretty much the norm by the eign environment.'
time students became seniors. As sePayne invested her energy into
niors, students had the responsibility to three important programs on campus.
be leaders on campus.
As an Environmental
However, seniors also
Justice intern she cobegan to specialize "College is more than just ordinated the elite inand devote more time academics. It is a period of terviewing of Los Anto specific interests in introspection where you geles city officials.
the community. The learn who you are and where For the Model United
student who devoted you are going."
Nations group Payne
time to various prowas the co-editor for
grams while maintainthe World Press. In
Catlie'züie.c. ?2aiIne
ing exemplary leaderaddition, she was acship in all areas was
tively involved in raisrare. Catherine Payne was one of those ing funds as Coordinator for the Anexceptional individuals who year after nual Fund.
year maintained levels of excellence
Payne's involvement on camonly a few students achieved.
pus depicted her role as a leader in proPayne's goal to understand the grams which had a greater contribution
world on a cultural level and herself on not only to life on campus but also to
a personal level sent her to Europe as the surrounding community. In addipart of the Copenhagen Program. In tion to her extracurricular activities,
Copenhagen she studied history and Payne excelled in the classroom, manEuropean politics. This was the most aging to graduate a semester early. It
challenging and greatest event of her was evident why she was a Rhodes
educational career. She stated, "I got a Scholar nominee, by Bede Hermosillo
As an experienced Data
Coordinator for the
Annual Fund, Catherine
Payne devotes much of
her time compiling
statistics to see the
results of the work day.
Payne
enjoyed
providing support for
the callers, photo by B.
Hermosillo

Christy Peoples
Andrea Perez
Monique Perez
Jennifer Perkins
Chastity Phillians
Francis Pineda

Daniel Pira
Diana Polo
Lynette Powskey
Henry Priest
Sonia Quezada
Brandy Quinn

Leslie Ratcliff
Nebojsa Radjevic
Melanie Ragin
Damien Ramondo
Janae Reyes
Susan Robertson

Abigail Robideaux
Lisa Rollins
Nicole Roman
Clara Romo
Yolanda Rosales
Danielle Rossi

Stephanie Rowley
Victor Ruble
Heather Rudin
Donald Salazar
Regina Sanchez
Michael Sarmiento
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Keristofer Saryani
Jack Schwab
Jonathan Schwarz
Suzanne Seleznoff
Karla Sequeira
Aaron Shupp

Stephen Siegmund
William Simmons
Jennifer Sissoyev
Rahul Sivaprasad
Stacy Statler
Eric Stevens

Jaime Stone
Geoff Stults
Shawna Stutzer
Audrey Suzuki
Paul Tafoya
Linda Talavera

Molly Tarleton
Jerlene Tatum
Gigi Terminel
Valerie Termini
Andrew Trempe
Amy Trewella

Nina Vaccaro
Jennifer Veridiano
Davaid Vidaurrazaga
Sarah Vielma
Annette Villanueva
James Villavert
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The secret to te-'iec living areas
One of the greatest challenges
One reason they were able to acmany students faced during their col- complish this was because of the obvilege education was coping and living ous respect they had for one another.
with a roommate. Roommate horror Of Kaykas-Wolff, Atwater stated,
stories were common
"Jascha is a very moand were always
tivated, self-reliant
shared between stu- "Neither Jascha nor I have person, who demands
dents. However, there any really bad habits. That the best for himself.
were two students is why I think we were able What some may aswho managed to live to live together for so many sume is arrongance is
together for three and years."
actually healthy coma half years and still
petitiveness. He has
remained friends.
7'zi1an 4t,4te'l been a good friend,
Bryan Atwater and
someone who has
Jascha Kaykas-Wolff
given me different
met as teammates for the football team perspectives on any situation."
as freshmen.
In return, Kaykas-Wolif stated of
Incredibly, Kaykas-Wolff went Atwater, "Bryan is one of the nicest
through three roommates in one semes- guys I have ever met. He will be one
ter prior to moving in with Atwater. The of my groomsmen when I get married."
two of them moved into Harris A toAtwater elaborated, "Neither
gether at the January Interim. Although Jascha nor I have any really bad habthe two roommates have had slight dif- its. That is why I think we were able to
ferences throughout the years, they al- live together for so many years."
ways managed to get beyond all the
The two stated they may continue
petty problems most roommates fo- to live as roommates at the beach after
cused on.
graduating. by Bede Hermosillo
Living off-campus at
the Lancer House,
Bryan Atwater and
Jascha Kaykas -Wolff
enjoy the luxury of
having their very own
living room, where
watching television at
the end of a day is
pretty routine, photo by
B. Hermosillo
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Renae Waestman
Tamara Walker
Emily Warshal
Jaime Wemett

Daniel Williams
Jamila Williams
Aimee Williamson
LaRae Wilson

K.C. Wolbert
Jeffrey Wong
Lisa Wozab
Melissa Wrobel

Carolyn Yuen
Adrian Zambrano
Orlando Zamora
James Zimmerman
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)"gt thZee fl1o11C ye,47g
Graduate schools loomed for seniors
Many students chose to go to
Towards the end of the school
year many students have graduated and graduate, medical, law, veterinarian, or
have planned for their futures. Their other professional schools to acquire
interests and dreams have varied but higher degrees in their chosen fields.
Students were faced
their focus and conwith the challenging
centation on their future plans have all been "Applying to different question of "What
intense as they came schools was just one of the next," and responded
closer to graduating. challenges. The big with various answers.
Some students have challenge was focusing on "My post graduate
chosen to continue on what you want to excel in and plans were to go to
grad school and study
with their education do in life."
literature or to teach
and go on to graduate
Cillie 73tt
English abroad in
school. Others have
Asia," shared Demian
chosen to travel abroad
or to see what the work force has to Marienthal.
However, providing an answer
offer them. No matter what it was they
decided, each senior has chosen to ex- to that chellenging question wasn't easy
cel and to see what life had to offer and for everyone. For some, the answer
wasn't as apparent. Facing uncertainty
what they have to offer the world.
and doubt was something that many
Jenny Bailey and Kathleen Chavez help students had to do. "Applying to difconstruct a house at the local Habitat for
ferent schools was just one of the chalHumanity project in Whittier. Bailey and
Chavez volunteered their time as part of lenges. The big challenge was focustheir society's community service. Habitat ing on what you want to excel in and
for Humanity builds homes for the less for- do in life," said Callie Batts. by James
Rosa
tunate. photo courtesy K. King
Keristofer Saryani is
planning on going on
to either graduate
school or law school.
Most seniors made the
decision to go to grad.
school so that they can
get a better job in the
future. photo by T Panetta
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he crowd re-

(lsounded with repeated clicking as the

esus Alvidrez gets
ready to pass the

ball to his fellow team-

Poets stomped to victory

mate, Scott Manson.

on Homecoming. The

The soccer team

crowd turnout was un-

struggled, but they did

usually large, reflecting

well against Cal Tech,

the success of the foot-

one of their biggest ri-

ball team, which ended

vals.

up in a three-way tie for
first place.
Panetta
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photo by T

photo by T Ramirez

he Poets were a strong, competitive force in the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Confer-

(Z

ence (SCIAC) this season. Most of the Poet teams drastically improved their records. The football

team was league champions. They also won back "The Shoes" from Occidental, a feat they had not

accomplished in nine years. Men's waterpolo was also league champions. The other Poet teams also improved
their standings with help from the freshmen and transfers, along with a new dedication to athletics in general.
There were several new club sports, including a wrestling club and the revival of the dance club. There
were also many changes in the coaching staffs. Women's soccer and lacrosse both got a new head coach, Kwame
Lloyd; other sports had changes in the assistant coaching staff. Because of the Capital Campaign fundraising
drive, the weight room was completely remodeled and the pool got a new coat of paint. The new weight room/
fitness center was dedicated and named after George Allen, a well known football coach for both the Poets and the
NFL during the'50's.
Men's lacrosse continued their domination of the league, while women's lacrosse, in its second year as a
varsity sport, also proved to be a force to be reckoned with. It was a tough year for the women's softball team,
though; they had a rebuilding year after graduating over half their team last May. Women's and men's basketball
continued their impressive show in conference play. They also competed in many out-of-state tournaments; women's
basketball went to Michigan and the men went to Texas. Overall, the Poet teams had an impressive showing in all
of their conference games, from football to lacrosse, by Mary Beth Griffin

As a Claremont
defender tries to block
a wide receiver, Jeremy
Snyder makes a
difficult play and
catches the ball at the
corner of the goal line
for another touchdown.

Looking up, Steve Luce
begins the new play,
hoping that it will lead
to victory. Menlo had
to take a long bus trip
from the Bay Area, only
to suffer defeat during
our second straight win.

photo by T Ramirez

photo by T Ramirez

GET OUT OF MY
WAY! Our wide
receiver plows through
the defender and
successfully takes the
ball into the opponent's
territory, ending the
play with a field goal.
photo by T Ramirez

Not only does the
football team have a
winning offense, but try
getting past our
defense! The defensive
line stood strong
against the competition
by denying scores. photo
by T Ramirez

, a new era
7
,

after opening the season with
an impressive 34-10 victory,
....

the team proceeded to edge
into one of the top spots
within division standings

There is no "I" in team! Football moved into
a whole new direction and was in full force. "We're
pulling together, having fun, and looking out for each
other," said Anthony Tave. The new outlook was
not only about winning but finally coming together
as a team. Winning no longer involved relying on
one individual to carry the weight, but working together as a team to succeed.
"The team has started off on the right foot.
It's not about what an individual has done but what
the team did together," stated Manuel Garcia. Together, the team finished in a three-way tie for first
place in their conference. They also capped the season by recapturing "The Shoes" after beating Occidental 41-7.
The coaches' and team members' dedication
to winning played an important part in their success.
Karimu Williams said, "Coach Owens has really gotten the team organized. Our strength and
The second game starts conditioning program is stronger. They
and the team shows its are doing a much better job recruiting
pride. With the quality players." The football team had
victorious season
opener, the team's drastically improved and the recruitment
success boosted their of players helped this season tremenconfidence; the players dously. Optimisim was a new word for
lifted their helmets the players; they were no longer thinking
before and after games in terms of losing.
as a sign of solidarity.
Not only had the team changed for the
photo by T. Ramirez
better but it also had its fanfare! Before,
if a person attended a football game they saw a handful of people. The fans changed and came out to
support our winning team!
The past did not reflect upon how the team
performed. The team showed no sign of its past and
the season really was the dawn of a new era that was
growing. by Terese Ramirez

Mike Alarcon
Francisco Barrios
Dewayne Barnes
Clark Bevans
Spencer Carter
Brett Clendaniel
Ryan Co/berg
Chris Coppes
Martin Darland
Elvin Dick
Chris Dixon
Joe Delany
Robert Delany
Mike Dobrzycki
Khalid Fluker
Curtis Galvin
Manuel Garcia
Periyn Hale
Tawan Hall
Donjay Hardaway
Ryan Harrington
Fred Hawthorne
John Herrera
Steve Hodge
Rene Holley
Sam Hussain
Ogonna Hymes
Chris Johnson
Jeremiah Johnson
Marvin Johnson
Donta Kinard
Steve Luce
Larry Lopez Jr
Rob Lyttle
Denys Martin
James McDugle Jr
Charles McLeod Jr
Mike Orosco
Bryan Perez
Nick Perez
Jacob Pulliam
Chris Quintero
Marcos Ramirez
Art Rich
Angel Rivas
Eliot Rivera
Manuel Rosa/es
Rudy Rosa/es
Vic Ruble
Kevin Ruiz
Pete Salazar
Zach Severson
Scott Shraiberg
Leon Smith
Jeremy Snyder
Geoff Stults
Vic Sykes
Anthony Tave
Alvin Thompson
Peter Veazey
Kana'ian Warren
Karimu Williams
Del Wills
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Using the hill to his
advantage, Raul Rios
widens his stride,
allowing him to open
up the gap between
himself and opponents.
Changing the length of
his strides saved energy.
photo by N. Smal

Cresting the top of an
exhausting hill, Katie
Dunn and Katie
German use the power
of two to successfully
conquer the course.
The women's team had
a challenging season.
photo by N. Smal

Matt Kostrubala leads
the pack along with
Matt Stuart and Peter
Maksimow. The men
helped one another by
encouraging their
teammates throughout
the toils of the race.
photo by N. Smal

Jorge Flores maintains
a constant pace,
conserving energy for
the remainder of the
course.
Behind,
Christopher Nagao
tried to catch up with
his teammate for
support. photo by N. Smal

(cross country)

_ for the swift
the men and women continued a
tradition of strong runners who led
C—)

the competition through a barrage
of courses, both across the state
and across the country

Anxiety pooled as each runner performed a
pre-run ritual. Intimidation throughout the field of
competitors began to set in. Awaiting the sound of
the gun, all mental strength focused upon the struggle
which lay ahead. The practices and drills were meaningless if concentration was lost. Over the eight kilometers for the men and five kilometers for the
women, stamina, strength, and most importantly,
mind control, would allow the Poets to conquer pain,
exhaustion, hitting "the wall," and most importantly,
their competitors.
"Cross country is a game for the mind. When
you are experienced enough to understand your race,
then the game turns to trying to play tricks with your
competitor's mind," Sean Riordan commented to Sal
Plascencia during a warm-up jog prior to a race.
Race day contained an array of emotions for
each runner from the moment leading up to the race
to the time the runner crossed the finish
Concluding her race, line. As the hour of the starting gun drew
Claudia Murillo begins
closer, the mind began to isolate itself for
to pick up her pace and
a mode of concentration and preparation.
separate herself from
Coach Greg Philips was pleased with
her competitors. Many
runners began to lose the effort of the team and their motivatheir composure and tion to improve. Despite the men's team
faltered as a result,
consisting mostly of freshmen and sopholosing necessary energy
mores, their efforts and determination
and ground; Murillo
during
the races and practices helped to
did not. photo by N. Smal
sculpt this team into one of the better
young teams. The women's team, comprised by a majority of rookies, was not that blessed. In spite of this,
the women succeeded in a number of their meets due
to their strong willingness to continue. Philips was
content with the potential of these runners and believed that time would reveal the success of the runners. by Nicholas Smal

Men's Team
Todd Benjamin
Jorge Flores
Alex Hamlin
Matt Kostrubala
Chris Lahti
Peter Maksimow
Christopher Nagao
Sal Plascencia
Chuck Reid
Sean Rior
Matt Stuart
Andrew Trempe
James Villavert
Adrian Zambrano
Women's Team
Jessie Andersen
Melissa Buck
Katie Dunn
Nicole Garica
Katie German
Ann Hickey
Claudia Murillo
Diana Polo
Jennifer Purdy
Annette Villanueva
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(men's soccer)

playing the
relying on a number of fresh faces,

0
CD

the men's soccer team tried to CD
dominate the challenging C)
competition in a season that
included an early trip to Colorado
Jesus Alvidrez
Matt Cunningham
Matt Feinberg
Brandon Fortier
Jesus Gallego
Eric Grobe
Chris Hooper
Ian Hughes
Keoki Leong
Matt Lomeli
Scott Manson
James McClellan
Jon Morris
Shawn Power
Gus Ramirez Jr
Eric Robles
Mike Sarmiento
Predrag Stevanovic
Kana'ina Warren
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With eleven returning players this year, the
men's soccer team relied on talent from their veteran
players. They were supplemented by new talent in
the form of the eight new faces from many different
places.
However, not all of the fresh faces on the team
were fresh faces around campus. Senior Mike
Sarmiento decided to return to soccer after not playing the last three years. Sarmiento contributed his
skills on the field and as a unifier of the team. His
return to the team was much appreciated.
Other players who were here last year saw a
new level of intensity on the team this year. As sophomore Matt Feinberg commented: "All of our new
players have helped to bring new life to our team."
The new players rejuvenated the veterans by altering the status quo that the older players were used
to. By bringing in new styles of playing and new
ways of approaching the game, the fresh
faces on the team enhanced the men's abil- Matt Cunningham
attempts to take the ball
ity to tackle the competition.
away from a Cal Tech
Returning player Scott Manson defender. Defense was
once again led the team in scoring. An vital in the 7-0 win over
obvious team leader, Manson was named Cal Tech, which
to the All-SCIAC first team for the sec- finished the regular
season. The men looked
ond consecutive year. He honed his skills forward to stronger
over the summer when he played in a pro- seasons in future years.
fessional European league. With his photo by T. Ramirez
graduation in May, the men anticipated
finding someone new to fill his spot. Shawn Power
received All-Conference recognition. A strong
midfielder, Power contributed to the tally of points.
Although the men did not finish with as successful a record as they would have liked, they did
finish strong, as a TEAM. by Megan McClellan and
Toni Panetta

Scott Manson tries to
steal the ball away from
a Cal Tech defender.
Manson's
highly
developed skills helped
him to out-maneuver
his opponents on his
way to scoring a goal.
photo by T Ramirez

Early in the second half,
Shawn Power and
Predrag Stevanovic
take the ball away from
two UC-Santa Cruz
players. Teamwork was
a vital part in all of the
men's well-deserved
Wins, photo by T Ramirez

Freshman Predrag
Stevanovic skillfully
evades an overbearing
defender from Christian
Heritage College.
Strong ball control
helped the Poets to their
3-2 victory in a tough
game. photo by T Ramirez

Freshman Keoki Leong
drives at the opponent's
goalkeeper. Although
not succesful on this
attempt, he scored
another goal in the
game, contributing to
the hard-earned victory.
photo by T Ramirez
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Sophomore Amanda
Shalicross attempts to
steal the ball away from
a Cal Lutheran player.
The Poets lost after they
played a strong game.
They worked hard
during all of their
games. photo by T Panetta

Freshman Megan
Boisineau steals the ball
away from a PomonaPitzer
defender.
Although the women
lost to the Stags, they
played with heart
during the whole game.
photo by T Ramirez

Meredith Phifer and
Megan Boisineau pass
to each other to move
the ball down field.
Along with dribbling,
passing enabled the
women to bring the ball
into scoring territory.
photo by T Ramirez
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Chasing and recovering
the ball from the
opponent
were
necessary skills to
succeed in soccer. The
hours of conditioning
helped the women
succeed with this skill.
photo by T Ramirez

•
'
C)

(women's soccer)

•to the game
taking their cue from a new coach,
0 the women's soccer team began a
journey toward success by building
on existing strengths and looking
toward the future
"Success is our journey, not our destination,"
was the team's mantra, as explained by the new head
women's soccer coach, Kwame Lloyd.
Following a somewhat disappointing season
of 1996, the women's soccer team was off to a new
beginning for the 1997 season. As sophomore Christine Cherbone remarked, "We are a much more optimistic and confident team, with a whole new outlook for the season."
Not only did the team attain a new coach, but
they also took on a new style of playing, Brazilian
style warm-up, which built the team's rhythm and
coordination. The team also benefited from all new
uniforms and equipment that they received.
When speaking of the new coach, there were
only positive things to say about the optimistic attitude he brought to the team. Sophomore Joanna
Cucchi said that coach Lloyd "is enthusiastic and
dedicated to the team."
While marking her
One of the captains, Senior Lisa
man,
Amanda
Rollins, reflected on the overall theme of
Shalicross gets in her
opponent's
face. the team for the year: Our goal this year
Aggressive play helped was constant improvement. Everything
the women to win free we do as a team, both on and off the field,
balls and take control of is designed to foster camaraderie and fathe game. Aggression
miliarity with each other's skills so that
was one of the key skills
the women worked on. we become more than the sum of our
parts."
photo by T. Ramirez
Junior Kristina Nasi, one of the captains, commented that they were "having a lot more
fun, playing more aggressive and organized... other
teams' coaches have noticed a difference."
And while the team had all the makings to be
champions, people had to understand that it took time,
and as Coach Lloyd said, "Success is not based on
wins and losses." by Megan McClellan

Callie Batts
Cindy Bock
Megan Boisineau
Christine Cherbone
Aimee Coughlin
Joanna Cucchi
Megan Ekstrom
Jennifer Farrell
Alida Hernandez
Sara Kiesselbach
Julie Lawendowski
Libby Mohler
Kristina Nasi
Meredith Phifer
Brandy Quinn
Alisa Quist
Lisa Rollins
Amanda Shallcross
Desiree Wagner
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(vol leybal I)

0

slamming

CD

women spikers worked together '
throughout the season to focus on CD
positive aspects of the volleyball CD
team, despite numerous and
repeated losses
Patricia Becerra
Kathryn Box
Laura Glass
Ejan Kamlin
Kiilani Kealalio
Kamala Klein
Amber Lawson
Alisha Ledlie
Karma Manzo
Stephanie Steinbrecher
Maricela Valdez
Renae Waestman
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"Poet Power" was screamed intensely on the
volleyball court by Laura Glass and Stephanie
Steinbrecher. Twelve women brought together excitement and teamwork for each game. The ability
to give 100% every time and function as a team was
clearly seen in every player.
"Everything just clicked after the Colorado
tournament and now we're playing as a team and not
individually. We'll take league this year," said Laura
Glass. Volleyball provided an intensity and a bond
that attracted the players.
Hard work and dedication proved to be a winfling combination. "We have better work ethics, more
heart and more drive. We were shaky at first but
now we're united and more focused and having fun,"
said freshman Karma Manzo
The captivating energy had all the players on
the ball and pushing to become successful in every
game. "This year's team is extremely
Maricela Valdez is
promising and very skillful. This year's
ready to deliver a spike
players seem to have more depth and ex- to the opposing team.
perience and they have a great drive. As Cal Lutheran waits,
These girls have high skill levels and re- Valdez's teammates
ally function well together as a team. The prepared to defend
against any opposing
most important key they can remember, attacks in order to
to be successful, is to remain completely prevent losing the ball
focused throughout the entire match," said to a sideout. photo by T.
head coach Kristi Vandenberg. Ramirez
Vandenberg had coached the previous two
seasons, and returned with high expectations.
Volleyball, a demanding sport, encouraged
hard work, fun and teamwork. What it took to be a
team player was really quite incredible and was
clearly shown by each and every player. The team's
ability was summed up by Ejan Kamlin, "I love my
team!!!" by James Rosa and Tersese Ramirez

Teamwork is important
in defending against the
opponent's attack. The
Poets worked hard to
prevent being scored
upon by honing their
blocking and receiving
skills in practice. photo

Alisha Ledlie saves the
ball from a spike. She
retaliated by sending
the ball back, starting a
rally that led the women
to another point and a
couple steps closer to a
resounding victory.

by T Ramirez

photo by T Ramirez

Defense was a key
factor for all victories.
"Smart defense" was
shown brilliantly as a
player jumped in front
of the net to block
incoming shots and
prepared for any
attacks. photo by T Ramirez

Lawson
Amber
reaches for the ball to
deliver another point.
Agility, ambition, and
the desire to win were
necessary to advance in
the sport and bring
home victories for the
team. photo by T Ramirez
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After running the shot
clock down, Jorge
Gurrola throws the ball
up for a clean shot in the
fourth quarter. The team
played well late in the
games, while opponents
were often tired. photo by

Samir Sakar takes the
rebound after a La
Verne player misses a
shot, bringing the ball
back down to the Poets
end of the court. Strong
rebound skills were
emphasized in practice.

T Ramirez

photo by T Ramirez

Freshman Trent McNeely intercepts a La
Sema pass and changes
the momentum from
defense to offense.
Strong defense made a
difference in many of
the Poets' games. photo
by T Ramirez

After pushing his team
down the court,
Michael Haywood
shoots from just outside
the key. Quick scoring
helped the team in
many of their wins
throughout the season.
photo by T Ramirez
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(men's basketball)
0

cmfriendsh i p
-

although the men struggled
0 through a disappointing season
_ (according to the record books),

E

they succeeded in strengthening
camaraderie on and off the court

"The season is going well even though we
haven't been winning as much as we'd like to. We
have a good team. We're a pretty close team," commented Jaison Battle.
The men faced tough competition on the
courts, and unfortunately were not able to overcome
the challenges that they faced. The team, however,
did not lose heart or optimism that they could step
up their level of play and learn from their past mistakes.
Battle explained, "We improve every game.
Each game we improve on something that we didn't
do as well in the first game. We learn something
new each time."
The men did not consider their season, recorded by statistics on passes, turnovers, rebounds,
and shot percentages, to be a losing one. Although
the numbers pointed to that end, the men thought differently. Forward Jorge Gurrola, a freshWhile struggling to get man, shared, "We've all come together as
the ball down court,
a team since the beginning of the season.
Jason Salazar rushes
We're all pretty close; that's a plus. It's a
his La Verne defender
Close coverage was very positive thing. It's different comdifficult to beat in pared to other basketball teams I've been
physical games; fast- on because this team gets along on the
moving teammates
basketball court and off."
offered alternatives for
As Battle explained, "We play better
a successful passing
game. photo by T. Ramirez because we pull together since we're all
such good friends." The men were able
to grow as a team and as friends, which was as important for them as a statistically winning record.
The bonds of friendship were cemented on
the court, as spectators could see despite the disappointing scores: the men continued to cheer each other
on and support their teammates through all the games.
by Mary Beth Griffin and Toni Panetta

Jaison Battle
Manasa Chanaiwa
Marc Coronel
Chris Crawford
Jorge Gurrola
Luis Guzman-Turcios
Michael Haywood
Heath Kirschner
Francisco Lopez
Trent McNeely
Damian Ortiz
Jason Salazar
Samir Sarkar
Nathan Scoggin
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(women's basketball)

mixing

CD
the women's basketball team CD
worked through a tough first half of

3

the season, but learned to utilize CD
everyone's talents during the latter C/)
half on their way to victory
Christine Alcantara
Alicia Becker
Raegan Carlson
Ebonee Dumas
Joanie Fisher
Ann Hickey
Alicia Jones
Kamala Klein
Pamela Loud
Loifofoga Moliga
Selema Moliga
Kristina Nasi
Shannon Weeks
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"Because there are a lot of transfers, I'd call
us a young team," commented junior Kristina Nasi
when asked to describe the women's basketball team.
The team, which had few veterans, consisted mostly
of fresh faces—either freshmen or transfers.
According to Nasi, the transfers added a fresh
advantage to the team. She explained, "We have a
lot of talent we hadn't had before; we have a lot of
height and strength under the basket."
The new depth that the transfers added to the
team forced the players to learn new dynamics in
working with each other to make the season successful. The first half of the season was somewhat rocky,
while the players learned each other's styles and tried
to find ways to maximize each person's strengths.
However, according to Nasi, "The second half of the
season, we're going to turn things around."
She further explained, "We are learning to
utilize what we have, which is one of the
goals of the season. Another goal is to Raegan Carlson takes a
play 40 minutes of solid basketball, which shot from just outside
the key against
we can do when we utilize our skills."
Occidental. The Tigers
The women came together to im- were leading by nine
prove their total offense throughout the going into halftime, but
season. They relied heavily on the few the women rallied in the
returning starters, but also respected the second half to decrease
the point spread at the
talents of the new players. Nasi ex- end of the game. photo
plained, "Pam Loud (a transfer from Ore- by T. Ramirez
gon), is our inside."
By maximizing the skills of the individual
players, the team improved incrementally until they
were able to work as a cohesive group. Ultimately,
Nasi explained, "We want to work outside and inside; to incorporate both in our offense."
The team was able to meet their goals and
finish the season strongly. by Toni Panetta

Pam Loud, a junior
from Irvine, moves the
ball down court to shift
the advantage to the
Poets. Loud was
instrumental in many of
the teams offensive
drives because of her
Skills. photo by T Ramirez

Early in the third
quarter, Alicia Becker,
one of few returning
players for the team,
takes a shot against
Occidental. The team
worked to step up its
play in the second half.
photo by T Ramirez

Shannon Weeks returns
an Occidental rebound
to the Poets' end of the
court. Aggression under
the basket and speed
running the court
helped the women
profit off of rebounds.
photo by T Ramirez
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Senior Alicia Becker
passes the ball to a
teammate in an effort to
spread out the defense.
Passing was an
effective game-saving
strategy, cutting out
time for the opponent to
score. photo by T Ramirez
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Goalie Joe Mueller is
getting ready to defend
a shot taken against him
durning practice by
teammate Sammy
Wright. Practice was a
time where learning
was important for later
use. photo by J. Bailey

Senior
Marcelo
Leonardi looks poised
as he scans the water,
looking for an open
teammate to pass the
ball to. Passing was
essential to scoring
against opponents.
photo by T Ramirez

Sophomore Allen
Johnson treads water by
the goal as he looks on
to see the Redlands
Bulldogs score against
the team. Even though
Redlands scored the
goal, the Poets still
won. photo by T Ramirez

Freshman Sammy
Wright is playing his
defensive position
against Redlands. He
did not allow Redlands
to score because he
used a very aggressive
defensive strategy.
photo by T Ramirez
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(men's waterpolo)

1MVICtory
although their numbers were small,
C/) members of the men's waterpolo

D_ team were dedicated to the sport;
C/) dedicated enough to finish with a
victorious season
Right from the beginning, the men's
waterpolo team was on a winning streak, and their
secret seemed to be unity, friendship, and determination for one another. If asked how they felt about
each other, the words that came out of their mouths
were, "awesome, excellent, and terrific."
The men's waterpolo team had some changes
before the school year even started. One change was
in the coaching staff. The new coach, Mitch Carty,
was a Whittier alumnus and former player. According to junior goalie Joe Mueller, "Mitch brings enthusiasm and experience to the team. His attitude has
changed the team for the better. We are now working as one rather than a group of different individuals."
Another change that the team faced was a
brand new composition of players. They had five
returning players from last year's winning season and
nine new faces who brought strength and
Freshman
Sergio speed to the team.
Macias, one of the
According to senior Bill Gates, "We
leading scorers on the
team, looks for an open are confident in our bench. We have good
teammate to pass the speed and endurance that will help us
ball to. The Poets were through those tough spots."
known for their strong
The team's outlook changed from
passing skills. The men
prior seasons. The men demonstrated
worked well together to
beat their opponents. their unity outside of the pool as well.
They worked hard as one and were never
photo by T. Ramirez
seen walking by themselves. They were
always walking in twos or threes. According to second year player C.J. Carty, "Our morale is different.
We are a hundred percent better than we were last
year. We are a very different team."
Success was not just based upon practice and
hard work, but also the camaraderie and friendships
between the players themselves, by Jennifer Bailey

C.J. Carly
Bill Gates
Lance Hoffman
Sean Jernigan
Allen Johnson
Josh Kueng
Marcelo Leonardi
Sergio Macias
Joe Mueller
Ricky Ortiz
Augie Seaman
Chad Takahashi
Davin Weinzimmer
Sammy Wright
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The players spoke
excitedly about their
new coach. "She used
to coach the women's
waterpolo team at
Harvard--they are the
best in the nation," said
utility player, Krista
Bishop. photo by S. Au

Jamie Long and Dee
Dee Hsieh listened
attentively to their
coach while at practice.
The team practiced
during all weather
conditions, except for
thunder or lightening.
photo by S. Au

"Our team has gotten
smaller since last year,"
said Jamie Graetz.
Despite their team size,
their enthusiam about
working with their new
coach took them
through the season.
photo by S. Au
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"This is my third season
playing," said sophomore field player,
Jamie Graetz, "I like
the aggressiveness of
the sport: fighting off
the opponents. I like
that it is a team oriented
sport." photo by S. Au
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CD
I

(women's waterpolo)

feet deep

' they were a smaller team who had
) to adjust to a new coach; luckily

-

her skill and the enthusiasm was
contagious so they were not afraid;
they would do just fine
"This is my fifth season playing waterpolo; I
play utility. I have always been good in the water-and during my sophomore year of high school, my
swimming coach and the waterpolo coach recommended I try out for waterpolo. . .1 did, and it has
wound up being my strongest sport," said Krista
Bishop. "I like playing for Whittier; it's fun, because
it gives me time to continue to focus on my school
work. It is not as stressful to be playing for a division-three school than it would be to play for a division-one school. I am excited about the season. Our
new coach used to coach the women's waterpolo
team at Harvard, which is one of the best teams in
the nation. She's an incredibly reputable coach," said
Bishop, as she anxiously awaited the season's games
to begin.
Senior Jennifer Farrell played waterpolo for
Whittier since she arrived in 1994, her freshman year.
After graduating from Whittier, Farrell
The players competed said, "I would like to find a club team
in water that was twelve somewhere, so I am able to continue with
feet deep; they could
waterpolo." Upon being asked what it was
not touch the bottom of
the pool for long about the game that wholeguard Farrell
periods of time; were enjoyed most, she replied, "I would have
they afraid? No! They to say, it is the competitiveness. I also
enjoyed the challenges like that there is a ball. I am a swimmer
of the sport and the
also, so I like that there is actually someaggression that was
necessary. photo by S. Ali thing there to play with in waterpolo,
verses just swimming laps." Farrell also
added, "I really appreciate our new coach. Maureen
is excellent. She has instilled a new attitude within
the team. Her enthusiasm is contagious, and she is a
lot of fun to work with." All players on the waterpolo
team expressed their excitement toward the season
with their new coach. by Sheila Au

Jessie Anderson
Jennifer Bailey
Krista Bishop
Jamie Cabral
Jennifer Farrell
Jamie Graetz
Dee Dee Hsieh
Sara Kiesselbach
Jamie Long
Alexis Prodanowich
Ashley Ryan
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(s w i m min g)

creating a
with winter break mid-season, the
swim team faced a steep drop in
numbers; however, the dedicated
few who persevered posted PRs CD
and made the new coach proud
Men's Swimming
Kalani Burgess
C.J. Carty
Mike Davis
Bryan Glassman
Adrian Leung
Sergio Macias
Joe Mueller
Nebojsa Radjevic
Miguel Salazar
Chad Takahashi
Sammy Wright
Women's Swimming
Jessie Andersen
Jennifer Bailey
Katie Dunne
Jennifer Farrell
Jamie Graetz
Dee Dee Hsieh
Melissa Johnson
Jamie Long
Heather Rudin
Ashley Ryan
Ghenya Sloan
Ellen Wege
Dez Zamora
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The men's and women's swimming teams
were on a different path right from the beginning.
Their secret seemed to be a new coach and a larger
and more dedicated team. If you asked them how
they felt about one another, senior Nebojsa Radjevic
responded with, "Everyone is so supportive of one
another. We are always cheering for one another."
The teams had a change before the school year
even started with the hiring of Maureen Travers. The
new coach came with lots of competitive experience
in swimming. Along with assistant coach Scott
Alvarez, Travers pushed the team to new heights. Senior Jennifer Farrell said, "I love her. She is dedicated and supportive and she pushes us to our best
ability. I actually want to go practice."
The team also saw an increase in size from
past years. The increase in size came from all ability levels and all classes. These new faces have
brought strength and speed to the team.
According to Nebojsa Radjevic, During one of the
"Although swimming is hard and some- team's intense practices
in January, senior
times very stressful and draining, I really Jennifer Farrell grabs
enjoy it because it gives me a sense of the lane divider to help
accomplishment."
keep her afloat. Coach
According to veteran Farrell, Maureen Travers was
"The team's morale is different this year. offering Farrell tips on
how to improve her
We are inspired to do well not only at stroke and cut her split
meets but also at practice. I am excited time. photo by T. Panetta
about this year and all that it had to offer
me--not just in the water but also out of it."
The team's success this year was seen both
in and out of the water. The memories that were made
this year will be cherished by members of the team
for years to come, thanks to a new coach who held
high expectations that were continually met by the
team. by Jennifer Bailey

-

Warming up for his race
at Whittier's sole home
meet, Bryan Glassman
practices the breaststroke. Glassman, a
freestyle swimmer, was
the only senior male
swimmer on the team.

Coach Maureen Travers instructs her team
early in the season. It
was Travers' first year
as head coach for both
the men's and women's
swim teams; she helped
boost the team's morale.

photo by T Panetta

photo by T Panetta
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During a home meet,
senior Dee Dee Hseih
finishes the first lap of
the 200 TM. The
individual medley
began with 50 yards of
the butterfly stroke,
Hsieh's best stroke.
photo by T Panetta

Sergio Macias, who is
also a member of the
waterpolo team, works
on his start during
practice. Clean starts
were essential to
shaving seconds off a
swimmer's race time.
photo by T Panetta
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(men's tennis)

battling
with only two upperclassmen on

(.f

the tennis squad, they struggled

.

against youth, inexperience, and a 0
losing record but remained hopeful
for success
Dan Chronister
Sidharth Haksar
Adrian Leung
Andrew Sansone
Patrick Shaffer
Lowell Takahashi
Chip Tredwell
Jeremy Wang
Kevin Wong
Adrian Zambrano
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Comparatively speaking, the men's tennis
team had a young group of players this season. The
top four positions on the team were held by freshmen. In fact, the entire team, headed by Coach Anthony Almeida, were all freshmen, with the exception on one returning junior and one senior. Despite
the youth of the team, Dan Chronister reported, "For
starting out, I think we're playing pretty well." Optimism obviously reigned for them. "We have good
spirit still," continued Chronister.
As the season went along, the youth and inexperience of the team soon became a major detriment. By the end of the first round, the Poets had
only won one match. Despite this early setback, the
men did not get discouraged. "We're taking it pretty
well; we understand that there are teams that are better than us but we're hoping to become better in the
second round," commented Chronister, who was
seeded as the team's number three player.
"Our whole team is freshmen, which Sidharth Haksar and
Adrian Leung work on
makes us very inexperienced. We aren't their doubles game. To
used to playing in college or with each play doubles you had to
other. On the plus side we will definitely have strong communbecome a lot better in the upcoming sea- ication with each other
so that you were sure
sons," stated Pat Shaffer.
the ball was hit back.
Along with a love for the game and You also had to have
appreciation for each other, the men's ten- trust in his abilities.
nis team was determined to improve their photo by T. Panetta
play and prove that they meant business
both during practice and during conference play.
It was apparent that despite some early setbacks, including the youth and inexperience of the
members, the men's tennis team used a combination
of hard work and determination to do the best that
they could. by Mary Beth Griffin

Adrian Leung watches
his partner return the
volley. Doubles players had an advantage
over singles because
they had two people
covering the same area
that one person did.

Dan Chronister, the
number three player,
works on his forehand.
To be an adept player,
one would have to
master the fore hand as
well as the more
difficult backhand shot.

photo by T Panetta

photo by T Panetta

Freshman Andrew
Sansone, the player
seeded as number one,
prepares to return a
serve. Freshmen dominated the team; only
two of the members
were upperclassmen.
photo by T Panetta

Adrian Zambrano
forcefully returns the
serve. Tennis was an
intense game; you
always had to be on
your toes or the ball will
be blown right by you
before you can even
blink, photo by T Panetta
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Football's rookie of the
year, Jeremy Snyder,
joined the baseball
team as an outfielder.
"I'm having fun playing
baseball again," he said.
Outfielders had to have
speed and agility to be
successful. photo by S. Au

And he's SAFE! Mike
Despain runs to third
base. Good base running often allowed the
men to get ahead in the
games and defeat their
opponents; careful
coaching secured their
victories, photo by S. Au

Brian Eichorn, Mike
Despain, Jeremy Snyder, and Andy George
run onto the field. "My
goal is to beat Cal
Lutheran before I
graduate--we've never
beat them," shared
George. photo by S. Au

William Simmons
stands waiting in the
batter's box. "When
you step into the batter's
box, you're so focused,
you kind of forget about
everything else," said
second baseman Geoff
Rudolph. photo by S. Au

C)

E

(baseball)

spit some

0
(1)

"there's this quote I like:
Cl) baseball is a funny game-sometimes you win, sometimes
you lose and sometimes it rains."
-Geoff Rudolph
The end of January marked the beginning of
the 1998 baseball season. With many returning players and a significant amount of new ones, the Poets
set out to start the season in full swing. With El Niño
calling the season's shots, the baseball team remained
on constant call. If it rained, they would not play; if
the field was too wet, the game was cancelled--but
the team kept in high spirits.
When asked what it was about the game that
had kept him playing for fifteen years, junior third
baseman Nate Nelson said, "It is the beauty of hitting a circle ball, with a solid bat--you barely even
feel it. It is the smell of freshly cut grass, the competitiveness, the Copenhagen, the sunflower seeds...
the drive to achieve greatness with twenty-four guys."
Shortstop and second baseman Geoff Rudolph remembered a quote from a movie that summed up
baseball for him. He said, "Baseball is a funny game-sometimes you win, sometimes you lose,
Right fielder Tino
and sometimes it rains."
Ramando watches John
"This is my third season at Whittier
Ousley. "1 think the
College,"
said junior Tino Ramando. "I
reason I played in the
play right field. Whittier's baseball probeginning was because
of my dad, it was really
gram is getting stronger. It just continues
his thing. He used to to get better. I'm glad to be a part of the
coach me and he
foundation--it's been a complete turn
always kept me
motivated," shared around since my freshman year to now.
Our class has been a base--myself,
Ousley. photo by S. Au
[Simmons], Jay Brown and a couple of
the other guys from last year's team." Freshman
pitcher John Ousley thought the year started off pretty
slow, but through the help of the coaching staff, the
team was "geling together pretty well." The three
different coaches each watched over a different aspect of the game. Ousley said, "I couldn't imagine
playing with abetter group of guys." by Sheila Ali

Jay Brown
Shawn Chavira
Micheal Despain
Brian Eichorn
Thad Estrada
Eric Garcia
Andy George
Tony Governale
Derek Grant
Danny Ibarra
Paul Magallanes
Keith Matsuura
Steve Nadell
Nate Nelson
John Ousley
lino Ramando
Geoff Rudolph
Joshua Sexton
Aaron Shade
Will Simmons
Jeremy Snyder
Bob Weber
Ean White
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(softball)

rebuilding

Cr)
CD

softball gains many talented
rookies while they work to rebuild
the team and establish a strong
foundation for the future while C,)
CD
trying to prove themselves
Callie Batts
Susie Benson
Micheal Bohannon
Aiiesha Brown
Sirnona Brown
Monica Decker
Annette Diaz
Mary Beth Griffin
Sarah Hendin
Teah Hendrix
Alicia Jones
Tricia Juarez
Rachel Mime
Catherine Miyagishima
Catie Profeta
Akimi Shigematsu
Shannon Weeks
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This softball season was a time for rebuilding. They graduated eight members last year, but
gained ten rookies this season. "Our team, although
comprised of many new players, has much talent and
enthusiasm. I see many chances to be successful
through hard work and determination," said Catie
Profeta. While the team had a lot of new talent, their
main objective was to focus on having fun and playing as a team. "My goal for the season is to play my
best and just have fun out there. This team is a great
group of women to play with. Though we're intense
during games, we always try to remember that we
play to have a good time," shared Susie Benson.
Although they started the season slowly with
only one win in their first four games, they never let
themselves get discouraged and always tried to maintain their competitive edge. "This softball team has
a lot of talent. We're a close knit team and have the
ability to win conference," commented
Simona Brown. "We are definitely gain- Monica Decker and
ing experience for years to come. I'm Callie Batts look to
assure that the runner
only sorry that I'm graduating this year is out at first base.
and won't be here to see the full potential Aside from good
I know the team is capable of. My goals offensive and defensive
for the season are to play to our fullest strategies, communpotential and build a strong foundation ication is the biggest
key to winning ball
for future seasons. I do feel that we have games. photo by M. B.
the possibility of placing high in the Griffin
league, but even more important than
that, my first priority is to have fun and play hard,"
said Rachel Milne.
The women realized that this season would
be a rebuilding one, and they all hoped that within a
few seasons, as the young team learned one another's
styles, they would be a force to be reckoned with in
conference play. by Mary Beth Griffin

Callie Batts squares to
bunt the runner over to
second base. Smart
base running skills
allowed the Poets to
capatalize on their
opponent's mistakes,
eventually leading to
runs. photo by M. B. Griffin

Going, going, gone!
Sarah Hendin smacks
the ball during batting
practice. Interteam
scrimmages helped the
women become more
prepared for those
situations in the games.
photo by M. B. Griffin

The women warm up
before
practice.
Stretching and getting
their arms warm were
integral ways to prevent
possible injury which
could prematurly end
the season. photo by M.
B. Griffin

The infield prepares for
the ball as pitcher
Catherine Miyagishima goes into her wind
up. Great defense could
prove more important
than hitting ten home
runs in every game.
photo by M. B. Griffin
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Jim Knoska scores on
the goalie. The process
of scoring is the same
in soccer and lacrosse;
the only difference
being that in lacrosse
the goal and the ball are
much smaller. photo by

Jim
Zimmerman
dodges around an
Arizonan player and
makes his way to the
goal. A successful
lacrosse player needs
speed and agility to
prevent losing the ball.

L. Gershman

photo by L. Gershinan

Chris Mandarich plays
tight defense and
attempts to steal the ball
from the offense. No
matter how many goals
your offense scores, it's
almost worthless if you
have a weak defense.
photo by L. Gershman

Carlos Cortez crushes
an Arizonian player to
prevent him from
scoring a goal. The
goalies relied on the
defense to prevent the
offense from having a
chance to get near the
goal. photo by L Gershman
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(men's lacrosse)
CM

exuberant
the men's lacrosse team began with

Q a 4-0 lead and continued its usual
success despite their many
obstacles, including rainy weather
and personnel changes
"We are a really young team with a lot of
transfers, so every game is a learning experience. We
are constantly learning how to play together," sophomore Mitch Treese commented, regarding the men's
lacrosse season.
Although the team was full of young players
and it would take the team a while to learn each other's
playing styles and abilities, freshman Jake McKinstry
was optimistic. "We are still the most talented team
on the West Coast and we have a lot of potential.
Our game with Connecticut College always shows
us that we are competitive with the teams on the East
Coast. They have a similar ranking to us, so when
we play them, we can measure how we are doing,"
McKinstry claimed.
Although they were confronted with numerous obstacles throughout the season, the team's consistent success was not hindered. "The weather is
causing problems," McKinstry stated.
Brandon
Fortier "Not one game has been a dry one. We've
dodges a defensive man
been running around playing in huge
from Arizona while
puddles
and mud," he said, commenting
ensuring that the ball
doesn 'tfly out of his net. on the unusual amount of rain Southern
The Poet's aggressive California experienced because of the
offense in addition to a fiercest El Niflo storms in many years.
impenetrable defense
Another obstacle for upperclassmen
were the keys to their
on
the
team--who were also returners from
impressive season.
previous season--was adjusting to the difphoto by L. Gershman
ferent role which Damian Ramondo took
as he moved into the seat of assistant coach after playing for the Poets while attending school. Boundaries
were reset, expectations changed, and social contacts
differed in order for him to maintain a position of
respect amongst the team. "He had done a pretty
good job changing from playing to becoming a
coach," Treese explained, by Liza Gershman

Todd Arrup
Steve Brumder
Carlos Cortez
Drew Davis
Bert Dudley
Matt Fersch
Brandon Fortier
Bryan Gittings
Mike Grabis
Doug Hamilton
Dan Jacobs
Jim Knoska
Aaron Leavy
Chris Mandarich
Ben Manning
Jake McKinstry
Eric Motschiedler
Slade Nelson
Adam Raynish
Steve Redmer
Chris Rockwell
Joe Romano
Kevin Rozkowski
Jason Sarfdie
Rob Shaull
Tony Smith
Matt Thompson
Gordon Topper
Mitch Treese
Cale Van Velkinburgh
Jim Zimmerman
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In a game against CalPoly, Denise Godfrey
falls during an attempt
to claim a loose ball.
The rainy weather contributed to poor footing,
which made accurate
passing hard. photo
courtesy of N. Yuen

Coach Kwame Lloyd
huddles with the team
during halftime at a
game in San Luis
Obispo. It was Lloyd's
first season as head
coach, and he brought
a new style of playing.
photo courtesy of N. Yuen

During an afternoon
practice, the team
warms up by running
around the field. They
also worked on
becoming familiar with
handling the lacrosse
stick while running.
photo by T Panetta
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Simmons
Angela
scoops a ground ball
before going to the goal
as Denise Godfrey
blocks out the opposing
player from UCLA.
Teamwork was as important as talent to win
games. photo by T Ramirez

CM (women's lacrosse)
-

El Nino
disappointed by cancelled games
early in the seson, the women
continued the build strength and
stamina by relying on young
players and team spirit

The women's lacrosse team took to the field
in January, slowly adding names to the too-short roster. They adjusted to a season plagued by the offshore weather pattern affectionately called El Niño.
Perhaps one of the most frustrating consequences of El Niño's deluge was the cancellation of
games. After driving for hours to compete in a tournament in Santa Barbara, the women learned the
weekend's games had been cancelled. However, instead of hopping in the vans and turning around to
make the long trek back to Whittier, the women made
the most of Santa Barbara by catching a flick.
They strove to pick up where they had left
off last year. Yet the rain thwarted their efforts, forcing pool practices that relieved tired muscles.
Other times, they kicked mud into the air and
battled through the downpour in front of them. The
onslaught of rain wreaked havoc on the field. Krista
Whyte said, "It's been hard having such a
Senior Krista Whyte rainy season, because it makes the field
freezes in the defensive wet and our playing sloppy in practice. It
position while afoul is
makes it hard to go with full intensity
called. Whyte is attempting to prevent her when the ground is ready to give way unUCLA opponent from derneath you."
passing the ball to her
El Niflo didn't completely dampen the
teammates. Strong team's spirits. They worked together to
defense was often key to
stay positive. Whyte shared," We help
winning games. photo by
each
other to not get so frustrated, because
T. Ramirez
it is easy to get down in these conditions."
After losing ten players to graduation last year, the
team was relatively young: more than half were freshman and sophomores. Although less experienced,
they contributed a fresh energy to the team. Whyte
explained, "It's nice to have a young team. I think
that the younger players have really brought a new
enthusiasm for playing." by Toni Panetta

Raegan Carlson
Jennifer Esly
Dense Godfrey
Ave fryl Grwoden
April Hall
Mirari Jacobson
Melissa Koers
Kelly Krantz
Corrie Maggay
Erin Pittenger
Nancy Roman
Jonnie Russell
Angela Simmons
Molly Tarleton
Krista Whyte
Nathalie Yuen
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(women's tennis)

friendship
enthusiasm, positive attitude, and
comraderie rank high for the Poets CD
and helped make the season a
great and rewarding one which
exceeded their expectations
Chandra Breech
Christine Flaherty
Elizabeth Leake
Pam Lentz
Mariana Madico
Amanda Shallcross
Jennifer Swisher
Yumi Yamazaki
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Along with a love for the game and appreciation for each other, this seasons women's tennis team
was well set to prove that they meant business.
Early in the season, the team beat out tough
rival Occidental College's women's tennis team. "A
team that we hadn't beat since 1978, twenty years-and we beat them," reported an enthusiastic Coach
Jonathan Meer. The eight girls on the team had
worked hard to prove what they were capable of and
it really showed.
The team was comprised of about half returners and half rookies this season, a fairly young team.
An obviously pleased Coach Meer stated, "Coming
into this season, I thought that we had some super
freshmen, and we do, I was right about that." The
team's original goal this season was to win as many
matches as they lost. That goal however, was quickly
replaced by a more ambitious one--to win as many
as two-thirds of their matches.
Team spirit remained high Chandra Breech swings
throughout the season and all team mem- her raquet with all her
might. If a tennis ball
bers kept a positive attitude and outlook. was hit hard enough
They also tried to encourage one another. and placed properly it
When asked about what her first feelings would be practically
and thoughts were when she first met an unreturnable, which
opponent, Mariana Madico replied, "I'm would equal points and
maybe the victory for
a really nice person, but when I get on the woman serving.
the court, I kill. My purpose is to win."
photo by T. Panetta
It was apparent that the key to this
year's successful season was a combination of hard
work, determination, and a willingness to listen to
the coach and the other players. These qualities
helped the women's tennis team become a challengeable force as well as helping them to become better overall players, which is one of the goals of every
season. by Yvonne Aguilar

Amanda Shallcross
fires one back at her
opponent. Shalicross
was one of the few
returners on the squad.
A versatile player, she
played number 2 singles and number 1 doubles. photo by T Panetta

Jennifer
Swisher
returns a serve. Being
quick on the feet was a
necessity; otherwise the
ball would fly right by.
Speed and coordination were also
intergral parts of the
game. photo by Y Aguilar

Yumi Yamazaki digs
low to return a volley
during practice. Having such a young team
made practice essential;
it was important to get
to know the girls and
the coaching style.
photo by Y Aguilar

Christine Flaherty and
Mariana
Madico
practice their doubles
game. Playing doubles
required an extra
amount of coordination
because you had to
avoid running into your
partner. photo by Y. Aguilar
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(track and field)

C)
individuals
track and field capatalized on large
numbers, new members, and

2
CD

returning experience to work as a 0
team and have a successful season CD
and continue past achievements
Mike Alarcon
Todd Benjamin
Tony Boston
Chris Dagne
Joe Delaney
Mike Dobrzycki
Matt Feinberh
Tyler Fleming
Jorge Flores
Perryn Hale
Alex Hamlin
Fred Hawthorne
Steve Hodge
Ogonna Hymes
Chris Lathi
Peter Maksimow
Christopher Nagao
Jeff Nelson
Semaj Phanor
Chris Quintero
Chuck Reid
Art Rich
Sean Riordan
Raul Rios
Rudy Rosales
Kawika Schawab
Steve Siegmund
Matt Smith
Matt Stuart
Micah Tong
James Villavert
Karimu Williams
Ruth Barta
Katheryn Box
Milissa Buck
Ebonee Dumas
Katie Dunne
Katie German
Ann Hickey
Loi Moliga
Claudia Murillo
Janice Pare
Chastity Phillians
Jennifer Purdy
Alisa Quist
Erin Regan
Lisa Rollins

"There were a lot of new faces this year; a
lot of change too--coaches, practices, attitudes. I
think everyone has a drive to win and improve
throughout the season, said sophomore Ruth Barta.
The track and field team had undergone several
changes this year, among them was the addition of
two football coaches, Keith Wright and Gene
Miranda, to compliment the rest of the coaching staff.
The team was optimistic about the season.
With a significant increase in the number of male
athletes, the number one goal, according to head
coach Greg Phillips, remained the "increase in participation" among the students. Track and field was
a sport conducive to large teams because there were
a plethora of different events in which one could have
competed: from relays to hurdles to shot-put or high
jump. Whether your talents were in running or jumping or throwing, there was something for everyone
on the team.
There was great expectation for Practice pays off. Matt
excellence with the return of sophomore Feinberg proves that
idea at Pomona-P itzer
Chuck Reid. Last season Reid made it to when he breaks his
the National Championships and placed personal record by
eighth in the country. 'The team looks jumping over nineteen
strong, particularily on the men's side. feet. At every meet,
They have a large team with a lot of tal- team members tried to
surpass their previous
ent. The women's team has smaller num- performance. photo by
bers but with hard work we should im- R. Sahagun
prove. We also have a lot of individual
talent which should help in the long run," commented
sophomore thrower, Loi Moliga. Regardless of each
individual's skill level, every member's unique abilities were combined to make a strong and cohesive
team which became more successful as the season
progressed and members learned how to work as one.
by Ruben Saha gun and Mary Beth Griffin

Perryn Hale passes the
baton to Chuck Reid in
the 4x100 meter relay.
It takes timing and
much practice to master
the baton pass, which
seems to have been
perfected by Hale and
Reid. photo by R. Sahagun

Launching a javelin
into space isn't that
easy. It took skill
combined with strength
and determination,
three qualities which
demonstrated here by
Steve Hodge. photo by R.
Sahagun

Sophomore Ruth Barta
is seen here mastering
the high jump at
practice. Barta is a
returning member who
made her presence
known throughout the
season. photo by R.
Sahagun

Mike Alarcon and Tyler
Fleming, in lanes one
and two, respectively,
prepare to launch into
action at PomonaPitzer. They awaited
the bang of the starting
gun for the 100 meter
dash. photo by R. Sahagun
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Senior captain Diane
Danoff leads her squad
and the audience in a
chant of "Let's Go
Poets" while the Poet
football team marches
down the field and on
to another victory, photo
by J. Cross

Presentation is the most
important part of a
routine. Making sure
all performers were
synchronized was one
of the most important
factors to a successful
routine, photo by T.
Ramirez

James Villavert, Erin
Whittemore, Anna
Ryan and Diane Danoff
cheer on the team,
trying to get them
pumped up and
motivated to score
more points. The squad
kept the crowd
enthusiastic also. photo
by T Ramirez
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As a returning member
of the squad, senior
James Villavert must be
a leader for the less
experienced members.
He must show that even
when losing you must
still try to pump up the
crowd. photo T Ramirez

1

cheerleading )

enthusiasm

CD
I
' The cheerleading squad worked

) hard to incite school spirit and a
C) dedicated following among the fans
during victorious seasons that
warranted crowd support
For the first time in years, the Whittier Poet
cheerleaders got to cheer for a winning football team.
After cheering for a team with a losing record for so
many years, getting to cheer for a team that was winning was a reward for everyone on the squad. "Now
that we are winning, more people come out to the
games and help us cheer on and support our team,"
stated senior James Villavert.
The squad was filled by four new faces and
three returning members including co-captain
Mariessa Chambers and captain Diane Danoff. Although the squad was smaller than some of the squads
of past years--with only seven members--that didn't
make the job of increasing school spirit any more
difficult. "Yeah, it would be nice to have a bigger
squad, but we are looking for quality not quantity,"
stated sophomore, and first year member, Sara Ryan.
"Everyone is really excited about cheering
this year, and they are all dedicated to
The cheerleaders get
making this one of the best years ever,"
down and geifuinky as
they perform one of claimed senior Diane Danoff. In an attheir many new tempt to boost school spirit, the cheerleadroutines.
Besides ers didn't just cheer at the traditional footcheering during the ball and basketball games. They also atgames, the squad
tended some of the lacrosse games to give
danced during halftime
to provide enter- their team more motivation to win.
One of the main reasons for the team's
tainment at home
games. photo by T. Ramirez success was all the hard work they put into
making each performance interesting and
energetic. Danoff said, "Because we get along so well
with each other, it is a lot easier to practice and make
each performance the best it could possibly be. We
all want to accomplish the same goals, and we work
together in order to make those goals a reality." by
Josef Cross

Mariessa Chambers
Dionna Dallas
Diane Danoff
Kim Kurton
Sara Ryan
James Villavert
Erin Whitemore
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(club sports)
I

I

participating
many students did not find the
sports they enjoyed offered at the
varsity level; as an alternative, they
formed their own teams and clubs
to compete in intramural sports
On the second floor of the Athletic Center, in
an office filled with pictures of current and former
Whittier College athletes, coach Greg Phillips worked
toward improving the Athletic Department. Philips
was the director of the club sports program.
Having been at Whittier for over thirteen
years, Phillips filled the role as director in an opportunity to provide student athletes with the chance to
compete, even if the sport they loved was not offered as a varsity sport. The teams included men's
volleyball, martial arts, cheerleading, and Poets in
Rhythm, the dance club.
Funding for the club teams came predominantly from COR, and senior PER major Nicole Jackson worked with Phillips to gain funding for the program. Jackson was the club sports representative to
COR. She was also co-president of the martial arts
club.
Junior social work major George
Willacey was president of the men's vol- Nicole Jackson, acting
leyball team. Regarding the level of play club sports representative to COR, was
in club sports, Willacey explained, "Be- a senior majoring in
cause this is an all-student run activity, it PER. According to
is not taken as seriously as an intercolle- Jackson, "It is
giate sport. We can have more fun with important to me to be
it, but we also do not want to get aside the voice of all the club
sports. We're growingfrom being taken seriously and being -we have judo coming
competitive."
up." photo by S. Au
Jaime Dutra and Renee Taheny
organized the dance team for the past two years, offering students the opportunity to perform at a semicompetitive level, mainly at school sports events.
Although it traditionally provided half-time entertainment at football and basketball events, this year's team
had a tough year of rebuilding itself after losing many
of its members. by Sheila Au
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The members of the
martial arts club
worked diligently to
improve their skills.
The club provided
students with an
excellent workout as
well as self-defense

Practice for the men's
volleyball team was held
in the late evenings, after
other teams completed
their practices. The team
members maximized
their time on the court in
preparation for games.

skills. photo by G. Willacey photo by S. Au

Jaime Dutra, a
sophomore biology
major with a minor in
physical education and
recreation, helped
organize the dance
team, Poets in Rhythm,
after recovering from
an injury, photo by S. Au

Nina Vacaro was copresident of the martial
arts club. When asked
about the time
commitment, Vacaro
said, "When you feel
strongly
toward
something, you make
time." photo by S. Au
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tephanie Butler
counts and sepa-

thenian Sonya
Hernandez flips

S

A

rates the candy apples
that she and her Palmer

through pages of an
Orthogonian photo al-

sisters sell at the Homecoming game. All soci-

bum during the Activities Fair. The societies

eties had fundraisers; for
the Palmers, Homecom-

used the Fair as an opportunity to recruit new

ing candy and caramel
apple sales were a tradi-

members. They also
mingled amongst them-

tion.

selves, keeping up with

photo by T Panetta

friends in other societies.
photo by T Panetta

I

etreats; car washes; fundraisers; stags. All were traditional activities that the nine societies participated in. However, with the new year came new attitudes and pursuits. The InterSociety Council
changed their format from one large body to several subcommittees who worked on different projects

in an effort to distribute responsibility. The main goal of ISC was to present a more unified community between
the societies: instead of emphasizing the differences which made each society unique, they worked to show the
similarities.
Members from all societies contributed to their respective brotherhood or sisterhood; they also contributed to the campus. They brought their talents from outside of the society to enhance the personality of their
respective society. Athletes brought strength of conviction; club members and leaders brought organization and
determination; those who excelled in academics brought a renewed dedication to succeeding in classes; entrepreneurs taught their societies how to make and spend money, both for their benefit and for the entire student body.
The fall semester was spent preparing for and putting on Homecoming for the societies alumni; societies
also worked hard to ensure they had successful Open House and Rush activities. In January, societies found out
their hard work paid off, as each society welcomed new members. And once again, the traditions continued, but
with new group dynamics. by Toni Panetta
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kickin

I

bl ues

society members mingled and mixed over the weekends
This year's pressures and together and have fun," said Billy
stress brought on in the classroom Pieno. In stags, society members
were met and relieved by stags. Stags found the chance to break away from
were parties held by societies as a way the ordinary routine of college life and
to not worry about anything except
to interact with each other and to
just having a great time.
have a good time. Stags
"Stag parties help us relax
were mixers that helped
"Stag
parties
help
and talk to others and
add excitement to colus
relax
and
talk
to
dressing up is a great
lege life and brought /
others and dressing
way to do that," extogether the commuup is a great way to
plained Penn James
nity of students.
do that."
/
Dominguez.
Dressing
Usually stags
James Dominquez,
/ up and mixing with othwere held on the weekPenn
ers gave students the opends, catered to a parportunity to get to know
ticular theme. The memdifferent people under different
bers of each society dressed
contexts.
Stags took the formality and
according to the theme and began an
tension out of meeting others and emevening of fun.
"Stags are a good way for phasized social ties between the varimembers of two societies to interact ous societies. by Jennifer Bailey

At the Orthogonian-Palmer
"South of the Border" stag
during the fall, members of
the two societies enjoyed
hearty portions of came
asada. Marcus Paredes lights
the coals to cook the meat.
photo courtesy Palmer Society

James McClellan and Vicky
Yang dance the night away
at the Penn-Thalian "Fashion
Show" stag. Society members dressed in costumes that
represented the chosen theme
for the evening, photo courtesy
William Penn Society
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New members of the
Metaphonian and Franklin
societies mingle during a
spring-semester stag. Male
and female societies stagged
with each other at least once
each semester. photo courtesy

Palmers Julie (Cyndi Lauper)
Janes and Kathleen (The Big
Nerd) King show off their
Halloween digs for the annual "Penn-Palmer Pumpkin
Promenade.' Traditional
themes were always fun.

Metaphonian Society

photo courtesy Palmer Society

Athenians
Members of the Athenian Society demonstrate their sisterhood
during their rush in November. The Ladies were all proud to
host a large number of interested women at the event, where
prospective members could learn about the society. One of the
unique aspects about the Athenian Society was that, unlike the
other four female societies, the Ladies did not paint The Rock
on a weekly basis. Instead, that tradition was
saved for special events,
notably formal convocation in January. photo
courtesy Athenian Society
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The annual AIDS Walk Los
Angeles was one of many
annual walkathons and other
benefit-style events in which
societies participated to demonstrate community involvement and awareness. photo

Early in the fall semester, the
Palmer Society donated a
Saturday morning to the local Habitat for Humanity
project. This was the
society's second opportunity
to help with the project. photo

courtesy Metaphonian Society

courtesy Palmer Society

Franklins
After more than 75 years on campus, the Benjamin Franklin
Society was still a strong force within the college community.
By welcoming a New Member Education class of seven in January, the traditions of fun and excitement within the brotherhood
were sure to continue. Among annual favorites were the Danny
Noonan Invitational Frisbee Golf Tournament and Bar Night.
The society always
looked forward to its
stags, such as the
"March Madness" stag
with the Palmers. photo
courtesy Palmer Society
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members

do good

helping others by giving time and energy to the world
Countless deeds of generos- ness for particular causes. Both the
ity and services decorated not only the Palmer and Metaphonian societies
campus of Whittier but also its com- continued their annual participation
munity. On campus, the nine societ- in AIDS Walk Los Angeles in the fall,
ies have brought the fountain,
which helped raise millions of
dollars for continuing AIDS
chapel, and Nixon memorial.
research.
But it was the ser"We as a society
vice that these societies
Other societies helped
feel it is very
gave that was the most /
keep the campus lookimportaint to give
ing clean: some volunbeneficial and had the
something back to
greatest impact upon
teered time at
the community.
the community. It was
/ Broadoaks, while the
Plus, it's fun!"
during community ser/
Penns painted the "W"
Megan Abair,
vice events that the oron the hill opposite the
\..Palmer
football stadium, an anganizations were able to
nual Homecoming tradition.
demonstrate their productivity
Many of the service events
and their care for the community.
Many societies participated in become fun traditions that the memlocal walkathons or similar benefits bers eagerly anticipated and gladly
in efforts to raise money and aware- participated in. by Nicholas Smal

Besides raising money for a
good cause, participants in
benefits met new people.
Members of the Metaphonian Society took a break
with "the string man," who
cheered on the walkers. photo
courtesy Metaphonian Society

The Metaphonians gladly
participate in the 10K
AIDS Walk L.A. walkathon
in the fall, which helped raise
money for AIDS research.
The society participated in
the event each year. photo
courtesy Metaphonian Society
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open

to eve r Y o

societies showcased their distinct characters in October
In mid-October, the nine so- each member dressed as a character
cieties showcased themselves, offer- reminiscent of that decade. The
ing the opportunity for interested stu- Ionians rounded out Open House
dents to find out about the distinctions week with the annual gathering on
Friday evening. Despite having to
between the groups.
battle the beginning of the
Each society held an
weekend, the Ionians had
Open House and wel"Open House is re-'
a large turnout.
comed any and all who
ally a great chance
The male societies'
were interested to get / for us to meet proOpen
Houses were not
to know the members
spective members
quite as formal as the
of the organization, to
who are interested
/
women's.
Typical acask questions about
in our society."
tivities ranged from a
society life in general,
Jennifer Farrell,
barbecue at Penn Park to
and to find out how each
Palmer
gathering to catch the
society differed from the
weekly Monday Night Football
others.
Typically, the women's soci- Game. Unlike the women's Open
eties organized their Open House Houses, the men usually held their
around a particular theme. The events at an off-campus location, by
Palmer Society revisited the '80s, and Toni Panetta

Ionians Liza Gershman and
Lindsey Badillo demonstrate
that the bonds of sisterhood
are always evident, during
such events as Open House.
The Is hosted an afternoon
in the tropics. photo courtesy
Ionian Society

Erica Eyring listens as
Kristin Gingold discusses her
major. Open House gave active members a chance to
learn more about students
who were interested to learn
about the different societies.
photo courtesy Ionian Society
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Members of the Thalian Society open the night by introducing themselves during the
"Thalian Express Open
House. Part of Open House
was to learn about the members, as well as the society.

Andrea Miley, one of the
lonians' newest members,
shares a moment with Liza
Gershman at the Ionian Open
House. The Is held their
Open House on Friday, the
same day they paint the rock.

photo courtesy Thalian Society

photo courtesy Ionian Society

onians
Alanna Purbaugh, Lisette Baron, Aiiesha Brown, Amy Kaber,
Lindsey Badillo, and Joy Popperwill-Haynes stop to catch up
with each other during Homecoming Brunch. The lonians were
in a unique situation, because they were the youngest society
on campus, having revived themselves within the past decade.
The women were a group of people who were committed to
expressing and celebrating each other's individuality, and were
proud to share that with
new members. photo
courtesy Ionian Society
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One of the most enjoyable
parts of rush is the food. The
lonians treated their rushees
to lunch at The Dive, one of
the hottest restaurants in the
L.A. area, before continuing
with the day's events, photo

Showing prospective Penns
how it's done, Scott Manson
lines up a perfect shot. The
Penns took their rushees to
the National Sports Bar &
Grill in Fullerton for a day of
pool and good grub. photo

courtesy Ionian Society

courtesy William Penn Society

Lancers
After a tenuous January, five Lancer squires were welcomed to
the ranks of the Lancer Society to become the latest in a long
line of men to join the society. Known for their arduous 'roundcampus march, swinging lanterns, and proud shields, the Lancers continued their tradition of welcoming strong members into
the society. The new additions were particularly helpful in the
planning and production
of the annual Mona Kai
week and dance, held
towards the end of the
spring semester. photo
courtesy Lancer Society
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prepping

for rush

from excursions in Los Angeles to meeting local alumni
"I have the most fun at Rush. little bit of Southern California and
It gives me the opportunity to meet got to know more about the different
and to get to know some women from societies. Rush also was a chance for
the Whittier Community that I might everyone to get acquainted. It was a
not have been able to before. Rush
chance for the societies to explain
is also a time when my sis_
their values and history.
ters and I can show others
Franklin Dan Willwhat we are all about—
"Rush is an imporiams commented,
sisterhood," explained / tant first step in
"Rush is an important
learning the basic
Palmer Kathleen
first step in learning
principles
of
societChavez.
the basic principles of
ies."
Rush was one
societies,
which for
J
Dan Williams,
of the most important
/ years have been the orFranklin
events for societies durganizations on campus
ing the fall semester. It althat contribute to the welllowed prospective members to
being and the future of the
look at the different societies and see College.... [Societies] provide brothwhich one best matched their person- erhood and sisterhood which is unalities. It was a day away from cam- paralleled [by] any friendship. . . built
pus where interested students saw a during college." by Jennifer Bailey

Andrew Trempe, member of
the Penn society, discusses
the afternoon's events with
Sean Jernigan while waiting
for a pool table to clear up at
the National Sports Bar &
Grill in Fullerton. photo courtesy William Penn Society

Gold was the theme for the
day as the Thalians offered
their rushees the chance to
"Strike it Rich!" at Rush.
Actives and prospectives
chatted while waiting to
leave for the next stop. photo
courtesy Tholian Society
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The Penns increased their
numbers by eleven in January. One of the most rewarding aspects of the NME process was uniting the actives
and new members as one cohesive organization, photo
courtesy William Penn Society

Protege Mistresses Abbie
Robideaux and Jaime Stone
discuss their classes while
conducting study hours with
their protege class. Societies emphasized academics
and scholarship during January. photo courtesy Ionian Society

Metaphonians
The Metaphonian Society worked hard this year to continue the
traditions of service and sisterhood that has become the cornerstone of the society. Besides participating in AIDS Walk L.A. in
September, the Mets kept a busy schedule throughout the rest
of the year, fitting sisterhood retreats, homecoming, stags, date
parties, and other society-based events into their calendars. They
welcomed four women
into their fold after a
successful January, and
eagerly anticipated
more fun. photo courtesy
Metaphonian Society
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learning

th

S

New Member Education welcomed others into the fold
January was a time when meant to be a member of the society;
classes were condensed and the new members had to learn the inforweather was unpredictable. It was mation that was expected and demalso the time when each society offi- onstrate the bonds of brotherhood and
sisterhood that were valued.
cially educated and welcomed new
NME was similar to
members to its respective ortaking
an additional class
ganization. This January
"January is my faduring January, alwas no exception: the
vorite time of the
though the content of
campus was spotted by / year, because we
the material and the
dozens of new-memget to teach the new
ways in which learnbers-in-training.
girls what it means
ing
were measured difNew Member
to be a Met!"
fered from traditional
Julie Lawendowski,
Education (NME) was
classroom techniques.
Metaphonian
the process by which soInstead of research papers
cieties passed on their hisand exams, prospective memtory, values, and traditions to
bers
were
expected to demonstrate,
their prospective new members. It
was a time filled with stress for all, through their actions and projects, that
as old members had to bone up on they understood the essence of the
their facts and exemplify what it society. by Toni Panetta

At the formal convocation
ceremony at the end of the
NME period, the Lancers
shared their pinning ceremony with all, as Sir Alonso
Fuentes pinned Lady Bede
Hermosillo, a new Athenian.
photo by A. Vaughn

The 1998 Athenian pledge
class successfully completed
their NME program under
Pledge Mistress Renae
Waestman's instruction. The
Ladies warmly welcomed
nine women into the society.
photo courtesy Athenian Society
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mixing

old & new

Homecoming allowed alumni to meet new members
Homecoming wasn't just a Palmers sold candy apples. As they
hectic weekend for Program Board, do every year, the William Penn Sowho sponsored the campus-wide ciety made their presence felt as they
events during the weekend. It was outlined the "W" on the side of the
also a very busy time for all the
hill facing the football field.
societies. They played a
The other things the
large roll in events dursocieties did during the
"We have two
ing homecoming.
\ homecoming weekend
brunches. The first
Homecoming was the
is formal at Q's, \ included organizing
time when the Alumni
brunches with their
and the second is a
came back and were
alumni.
The brunches
BBQ at the
reunited with old
House."
J gave the new members
friends, brothers, and
" the chance to meet the
Billy Pierro,
sisters.
alumni. These brunches
.Orthogonian
There were a lot of
also gave the alumni a
different things that societies
chance to see how their society
did during homecoming. Some of the was changing. The brunches always
most obvious were during the foot- drew large numbers of attendees, and
ball game: the Ionian society was sell- continued society traditions through
ing fifty/fifty raffle tickets, and the the decades. by Josef Cross

Palmer members Jennifer
Farrell and Stephanie Butler
take a break from meeting
alumni and selling candy
apples at the Homecoming
game to enjoy part of the victory against Occidental. photo
courtesy Palmer Society

At the Penn Society brunch,
brothers John and Rob Givler
tell alumni about the changes
within the society. Alumni
learned about developments
within their respective societies at Homecoming. photo
courtesy William Penn Society
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Thalians congratulate their
sisters. Being nominated to
Homecoming Court was an
honor for all; for societies, it
was a way to demonstrate
their pride in the members
who were nominated, photo
courtesy Thalian Society

Societies' active members
and alumni gathered in the
baseball field to enjoy fresh
food after the Homecoming
Victory. Society alumni accounted for much of the turnout at Homecoming activities. photo by T Panetta

Orthogonians
Although its numbers were small, the Orthogonian Society continued to make its presence felt on campus. The society, of
which Richard Nixon is its most well-known alumnus, continued to demonstrate the strong ties of brotherhood that unite the
members. In an effort to meet prospective members, the brothers invited interested students to the "0-House" for the annual
"0-Haunt" at Halloween. The efforts paid
off, as the society welcomed four new members. photo courtesy
Orthogonian Society
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paying

tra price

fundraising projects helped finance many society events
This year many students par- on-campus groups.
However, fundraising was
ticipated in fundraising through societies. The rewards from their partici- about more than just working for cash
pation ranged from being able to fi- to lessen financial burdens.
"Fundraising is more than just
nance campus-wide events to helpmoney. It's really fun being subsidize the cost of
cause it gave me time to
Homecoming brunches
hang out with my sisters
and Rush.
"The more money
made
by
students
and enjoy the afterWhen the socithe more we can
noon," said Kate Crist.
eties helped themgive
back
to
the
The opportunity to
selves, they also
school."
/ bond with society
helped the campus, as
Katie German,
/ brothers and sisters and
Katie German exThalian
share fun times was just
plained: "the more
one of the important things
money made by students
that fundraising offered. Socithe more we can give back to
the school through clubs, programs ety members worked together for a
and other activities that do need the common goal: to support themselves
funding." Instead of subsidizing so- and to learn how to work as a group
ciety events, COR could help other to meet that goal. by Jennifer Bailey

Car washes were a popular
method for societies to raise
money to support their many
activities. Each society reserved a weekend on the
master calendar to spend the
morning scrubbing cars.
photo courtesy Palmer Society

Palmers Julie Janes and
Kathleen Chavez call a truce
to their soap and water fight.
Car washes were successful:
they raised money as well as
incited good old fashioned
water fights between friends.
photo courtesy Palmer Society
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At the Homecoming game,
President James Ash pulls the
winning 50-50 raffle ticket
from the bag. Raffles were
successful ways to raise
money, as Ionian Abbie
Robideaux demonstrates.

Before the car wash officially
began, Palmer members
grudgingly awoke--and were
rewarded with breakfast: donuts and juice. Fundraising
efforts, while demanding,
were also rewarding. photo

photo courtesy Ionian Society

courtesy Palmer Society

Palmers
The oldest female society on campus, the Palmer Society continued the traditions of scholarship, service, and sisterhood that
have served as the foundation for the society for 76 years. The
women were recognized selling candy apples at football games,
donating time to Habitat for Humanity and AIDS Walk Los Angeles, and washing cars until they sparkled. They unwound
with stags and sisterhood retreats, and
proudly welcomed
Mary Beth Griffin as
their newest sister. photo
courtesy Palmer Society
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While at the Metaphonian
sisterhood retreat, Farrah
Clemens and Regina
Sanchez take a break from
the craziness of pillow fights
and humorous stories members told each other. photo

Homecoming gave society
members an opportunity to
celebrate and share their sisterhood and brotherhood
with old and new members.
The Athenians gathered to
renew their sisterhood. photo

courtesy Metaphonian Society

courtesy Athenian Society

Penns
It was the society whose traits were as unique as their members:
they painted the "W" and surrounded it with the triangular society insignia at Homecoming; published a quirky--but handy-directory called the "Hustler's Handbook;" and had their pledges
dressed in ties, toting orange triangular notebooks. The William Penn Society continued its trademark traditions, and did so
with enthusiasm by welcoming one of the largest pledge classes of the
society--li men--in
January. photo courtesy
William Penn Society

forming

that bind

memories of brother and sisterhood to cherish forever
Brotherhood and sisterhood
Brotherhood and sisterhood
were two of many things that make were an extension of immediate famisocieties special and distinct. Both lies. When you needed someone, sowere what united the groups into one. ciety brothers and sisters were there
Athenian Jennifer Sissoyev
for you, through the good times
shared, "Sisterhood, to me,
and the bad. Franklin Joe
means long-lasting friendKozel said, "Brother"Brotherhood is
ships with those who
hood is what it sounds
you have been through / what it sounds like.
like. It's like extendIt's like extending
so many experiences
ing your family in
your family in
with. It means calling
many ways. Just like
many ways."
someone up in the
J real brothers, we have
Joe Kozel,
middle of the night with
/ some fun, we have
Franklin
a problem or just to hang
some frustration but in
out and not having them
the end, we're all in it tohang up on you. It means algether, trying to have a good
ways having a shoulder to cry on, a time while we're here."
partner to shop with, a buddy to laugh
The memories of brotherhood
with. That's what sisterhood means and sisterhood lasted beyond the
to me."
years at college. by Jennifer Bailey

Informal gatherings of society members demonstrated
the bonds of brotherhood or
sisterhood. Palmers gather to
celebrate sister Christina
Bedoy's birthday when she
visited in the fall, photo courtesy Palmer Society

Andrew Trempe, Keristofer
Saryani, and James
Dominguez rest after painting the rock the night of Coke
Acceptance. NME often
strengthened ties of brotherhood and sisterhood. photo
courtesy William Penn Society
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all the odds

and ends

the other events that societies participate in and sponsor
According to Ionian Alanna
So what else did society members do? The "left-over" events were Purbaugh, "The Club was a great
as diverse as the people who joined place to have events. I think we got
better turn outs because it was so close
each of the organizations.
to where everyone was at."
Some of the many
Some of the events that so...events that were held at The
cieties held at The Club
Club were sponsored by
"The Club was a
were Erotic City, the
the various societies on
great place to have
\ Welcome Back at the
events. I think we got
campus. Society
better
turn
outs
bebeginning of the year,
events were really
cause it was so close
and Cinco De Mayo.
popular among the
to where everyone
students, so holding
J Societies also eagerly
was at."
an event at The Club
Alanna Purbaugh, / participated in the Activities Fair, helping to inwas a great idea.
s... Ionian
troduce
freshmen and
There were defitransfers to life on the campus.
nite advantages for the societOther social events included
ies who did hold an event at The Club:
attendance was generally high, secu- date parties, family days, and just
rity was reliable, and a good time was spending time together as sisters and
brothers. by Josef Cross
had by all.

Orthogonian Chuck Mcleod
dresses the part at the annual
Orthogonian Haunt. The society hosted the event as one
of their informal prospective
events, but also welcomed all
students. photo courtesy
Orthogonian Society

Tucker Macomber, Mark
Neria, and Jascha KaykasWolff, all members of the
Lancer Society, try to generate interest in their society at
the Activities Fair. The Lancers were one of four male societies. photo by T Panetta
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Putting their society on display at the Activities Fair was
one way the lonians attracted
women who were interested
in joining the group. All societies participated in the
Activities Fair in the fall.
photo courtesy Ionian Society

While on a date party,
lonians Brandy Quinn and
Lindsey Badillo improve
their putting skills. Societies held date parties as a way
to interact with non-society
members and to enjoy a night
out. photo courtesy Ionian Society

Thalians
The Thalian Society was one of the largest women's societies
on campus, continually drawing a strong number of interested
women into its fold. The society was comprised of various types
of people. From athletes to actors, admissions personnel to the
general manager of KWTR, the society attracted women who
were active in all parts of campus life. After a successful "Thalian
Express" Open House
and "Strike It Rich!"
Rush, the women welcomed six new members to the society. photo
courtesy Thalian Society
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A

s the year came to a close, we recounted the many things that marked the progression of time. We
watched and hoped as our Olympic contenders competed for the gold in the Winter Olympics in
Nagano, Japan. We wondered if Bill Clinton would finish out the remaining two years of his term

despite allegations of an affair with Monica Lewinsky. Independent council Kenneth Starr and his staff tried to
determine whether Mr. Clinton had committed perjury and the nation wondered if that meant impeachment. How-

ever, Mr. Clinton turned his attention, and ours, to issues far more pertinent: a possible strike against Iraq, and the
State of the Union--which Mr. Clinton characterized as decidedly good, with hopes to maintain Welfare and to
educate more children.
On campus, we turned our attention to the announcement that a new field of study, the Environmental Studies
Major, would be introduced in the coming years. A renovated Naylor Hall was opened to the public in February
and formally renamed Deihl Hall. Professors from the Modern Languages and Literature Department relocated to
the freshly painted halls. KWTR went back on the air in April, after a hiatus left the station in limbo for years.
Hollywood asked us to look back in time. Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet captured our hearts while
Titanic left audiences awed as it continued to sweep the box offices and the motion picture awards. Jack Nicholson
and Helen Hunt gained attention for their roles in As Good as it Gets, while Steven Spielberg created yet another
epic that forced us to reconsider history with his Amistad.
We spent the year ruminating about our past while looking towards our future. by Toni Panetta
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exico offered

/4
14 cultural experiences for all who were
interested. Chris Dagne,

tudents in art
classes created

S

works that challenged
the common views of

Chris Gonzalez, and C.J.
Carty went south of the

daily life. Statues that

border as part of their
January Interim course.

placed throughout campus in an effort to force

photo courtesy C. Dagne

us to STOP to consider

students made were

our surroundings. photo

by

T Panetta
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"I am a survivor, not a victim," declared Elane
Norych Geller. Geller spoke in the Faculty
Center, sharing her story about surviving
the Holocaust. Geller's presentation reminded us all of our past, but she urged us
to learn from history so we can better shape
our future. photo by L. Ratcliff
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•
Co-Editors: Mary Beth Griffin & Toni Panetta (current whereabouts
unknown) 'Adviser: Tracy Morse (getting eyes examined due to long hours
spent reading with little to no light). Publisher: Taylor Publishing Co. (that
mystical place of technological wonders)•Taylor Representative: Brynda Everman
(the hard-to-reach-but-always-has-the-answers woman). Photographer: Terese
Ramirez (magazine in progress) Staff Members: Jennifer Bailey, Nicholas Smal,
Josef Cross, Megan McClellan, Bede Hermosillo, James Rosa, James Dominguez,
Liza Gershman, Leslie Ratcliff, Sheila Ali, Ruben Sahagun, Yvonne Aguilar, &
Leslie Reynolds (for more info, see: BY-lines). Seniors Photographer: Image
One Photography -Whittier College-Taylor-Image One Liason & Contracts Manager: Tracy Poon-Tambascia (our #1 fan)

the low-down, dirty details
'The 176 page book was printed on 80# paper, and smyth-bound into a staffdesigned lexotone cover (silkscreened with green and white inks and stamped
with really cool gold foil) rendered by artist April Murphy (faceless person who
turned words into pictures--wow!) & lined by blue endsheets with gold
foil Headlines, graphics and layouts were designed by the absent co-editors
using Aldus PageMaker 5.0 & Aldus Freehand ai. The pages were filled with a
variety of fonts (Anal MT Condensed Light, Brittanic Bold, Helvetica Black,
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Ian Maxtone-Graham spoke to student
about being awniter for two of society's mo
popular television shows, "The Simpsons
and "Saturday Night Live." Having co-wrot
Adam SandIer's "The Hanukkah Song,
Maxtone-Graham discussed the role of corn
edy in society. photo by L. Reynolds

